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1 

 

Sep 2016-Jan 2017 

 

Leisure Shrine. From oil rent to robot rent: A new economic strategy for Arab Gulf 

States to prevent toil shock. 

* 

"Dutch Disease": When oil/gas abounds, manufacture declines. People hate working. 

Robotics is like oil: a ‘Dutch disease.’ & contrary to oil it is here to stay. 

* 

Automating the Gulf: "Robots are no Shiites, alhamdulillah." 

* 

Most absurd: Corporate bureaucracies on social networks, rigidly unilateral, pretending 

to be interactive. 

* 

Looks like humanities majors are the college grads taking the "non-college" jobs. 

Yet companies are still interested in recruiting humanities majors. They have been 

saying this for the last 50 years. 

Why a liberal arts degree holds value in the second machine age. – Skills that make all workers 

valuable –even those in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) careers– are 

boosted, not diminished, by a liberal arts education. (Michigan Future Inc.) 

Companies have been praising liberal arts degrees for 50 years. Think in terms of 

motivation. Why would these students want to work for a company? They’re taking liberal arts 

degrees because they hate the idea of working for business. 

* 

Adidas releases images of the shoes that will be made in its super automated "speedfactory." 

The end of China’s ascent? 

* 

Hawking: "AI could spell end of human race." Oscar Wilde: "The only thing one really 

knows about human nature is that it changes." 

* 

Brexit. Self-fulfilling prophecies & self-filled prophets. Vide Dali, Young virgin auto-

sodomized by the horns of her own chastity. 

From Brexit to Election 2016. To those who see Donald Trump as dead man walking: 

Don’t tell me Brexit commentators are your mentors. 
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Brexit has proved intelligentsia is moron-entsia. They fail to deliver. "It won’t pass" was 

the word until the very morning of June 24. To a man. Do you realize? 

Brexit is a shame... upon "analysts" – who saw nothing coming and now keep silent 

about their resounding failure. Next: Election 2016. 

* 

JASTA. Just Another Stupid Thing from America. 

JASTA aka jestA, Just Another Silly Thingummy from America. 

JASTA. Brotha, when you take commercial airplanes in the face, you should know it’s 

no time for jasting. 

* 

Chancellor C. on @Rutgers_Newark students: "I’m spending my time with the future of this 

country and this world." Escapist… 

* 

Trumpbashing. Scholars in the election fuss: Students taken hostages. 

* 

Job Outsourcing by Multinationals. Everybody knows... but nobody knows who. 

* 

John Podesta made a characteristically bourgeois jab at Assange (‘‘I bet the lobster risotto is 

better than the food at the Ecuadorian Embassy.’’) 

Derogatory comments on Ecuadorian cuisine are odious hate speech. 

After election: How does the risotto taste now, John Podesta? 

* 

To the brainwashed: Vote Hillary Clinton. 

* 

After Brexit the word was "UK’s economy will crash." To a man. And now: Two banks 

cancel Brexit recession forecasts (Financial Times). 

* 

Experts as Failures: From Brexit to Election 2016. [This was written before the election 

results and it has turned true.] 

* 

"My dream is a hemispheric common market." (Hillary Clinton) Does it include Russia? 

* 

A reminder to the brainwashed: Vote Hillary Clinton. 
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* 

People who bet are losers to begin with. As a meritocrat you should know that. [To Dr 

Erik Brynjolfson, who regularly gave his followers the odds of Trump winning Election2016. 

If I remember well, Trump’s odds never rose above 20 or 25 per cent.] 

What is the merit of making one’s fortune on a bet, that is, on luck? 

* 

Audience in Charlotte gives Trump a standing ovation when he says if companies like Ford ship 

out jobs, he’d pick up phone. 

The way for Donald Trump to really know about such moves as president is to adopt 

Senator Gary Peters’s outsourcing accountability bill. 

* 

Hollywood has eyes for Snowden only, not for you [Julian Assange]. Any idea why? 

* 

Watch Donna Brazile’s remake of the Bloods vs the Cribs. She’s one of the Cribs. 

Funniest b-movie ever: Dr Clinton and Mrs Riggs. 

* 

Clinton Foundation extorts $1m from Qatar for being a military dwarf and $28m from 

Morocco for being a military dwarf. I suggest Clinton Foundation may benefit privately from 

the American military shield to these countries. 

* 

If polls are based on interviews, given media Trumpbashing many people must be 

reluctant to say they will vote for Trump. But they will. (And they did.) 

* 

Conservatives, stop boasting of your marital status and children. It’s boasting. 

* 

Californians, we have to stand up and protect our plastic bag ban. Vote Yes on 67! (Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, Nov. 7) 

Presidential elections are so boring! 

* 

After US election a few US personalities said they now wanted to go to Canada. Let 

them spend the winter there. They’ll come back or live on their yachts like sea vagrants. 

* 
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A reaction to a tweet alleging that the media wanted Trump to win and made him win: 

If the media did, it did it in a very very oblique way, like they knew insulting someone would 

get them elected. 

* 

Obama’s Kill List: They had a man on their kill list, sent a drone attaking his car, the 

man was not alone in the car, they all died. The kill list means the man on the list plus any 

person taking a ride with him (even hitchers). So let us know the people on the kill list so we 

can save our lives. 

* 

HRC got 89% of Black vote, 71% of Jewish vote, 63% of Hispanic vote, 55% of Asian 

vote, 40% of White vote (including Jewish vote). 

Don’t forget historic volumes of dead, inelligible, & duplicate votes... Clinton won a 100% of 

those! 

May the dead rest in peace now. 

Given 1/20 Jews (and some Arabs) among Whites in U.S., this 40% White vote makes 

a maximum of 36.5% "Wasp" vote for HRC. At about 65% for Trump, Wasp vote (although 

that includes Catholics and others) is clearly becoming communautarist in U.S. 

* 

Last December, Boris Johnson said, “The only reason I wouldn’t go to some parts of New York 

is the real risk of meeting Donald Trump.” (Stephen Dawkins) 

Why, he goes to the same places as billionaire Trump! 

* 

Newsweek recalls 125,000 copies of its magazine whose cover shows Clinton winning the US 

presidential election. 

Don’t blame them: They did all that to avoid totalitarianism in U.S. (Kidding.) 

* 

As Trump Leaves Press Behind for Steak Dinner...the press that vilified him whines. (James 

Woods) 

Don’t go out for a steak without throwing bones to journalists. 

Donald Trump prefers his steak well down AKA the worst possible way. (The Huffington Post) 

And how do you like the bones, journalists? 

* 

I have always hated that the justice warriors of those days called themselves Deep 

Throat, boasting their equities in porn. 

* 
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Politico Editor RESIGNS After Publishing Home Addresses Of Alt-Right Icon R. Spencer, 

Advocating For ‘Baseball Bats.’ (Kevin MacDonald) 

He’s got baseball bats in the belfry. 

* 

To Richard Dawkins: The reason U.S. is so strong in science is the freedom the people 

there have not to believe in it. 

* 

As about all other media were sycophants for the other candidate, Wikileaks is part of 

checks and balances. Make no mistake, what’s "wrong" with Wikileaks is not that it advanced 

the fortunes of a candidate, but of the wrong one. Wikileaks should acknowledge that it did its 

best to undermine HRC’s candidacy. And that it worked mighty well. 

* 

Montebourg as minister wanted to induce companies to relocalize in France with 

subsidies to automatize. Relocalizing is not necessarily about jobs, it can be about productivity. 

* 

Meet Lakshmi, the banking robot from Chennai. 

We now know banking can be made by robots. The sooner robots replace bankers the 

better. My heartfelt thanks to Lakshmi. (Of course I’m joking, Lakshmi only replies to 

customers’s queries at your local branch. And yet…) 

* 

Israel’s ‘Helicopter #Drone Gift’ to #Russia makes USA uneasy. Fearing exposing of its 

technology, USA demands explanation from Israel. (Newscast Pratashya) 

Explanation may be the drone was U.S.’s gift to Israel to begin with, so USA might as 

well demand explanations to itself. 

* 

We cannot afford to lose the war on poverty. 

We’ve afforded it all right for the last couple of million years. 

* 

‘Meme’ is a useless word (see Randy Thornhill’s quote below). Or it only means: a 

word as its occurrence is quantified on WWW. 

2 

The word meme, coined by Dr Richard Dawkins, is so pointless that only the far right 

uses it. 
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Picture of Dr Richard Dawkins thinking hard about memes: 

 

"Nor does culture consist of ideas (also called memes) that parasitize minds independent of 

psychological (biological) adaptation, as certain biologists have claimed." (Thornhill & 

Palmer 2000) 

* 

I wish the Chinese had taken my job away. 

* 

Merkel says ‘only right’ to expect multinationals to pay taxes. (Saudi Gazette) 

It’s more common to give them tax breaks so they invest in your country. What can 

Merkel do about that? Nuffin, poor thing. 

* 

There are 3.5 million cashier jobs in the United States. 

And many of them are discourteous whereas machines are always polite. 

There’s an issue with manners and eye-rolling. Solution: Machines. 

* 

Civil servants are human "expert systems." We don’t need them anymore. 

* 

Retweet if you think Gen. Mattis must keep his bags under the eyes and not have them 

removed surgically like so many others. He’s got the bags for the job. 

* 

BMW’s current campaign is about "driving pleasure," but it’s soon over. With the ascent 

of self-driving cars we won’t let people drive, it’s too dangerous. 

Self-driving cars will put an end to traffic death toll on the proviso that men stop driving 

altogether. 
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* 

Yesterday they were saying: "Obama POTUS is the account with most followers on 

Twitter." Today: "What’s that new President who thinks like tweeting?!" 

* 

How does he have time for a radio show, golf, touring AND doing all these interviews?! Heck, 

we’re not complaining! (Nights with Alice: Top-notch classic rock radio show hosted by THE 

Alice Cooper.] 

Golf is decadent. (Through all his career, Alice Cooper was called a decadent by some. 

Now he is playing golf, that is overlooking the one-man moral lobby that I am, for which it is 

golf that is decadent.) 

* 

Tourists disappointed as strike closes Eiffel Tower for second day. 

French office of tourism has issued an apology: "To all kind foreigners who are visiting 

us: Pucker up, you can kiss my a**" 

Eiffel Tower goes dark in solidarity with people of Aleppo. (Saudi Gazette) 

Or maybe they just cut the power again? The personnel at Eiffel Tower has been on 

strike recently. 

* 

Mexico uncovers tunnels leading to US (Bangkok Post) 

This is a reminder for Donald Trump to build the wall, all right, but deep enough. And 

I mean real deep, like you can’t go deeper without being dipped in the melted core of the earth. 

After that, to detect illegals, check if they’ve got bottoms like baboons’. 

* 

Are we talking about the same cyberattack where it was revealed that head of the DNC illegally 

gave Hillary the questions to the debate? (Donald Trump) 

Donna Brazile was the cheating crib. At school they told me cribs are bad. I wish I’d 

never listened to them because I’d be candidate to U.S. elections by now.  
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2 

 

Jan-Mar 2017 

 

In How the Other Half Lives (1890), an early sociology work on New York City, 

Scandinavian-American J. Riis writes Jewtown and Little Italy are dirty but black 

neighborhoods are clean. 

* 

Supposed outpouring of online hatred against Jo Cox, a murdered MP, was exaggerated. (The 

Economist) 

And the deliberate exaggeration did not even prevent Brexit. 

* 

Sweden public broadcaster aired as “science” claims women shorter than men because parents 

subconsciously feed girls less. (Kevin MacDonald) – Not even Swedes could be this stupid, 

could they? 

Many Swedes are paid by their government to be stupid. 

It takes a lot of work to get there. But they’ve made a success of it. 

A typical Swedish success story. But immigrants will help Sweden become a more 

balanced country. 

* 

Most gays are bisexual (cf Dr Robin Baker). They get sex training with guys, then apply 

their training with girls. They learn with male companions good techniques with which a 

straight guy’s cannot compare. Gays learn with men to overcome shyness with women in every 

circumstance. It is easier to learn with men because men are sex-crazed. Gays get a crash course 

while you take the long way, but time is money. 

* 

I used to come out as a gay so the men would lower their guard and I was very successful 

with their girlfriends. Try it. 

If you think you’re safe because your mate’s friends are gays you’re badly mistaken. 

Your gay friend won’t take your mate away, correct. 

90% of gays are bi. Being gay is the way you impregnate women at no (or minimal) 

cost. 

* 
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Kevin MacDonald: Ethnocentrism is normal and rational. 

In fact, women are xenophiliac since chimp females have been mating outside their 

group. So that would make men acceptive of female foreigners too. And high-status men do not 

care about immigration because it does not affect their fitness. Moreover business benefits from 

low-wage immigration. Ethnocentrism is normal for low-status men. 

* 

If I see myself as a conservative, then I see my public as unbookish. You don’t sell 

books to people who don’t read. 

* 

A Nation of Suckers: Everybody with Deepthroat to regenerate American public life! 

Woodward should have taken the opportunity [of a recent interview] to apologize for 

using the pseudo Deepthroat. It’s not too late. 

* 

Morocco bans production and sale of burqas. (Saudi Gazette) Moroccans have no class. 

* 

Each time I’m looking for a conservative girl, she’s got tranny friends. 

Each time I’m looking for a conservative girl, she’s posing with black men. 

I know a conservative white girl who’s so concerned she may be labeled a racist that 

she’s only dating black boys. – There’s nothing a black boy can’t obtain from a conservative 

white girl who’s concerned about being labeled a racist. 

* 

Remember Rachel Corrie. Even the Chinese had stopped their tanks on Tian An Men. 

* 

Saudi Arabia has an economic interest in allowing women to drive. (Brookings Institute) 

Saudi Arabia also has an economic interest in allowing hardcore pornography. So what? 

Self-driving cars are already there, by the way, waiting to be used. Saudi women will 

be driving cars when there are no more cars to drive, only self-driving cars. Nobody ever 

thought of Saudi women’s right to drive cars before self-driving cars made that right pointless. 

* 

Saudi Arabia’s strict religious rules cost its economy tens of billions every year. (Voxdotcom) 

They can afford it, don’t you worry. On the other hand Christians would not sacrifice a 

cent for their religion’s sake. 

God is obviously with those who can afford gratuitous acts, not with those who must 

devote the whole of their activity to being kept afloat. 
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* 

The difference between a conservative and his Muslim foes is that Muslims are 

conservatives. 

* 

#Inauguration2017 

Bernie Sanders is eating Maine lobster and gulf shrimp with saffron just now, sipping 

2013 arroyo vista chardonnay. 

Now Bernie Sanders is enjoying seven hills angus beef with chocolate and juniper jus 

and gratin, with a glass of black stallion 2012 limited release cabernet sauvignon. 

(All these things Bernie’s supporters have no idea of...) 

Keep tuned to know the exact time Bernie Sanders will be enjoying chocolate soufflé 

with Korbel special cuvée champagne. 

* 

The reason women in Israel have less problems with rape than women living in Angela Merkel’s 

destroyed Germany [tweeted as caption to a picture showing Israeli women in military uniform 

and with guns]. 

The lack of sexiness of their accoutrement would repel the most accomplished rapist. 

a/Jeynie J: So what you’re saying is, discerning rapists only target fashionably dressed women? 

Do tell us more. 

You don’t have to be fashionable to be sexy. 

I thought you were going to tell us more about how rapists choose their victims. I’m waiting to 

be educated. 

First thing, they choose them so as to be able to perform or commit the act 

physiologically. 

Up-thread you snarked that the ugly uniforms of the Israeli women would deter a rapist. Are 

you implying that a rape victim bears responsibility for her (or his) plight? The classic "she 

asked for it"?? 

Do you see another explanation? What would you think if you learnt most rape victims 

wore miniskirts when they were raped by a stranger? 

I’d think I’d need to see your statistics and the source from which they came. 

You’d learn rape from a familiar person (family rape or date rape) is the most frequent 

by far. 

But yes, I do see another explanation: the rapist. No victim ever bears responsibility, regardless 

of dress. 

Of course the rapist goes to jail when caught. I may even agree he should be executed. 
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What does a rapist’s sentence have to do with his motivation? 

Stepfathers are the greatest rapists. For them it doesn’t matter what you wear.  

(I give myself the last word in this interesting discussion, as the last words of my female 

contender were words of abuse and I do not wish to displease my reader with these. And I 

apologize for having no experience in rape and forced sex and for talking from books and 

conjecture. I admit that I fail to see, now that I think of it, how I could have an erection trying 

to rape a stranger as sexual predators do but I also acknowledge that there surely are techniques 

to get aroused in such circumstances or to perform full-penetration rape without full erection –

which makes my argument about an alleged required sexiness of the victim specious. However, 

albeit I don’t rely on police or judicial records, the fact that generally speaking victims of rape 

are scantily clothed when they are raped must be true, for according to studies 1/rape is 

conducive to pregnancy more often than consensual sex and 2/ovulating women wear scantier 

clothing than on average. In my mind it makes no doubt that 2 is the cause of 1 and that sexual 

predators choose scantily clothed victims, whether it be because they are aroused by them or 

not.) 

b/ Mr W.: Not real good with strong women, pajama boy? 

Your girlfriend carries the guns, all right, so what are you doing? Patching your 

petticoat? 

c/ Dan G.: Are these beauties good enough for ya? [adding another picture of Israeli female 

soldiers. I take the opportunity to stress here that women in the Israeli army, although they 

receive some military training, are not due to fighting on the battlefield.] 

They were all raped by Israeli starred officers and some by Israeli politicians into the 

bargain. [The reason of this reply will be apparent from next discussion, below.] 

I’m guessing you don’t like women very much, eh? 

Not when they’re damaged goods. 

d/ Julie F.: It takes a rapist to know a rapist. How many women have you raped? 

If you know what I am, you must be like me, then. How many have you? 

* 

The reason women in Israel have less problems with rape than women living in Angela Merkel’s 

destroyed Germany [This is another discussion starting from the same thought which, by the 

way, was tweeted by Hollywood actor and staunch Trump supporter James Woods.] 

I’m told women in Saudi Arabia don’t have too much problem with rape either. 

Not true. 

Indeed there’s a lot of raping in Israel. 

[Here I am compelled to rely on my memory as my contender eventually blocked me, 

making it impossible for me to see his tweets any more. After I said a lot of rapes occur in 

Israel, he came with the rather unexpected estimate, found on the internet, of one out of three 

women being raped. Then, as he felt he had given me ammunition in the argument, he claimed 
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these rapes were all (literally) made by black immigrants and that Israel had the same problem 

as Germany and other European countries with an alleged rape wave caused by immigrants (in 

spite of Israeli women's carrying big guns, by the way). To which I made the following answer.] 

4M women (Israel population is 8M)=>about 1.3M women raped. 85,000 Africans, let’s 

say 50,000 males. That makes 26 Israeli women for each African. If half of them are rapists, 

it’s ~50 women raped by each rapist. If one fifth of African males are rapists, each rapist rapes 

~130 women. If one tenth of the African Israeli male population are rapists, each rapist rapes 

more than 250 women. 

* 

‘People Who Read Breitbart’ Targeted in £60 Million Government Propaganda War on ‘Far 

Right’ by Saatchi & Saatchi. (Kevin MacDonald) 

Look for embedded subliminal penises, fellatios, pedophilia and bestiality in the 

campaign billboards. You’ll find. 

* 

World leaders come in one of two flavors: Zionist Sycophant or Absolute COWARD. They both 

taste horrible. 

May I add a third: those who are Zionist sycophants because they’re absolute cowards. 

* 

Fans of Elizabeth Warren Play the Sexist Card One More Time. 

When you’ve got only one card to play, you’ve got to play it. 

* 

My advice to Conservatives, stop saying to the Libs "you’re the real racists," just say 

"racists." Victory is achieved by those who call their opponents racist more than their opponents 

call them racist. The time it takes you to tell your opponents "you’re the real racists," they can 

call you a racist twice. 

* 

Valentine, the one saint known by Protestant America. They only take those who help 

sell. 

[In reply to users who objected to Valentine Day being banned in some Muslim 

countries like Pakistan] Why should Muslims, but even Protestants, partake in the worship of 

this saint? Protestantism is based on the rejection of the worship of saints. Valentine Day shows 

how deep marketing brainwashing goes. 

* 

Can you be my Valentine for one day? 

I guess it’s asking too much, even for just one day... 

* 
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I don’t like the way she’s wearing her veil, it’s like she’s wearing no veil at all. 

* 

“Christians are oppressed and persecuted in USA.” Makes sense: after all, they are an 

endangered minority of only 83%. (Richard Dawkins) (According to another user, the actual 

figure is more like 70%.) 

The truth of the statement does not depend on that figure alone but also on the relative 

status of the majority. If your status is higher than a Christian and you abuse him for his faith, 

then you are an oppressor. 

* 

Israel interferes in our politics all the time, and it’s never a scandal. (Kevin MacDonald) 

You mean that people are afraid to speak out? 

Some people speak out and these may be more acceptive of Muslim, anti-Zionist 

immigration. Immigration as bulletproof jacket. – We’ll get all the Muslims it takes to restore 

free speech, I will see to it. 

* 

Here To Love They Neighbor. [A comment on the so-called ‘‘Muslim Ban’’] 

They’ve got to love their "neighbor": she’s their cleaning lady. 

All Muslims are not terrorists, they’re also cleaning ladies and dustmen. 

* 

God made Obama president, yes. Even God makes mistakes. Pfff... 

Attila was the Scourge of God. Obama is the Mistake of God. 

* 

Let me know how I can do more for the basic income movement. 

You can share your income with me. 

As long as you’re not at basic-level income, you don’t know what basic income is. 

Share. 

If you share, you’ll get a share. In this world I can’t promise, but in the next! 

* 

Could we imagine a world where the machine work for us while we just enjoy life? 

Many people can’t. They see their wife at home and: thank god there’s work–to be out! 

* 

What did you promise the Russians in exchange for their hacking the election? (Laura P., 

"Democratic political consultant," to Donald Trump. I quote from memory as she blocked me 

after the following reply) He promised you would help Russia with your lights. 
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* 

It is important to remember, when engaging in paleontology, that there’s a risk it make 

you dry as a bone. 

* 

The FAKE NEWS media is the enemy of the American people (President Trump). – That’s great, 

Donald, but the last time a U.S. president told me who my enemy was, 600,000 Iraqis died for 

no reason. 

It won’t take troops against these, a spanking will suffice. 

* 

Freedom of the press: the press is not free from private interests. The privately owned 

press, that is, some private interests, call themselves the pillar of democracy. Sheep agree. 

The press is controlled by undemocratic, private interests that are far more powerful 

than states. People know what I’m saying is true, but they dare not articulate it, for labelling 

power’s not theirs. The people repress the obvious about the nature of media. They dream a life 

of two hundred years ago. They obscurely feel that escaping the dream is dangerous, and it is, 

as it goes across powerful vested interests and would in any case estrange them from the herd. 

* 

I believe there were no porn videos in Osama Bin Laden’s house and that they said so 

in order to make him look like an a**hole. 

* 

Bill Gates: Job-stealing robots should pay income taxes. 

Disagree. If robots can do these jobs, they are inhuman jobs and robots are our liberators. 

To think that there are still people who’re doing robots’ jobs gives me the shivers. 

* 

Why has the Iranian regime become so fond of tourism in Albania? + link (Iran Freedom) 

That someone got fond of tourism in Albania was long overdue. 

* 

Robots are going to replace most jobs. How are people going to get money to live on? 

Shoplifting has long ceased to be a heinous crime. 

* 

When does a robot have personality? When he hates humans. 

* 

…find the leakers within the FBI itself. Classified information is being given to media that could 

have a devastating effect on U.S. FIND NOW. (Donald Trump) 
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For a long time U.S. services have set up a whole system of leaks from U.S. to Israel. 

Read They Dare To Speak Out by Paul Findley. American spies have spied on their own land 

for decades on Israel’s behalf. Leaking stuff is what they’re best at, after all these years of 

spying on their own land for Israel. 

* 

To a Dr somebody making policical comments: One day doctors will find out they were 

speaking in the name of science like children. 

* 

In response to Trump’s dissing of Mexico, Mexicans are boycotting Starbucks and other U.S. 

chains. 

So funny knowing Starbucks’s CEO did the best he could to appear as anti Trump. 

* 

Calling the press scoundrels, which they are, is not restricting the press. As far as I know 

freedom of speech extends to the president as well. Journalists want to shut him up. Grant the 

president free speech for a change. The press can’t handle criticism. 

* 

In reply to the outrage raised by Trump’s announcement that he would not attend the 

White House Correspondents’ Association this year: The president has no mandate to attend 

and waste his time with bores. 

* 

Try giving your opinion diplomatically instead of attacking and attempting to take down an 

American business. (A tweet to President Trump about the New York Times) 

The president has no mandate to spare the susceptibility of scoundrels. 

* 

Treason – google it, Donald Trump. 

When I start typing "treason" on Google, Google completes with "treacle on my p*ssy, 

lick it." Why? 
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3 

Journalist at Deeper Please Mister Advertiseman 

 

March-April 2017 

 

Women are 50% of the population. 

And that’s way too much, if you ask me. 

* 

As to intellectual enrichment from cultural diversity, you don’t need immigration for 

that: there is internet. 

* 

Why are pandas black and white? Mystery solved! (People’s Daily, China) 

It’s designed to make them cute in the eyes of humans, so humans (especially the 

Chinese) don’t destroy their whole natural habitat. 

* 

A new 10% VAT (value-added tax) + $12k UBI means that net payers are those consuming 

more than $120,000. (Scott Santens) 

Then employers can substract $1,000 to the wages they are paying today. What will 

prevent them from doing that? On free markets employers are free to decrease wages. UBI 

(universal basic income) = windfall for employers? 

Because of the ability to refuse jobs, low demand jobs would likely need to pay more or 

automate. (S. Santens) 

On the paper the ability to refuse jobs already exists. Yet people take the jobs for reasons 

other than money too. Employers have more than monetary leverage. Take mobility. Some 

years ago a carmaker shut a plant down in France and offered the workers jobs in... India. UBI 

doesn’t completely suppress employers’ leverage; people will keep accepting jobs if they don’t 

want to move. 

[Giving my contender the last word:] 

But everyone has more leverage as employees and greater ability to live elsewhere than they 

do now. 

[But, as elsewhere he said #Resist:] Resist what? You want migrants to keep coming in, 

knowing they have no right to a basic income in your system? 

* 
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Barack and Michelle Obama celebrate their $60m book deal at NYC eatery. (Daily Mail) 

$60 million for a book: the salary of politics. At least Trump did not need politics to get 

rich. 

What are you, a communist? That is scary. Free enterprise. 

You scare easily. 

* 

Do you know where your beef is from? You don’t. That’s the problem. (Tomi Lahren) 

They always say Consumer is King but when it’s about giving him the information it’s 

"No, Mister King." 

* 

Cactopussy is what you’d have if Nature cared about you. 

* 

Communism and Marxism are not interchangeable terms: cf Bakunin. There were 

several tendencies or currents in the "International." One was Marxist. 

H. G. Wells, the writer, and a Socialist=Communist (favorable to collectivization): "I 

detest Karl Marx." (The Outlook for Homo Sapiens) 

* 

‘‘Humans are better equipped to understand other humans.’’ (Quote from 5 jobs robots will 

take last.) 

Robots can do no worse a job than humans at understanding me. 

* 

Islam ruined the left. The defense of Islam is irony. (Maga Trumpgirl) 

Women ruined the right. 

* 

Democrats now calling Tucker Carlson a Russian spy for Putin! This is McCarthyism & 

Americans will not forget it! 

McCarthy was a Republican. Republicans spend their time burying their dead. 

* 

What if ‘nongenetic’ inheritance through telegony is true? Then people will base their 

decisions on a whole new set of considerations, won’t they? For instance, mating with a virgin 

lass will become essential (again). 

What if telegony works in humans: Are paternity tests valid? (A discrepancy might be 

due to telegony rather than cuckoldry.) 

* 
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Is it haram or halal to eat pork from Memphis Meats, which is engineered from cells 

and not coming from actual animals? 

They are making no pork yet (only chicken and duck) but is it worth their money 

investing in pork? 

In some Muslim nations it is offensive just mentioning pork. 

OK. Is it halal to eat any meat for which no animal was slaughtered, given Muslims 

practice ritual slaughter? [Fatwa impending.] 

* 

Would it be ethical to engineer human flesh in that way, without killing people? 

(Memphis Meat makes meat from animal cells, without animals being actually slaughtered) 

Cannibals say human flesh is the best, tasty even in the absence of any seasoning (cf Sidney 

Langford Hinde, The Fall of the Congo Arabs, 1897) 

* 

"We are our choices" Sartre. So we’re made by advertising? 

* 

If immigration lowers IQ in the West (Nyborg), as a rule conservatives and far-right 

people have the same effect (Kanazawa). 

* 

There is such a thing as honorable behavior and it can be highly adaptive under the right 

circumstances. (Dr David Sloan Wilson) 

Adaptive is making money; being an underpaid professor is not. Why do brainiacs 

choose not to make as much money as they are believed they can? 

* 

Automation now. Rather politician machines than machine politicians. 

* 

Until you make paternity tests compulsory by law: 
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* 

Free trade and free markets are two distinct concepts. Singapore is a staunch advocate 

of free trade and yet hardly a free-market economy. 

* 

I’d give away 10 Jean-Paul Gaultier for one veil like that. #Uyghur 

 

* 

This is the burger-flipping robot of the future. 

Never a particle of nasal mucus (or worse) has been found on the hands of a burger-

flipping robot. #Health 

* 

Octopuses and squids can rewrite their RNA. Is that why they’re so smart? 

Animals are smart but I guess the biologists who torture them in their labs are smarter. 

* 

Yemen 

– I like Muslims. 

– Which ones? 

* 

Living up to the Great Alpha Cannibal Ape God’s expectations. 

* 

(A female user commenting on Wall Street Journal article ’’Young women in China go under 

the knife to get the ‘online-star face’: big eyes, long nose, high forehead and sharp chin’’) Sad. 

POTUS makes women feel even worse about themselves too. Misogyny amplifies dysmorphic 

disorders in women. 

And dysmorphic disorders in women amplify misogyny. 

* 
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(Commenting on ‘‘This HuffPost article argues that white men should have their voting rights 

stripped & property redistributed’’) Un-fu*kingbelievable. (Dr Kevin MacDonald) 

It’s all scam. Horrified you turn to the ad page and it’s so soothing you’ll buy the product 

out of sheer gratitude. 

* 

Chinese authorities "sinicising" Muslims by forcing them to remove Arabic signs. (Fahri 

Uyghur) 

If they allow people in the region to learn Arabic, who will ever learn written Chinese, 

that unpractical system born of an elitist, exclusive mandarin caste? 

Look at a typical mainland Chinese keyboard: a good old QWERTY US 104 Keyboard 

Layout. 

* 

The good thing with aging is that you don’t need makeup anymore to look like Alice 

Cooper with makeup. 

* 

These Nigerian women are turning plastic bags into fashion accessories. (Al Jazeera English) 

For those interested, I turn fashion accessories into plastic bags. Contact me. 

* 

IQ tests measure your robot aptitudes, for which the robots are there that will do much 

better than you (left-hemisphere literacy). Worthless. 

* 

With a few well-known movies Hollywood sugarcoated U.S. intervention in Vietnam. 

On neocortex plane it’s like "war is bad" but on paleocortex plane it’s truly war is beautiful and 

exciting and fun. 

* 

Why would God choose one people among all those He created? Is He deranged?  
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4 

Specialist in Albanian B movies 

 

April-May 2017 

 

 

A Fascist is anyone with the wrong shoes. 

* 

KKK 

Imagine calling yourself grand dragon, cyclops, wizard &c straight from the books of 

the kiddies’ room. What would people think of you? 

KKK’s Emperor W.J. Simmons on the Jew (1923): "His people is the chosen of 

Almighty God." 

Kool Kwality Klothes at Harry Karp’s; Kohn’s Korrect Klothes (advertisement posters, 

The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews vol. 2, NOI Research Department, 2010, p. 

418) 

The Birth of a Movement: How Birth of a Nation Ignited the Battle for Civil Rights, by 

Dick Lehr (United Black Books) "The greatest of the Hollywood movie studios, Metro Goldwyn 

Mayer (MGM), was started by Jewish mogul Louis B. Mayer with the profits he earned from 

distributing the film." (The Secret Relationship vol.2, p. 414) 

(I also comment on The Secret Relationship vol. 1, 1st ed., 7th printing, pp. 203-4. 

Slavery among ancient Hebrews was not always as lenient as stated by the Jewish scholars 

quoted, for instance 1 Kings 4:6 "Adoniram son of Abda—in charge of forced labor" was 

Solomon’s overseer of the hosts of slaves who built the Temple of Jerusalem, quite Pharaoh-

like. (One of the scholars quoted is a Dr Feingold claiming that Biblical slavery "was of a 

precapitalist variety and had virtually no commerce connected with it. Unlike the situation in 

the plantation South, it did not shape the pastoral economy of ancient Israel which in any case 

found little use for masses of slaves." – So much for the little use.) 

Intriguingly, on p. 220, one reads that white abolitionist senator Benjamin F. Wade 

called Jewish Confederate Judah Phillip Benjamin "an Israelite with the principles of an 

Egyptian," thus overlooking himself the Pharaoh-like slavery in vigor under Solomon for the 

latter’s monumental, pyramide-like projects. It is a little disappointing that people –Puritans– 

who seem to have read but one book do not even know it well.) 

* 

AJUpFront talks to a former Trump campaigner about why the majority of evangelical 

Christians voted for Trump. (Al Jazeera English) 

Because they think he’s a Jew. 

* 
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If you’re a woman on birth control, stop taking them. Embrace femininity and reject feminism. 

Have beautiful children and find true love. (David Duke) 

Embrace femipicaninity. 

* 

Students are led to believe there are no jobs with a liberal arts education and that employment 

is the sole purpose of education. (Historian Andy Hernandez) 

There are no jobs for liberal arts degrees as "culture is the occupation of the leisure 

class." (Economist Tibor Scitovsky, in The Joyless Economy) 

While I take your point, there are a growing number of employers wanting adaptability and 

critical thinking–hallmarks of the liberal arts. 

Employers were already saying that in the 1950s: cf The Organization Man, by William 

H. Whyte. People take liberal arts degrees because they hate the idea of working for business. 

* 

Darwinian Altruism 

Read Does Altruism Exist? (2015) by David Sloan Wilson if only to understand Ayn 

Rand’s both intellectual mediocrity and success. 

Was Darwin an altruist (High-PRO) or would have mankind lost big if he had spent his 

time helping others in his neighborhood? – Was deaf loner Beethoven prosocial? 

Will the global village, i.e. the end of all subgroups, be the end of between-group 

competition–and altruism? 

D.S. Wilson has made an eloquent demonstration that altruism is the tool of supremacy–

if there are to be several groups–, as individual altruism is the way one group becomes dominant 

among other groups. 

You, Dr, and I are no different. As a biologist you’ve studied worms, as an historian 

I’ve done the same. 

2 

True altruism seen in chimpanzees, giving clues to evolution of human cooperation (TVOL This 

View of Life) 

Altruistic chimps will soon be a threat to mankind. From David S. Wilson, one gets it 

clear that individual altruism is the way a group becomes dominant among other groups. This 

is the reason why the Ancients saw no moral value in altruism; they were seeking ataraxy. 

Depending on scale, altruism is called nepotism, parochialism, nationalism, racism... 

Theoretical world-scale altruism would be… free competition. 

* 

If I’m a slave with no prospects of mating, shall I sacrifice my life for a chimp knowing 

he’ll reproduce and possesses 98.5% of my genes? 
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* 

The Red Queen 

"There is nothing inevitable about human nature." (The Red Queen, by Matt Ridley) A 

fact often stressed by evolutionists and never accounted for by them. 

Is there anything inevitable about chimpanzee nature? 

As, at the same time, evolutionists call such isolating of humans from other animals 

‘hubristic,’ they deprecate themselves (as evolutionists). 

Environment pressures allow win-win situations but the Red Queen (sexual selection 

seen as an arms race) discards them. Your optimism does not seem rational, in fact. [Matt Ridley 

calls himself a rational optimist, which is the title of one of his books, The Rational Optimist.] 

The figures that you showcase [in The Evolution of Everything], global wealth, life 

expectancy, etc, are fundamentally immaterial because… of the Red Queen. 

It’s fascinating that my hair receding is a good argument against my facts. (Matt Ridley, in 

reply to being called a "balding old Lord.") 

You could also try to be above quoting the silly and to reply to reasoned objections. 

[Earlier, in February, I had quoted Ridley’s book The Evolution of Everything (2015); the quotes 

are in order here now: "The police have come to resemble an occupying army who see the 

citizenry as the enemy." (p. 241) Yet our times have their Robin Hoods: "One of the reasons of 

the recent decline of violence in the U.S. may be that gangs have managed to impose slightly 

more order on the drug trade." (p. 238) & P. 199: Mendel’s laws "ought to have killed eugenics 

stone dead. Particulate inheritance and recessive genes made the idea of preventing the 

deterioration of the human race by selective breeding greatly more difficult and impractical." 

‘Tis strange, therefore, that selective breeding gives results with animals at all. Your 

views on eugenics are based on an ‘‘exogenous’’ moral viewpoint, of which I suggest you try 

to account for ‘endogenously’ in a next book. 

To the first sentence Matt Ridley replied: 

No. Domestic animals have shorter life cycles and start with smaller populations. I carefully 

did not say "impossible". 

Beyond the number of people sterilized, there exist no assessments of the eugenic 

policies that were conducted, of their effects on the populations. Taboo. You endorse the taboo 

with all your heart, like a salvation-army major parading as a scientist. 

(He did not say ‘impossible,’ as he stresses it, yet it is the impossibility, not the difficulty 

of a thing that kills that thing ‘stone dead.’ Rereading the sentence, ‘greatly more difficult’ 

seems to hint at something stated before, and in the light of his reply it would make sense that 

it means that eugenics is greatly more difficult than animal breeding; thus Ridley would in fact 

have prevented my remark, had I read more carefully, but then I have perused the whole passage 

again and found no object of comparison whatever.)] 

* 
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Could Bolivia become the ‘Saudi Arabia of lithium’? (Al Jazeera English) 

Bolivia was the Saudi Arabia of silver in colonial times, and then the Saudi Arabia of 

tin, but the country has remained poor. 

* 

Dear journalists worldwide, I wish to create a "Change for the Sake of Change Award" 

to help you sell paper. Help me help you. 

* 

Explain to me why mass media only report rapes when they happen in India. 

Interestingly in India there are 1.8 rapes per one lakh population. USA 23.3 per lakh. European 

countries on an average 24 per lakh. 

Yes, that makes this media practice even more questionable. Perhaps it means rape is so 

rare in India that India is the only country where rapes make news... 

But these stats are from women who actually report rape, Asian countries are lower because 

the women are afraid to actually report it? 

We could also imagine it’s because Asian women are consenting more... Not to exclude 

first off, unless with good reasons. 

* 

The reason why people in the U.S. smile more than people in other countries. (The Science of 

Us. 

Because Americans are closer than others to chimps, for which smiling is a threat and, 

as capitalists, Americans like to threat one another all the time. 

* 

Some psychologists now argue it’s irresponsible to suggest a link between violent video games 

and mass shootings. (The Science of Us) 

It’s always irresponsible to fingerpoint a lucrative business, we all know that, don’t we? 

Media violence and gore exposure shifts the acting-out borderline toward the middle of 

the psychoticism bell curve (Eysenck). For all others, it turns them into... cowards (Kenrick & 

Griskevicius). 

* 

Are the US and France fighting the ‘War on Terror’ in Africa, or simply competing for natural 

resources? (Al Jazeera English) 

The answer is different for each. 1/US wants the resources. 2/France has no clue 

whatever. 

* 

Buddhists are atheists and clerical, just as Puritans are theists and anticlerical. 
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* 

Freemasonry 

One can be fleeced by a religious organization and still get more net money than others. 

Devout Freemasons will tell you, if you can have them speak. 

(Silence) 

The best way to silence a chicken: talk about freemasons. Hush hush... 

Unite against secret societies! #RiyadhSummit May 2017: "Freemasonry is illegal in all 

Arab countries except Lebanon and Morocco" (Wkpd) 

Freemasonry historically has been banned in authoritarian governments. @KsigMason 

Secret societies have no place in transparent societies. 

So you’re against the right to assemble? You’re against the right to privacy? 

I’m for public personalities disclosing their membership in any society they belong to. 

Unpleasant suspicions necessarily arise from the existence of secret societies, as from any lack 

of transparency; trust is undermined. In societies that allow free speech and freedom of opinion, 

every association is free to pursue its aims, so secrecy is all the more suspicious. Secrecy then 

conceals unsound practices, such as eviction of merit, prevailed upon by occult connections. 

That’s an assumption. Secrecy = privacy, and is necessary for a free society. 

In secular states Freemasonry has outlived its mission. If it wants to continue existing 

as a religious community, that must be aboveboard. 

Freemasonry is a fraternity not a religious community. It has not outlived its mission. 

As to authoritarianism, Masons have been consistent supporters of authoritarian 

Maximato regime in Mexico. Calles, the Jefe Maximo, was awarded a Masonic medal, 

according to opponent Vasconcelos, whose friends were decimated by the Maximo’s thugs. 

Source: José Vasconcelos’s memoirs, La flama. Los de arriba en la Revolución. Historia y 

Tragedia (1959). 

* 

What, a university in Tasmania! There are universities in every backwater hole, and I 

couldn’t get a chair! 

* 

Reading this article [by Matt Ridley–again] about obesity on The Times online, you may 

find it interspersed with juicy ads for junk food–depending on your cookies. 

* 

About 200 mothers breastfeed their babies at Beach Park in Fuzhou, Fujian province on 

Saturday to advocate the importance of breastfeeding. (People’s Daily, China) 

Read Dr Robin Baker about the constitution and health losses that a bottlefed baby 

incurs (compared to a breastfed one), and curse the West. 
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* 

What Was That Glowing Orb Trump Touched in Saudi Arabia? (SMHub News) 

As the Kaaba’s Black Stone comes from outer space, perhaps the Saudis salvaged more 

parts from the spacecraft, like that eerie orb... 

* 

Artificial Intelligence 

Pre-programmed likes and retweets, pre-defined welcome messages: Amazing the 

amount of interactions I’ve got with actual machines on Twitter. 

Not to mention the machines that offer to tweet garbage, usually shallow quotes, for 

you. 

Among other things, AI means millions of tweets that are bot-generated, and millions 

of users accepting that bots tweet in their name. (They must be millions, as one provider of such 

services boasts over a million customers.) 

How to program your tweeting AI bot to send your prayers to future terror attack 

victims. Follow to know more. 

Saudis take to social media to thank King Salman for successfully hosting two big summits. 

#RiyadhSummit (Saudi Gazette) 

How to program your tweeting bot to send your deepest appreciations to King Salman 

for Riyadh Summit and future events. Follow to know more. 

10,000 prayers a day by our AI Internet bot for your departed beloved–one month: $10, 

two months: $18. Feel free to ask our brochure. 

Already one bot liked this tweet! 

How do you know you’re not dealing with an AI tweeting bot? Answer: The guy sounds 

so weird. 

It is good form to overlook that your interlocutor is an AI bot. 

The fascinating world of Twitter Turing Test LIVE! 

Make no mistake, already people are learning the practice and art of tweeting from AI 

tweeting bots. 

Sometimes you think you’re being harassed by an otaku pervert and it’s an upbeat AI 

tweeting bot. 

Already people are imitating AI bots on Twitter. They think like bots already! 

* 

 

Grammar 

The pronoun for a man-of-war is she. 
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Unless it’s a Portuguese man-of-war, in which case the pronoun is it. 

* 

The 7 Most Awkward Moments From Trump’s Israel Trip. 

My favorite moment is when Trump said nothing about moving the U.S. embassy to 

Jerusalem. 

* 

Lazy politicians must stop telling people to work.  
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5 

Sign In For An AI Prayers Package 

 

May-July 2017 

 

Biology 

Gorillas hum and sing while they eat to say, “do not disturb” (Scientific American) 

Just try for yourself singing while you chew. Is that why gorillas are vanishing? Choking 

themselves to death too many a time? 

2 

If intelligence is a factor in reproductive success, we’d expect the sex where success 

variation is greater to be more intelligent, as intelligent individuals then reproduce 

comparatively more there. Yet, as Milord Matt Ridley states that women are as intelligent as 

men [Ridley’s point is that women are as intelligent as men though in their own different way], 

it means the sex that doesn’t need intelligence as much is as intelligent as the sex who needs it 

more. Which doesn’t make sense, evolutionarily speaking. 

Yet do not daughters inherit their fathers’ intelligence? Let’s be straight: the biggest 

cavemen breeded more but their daughters weren’t as big as their boys. 

If women are as intelligent as men, then intelligence has not been a factor in reproductive 

success. 

Now, regardless of whether both sexes are equally intelligent or not today, Trivers-

Willard effect will give an advantage to men in the future, in case the concept of meritocracy is 

accurate. (According to Trivers-Willard effect, high-status people have more male than female 

offspring; and the concept of meritocracy means a correlation between high status and 

intelligence.) 

3 

How the recessive trait blondism can be preferred in women and not disappear unless it 

gives an advantage to men too, is beyond understanding. 

4 

Dr Randolph Nesse wrote that chewing gum might be medically prescribed some day 

in order to prevent the weakening of our jaws due to processed food. But what’s wrong with 

weak jaws if we are going to eat processed food anyway? 

5 

Already before Darwin wrote, Schopenhauer explained how Kant’s philosophy was 

compatible with evolutionism (then Lamarckism). (The passages from Schopenhauer I am 

thinking of are from Parerga und Paralipomena, 1851: original German quotes at the end of 

this post. Compare The Origin of Species, 1859.) Darwinian "revolution" is more like: You are 

correct, Lamarck, but rather things happen this way, not that way. To be sure scholars 
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acknowledge evolutionist works before Darwin, yet for some reason they seem to think those 

were in the creationist mold. 

* 

"By way of the saloon I had escaped from the narrowness of women’s influence." (John 

Barleycorn, Jack London) In the absence of saloons, enforcing the purdah is necessary to 

emancipate man from the pettycoat. 

* 

I block all accounts the tweets of which Twitter promotes on my timeline. Exhilarating. 

Try it. 

* 

A billionaire always gives back. You give him the finger, he gives you hell. 

* 

They say there’s an "underclass" of "permanently unemployed" people not skilled 

enough for any job. Then they hire unskilled wetbacks. 

* 

Artificial Intelligence 

Sometimes AI tweeting bots can be naughty and impersonate you without your being 

asked: 

People who were impersonated by anti-net neutrality spammers blast FCC (Federal 

Communications Commission) 

Let’s make it clear, however, that MOST tweeting bots tweet in the name of people who 

gave their consent – to get more followers &c. 

Do the people contracting such services have a veto on what the bots post in their name? 

I assume they can always delete the tweets –unless that’s considered a breach of contract– but 

do they allow each bot’s tweet ex ante on their timeline? 

Deleting ex post a bot-generated tweet may be defined from start a breach of contract, 

in fact, as not a few of these tweets are advertising. 

According to an informatician friend, for the time being many AI bots are people in the 

Indian subcontinent paid a mouthful of rice... 

2 

Program your tweeting bot to send your AI prayers to Tehran Attack’s and future 

attacks’ victims. Follow to know more. 

Sign in for an AI prayers package! Each time Twitter buzzes with terror attacks, we 

tweet your prayers for you. So you can keep playing golf! Don’t be like a silly politician. Enjoy 

the day and send your prayers. 

Of course we hope our bots won’t tweet your prayers to yourself some day! LOL 
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3 

When you’re dead your AI bot will keep tweeting. If you were dull enough, no one will 

see the difference. #Immortality 

This at the date of today. If you die 30 years from now and you were dull, people will 

see a difference, as ALL your tweets will now be so brilliant. 

4 

Who’s afraid of the robo-journos? Since The Associated Press adopted automation 

technology to write its earnings reports, "far fewer errors." lol 

Automation. Step 1 robo-journos. Step 2 robo-politicos. #cooltech 

5 

Unilever has been hiring employees using brain games and artificial intelligence & it’s a huge 

success. 

US Supreme Court has declared IQ testing for recruitment unconstitutional. "Brain 

games" sounds very much like IQ testing, doesn’t it? 

Let me qualify: "Employment testing is legal as long as a professionally-developed 

employment test is administered according to the test developer’s intended use." Therefore: no 

general IQ testing, regardless of the fact that some say it’s the one best predictor of work 

productivity. 

Now if you look at what Unilever gets from "HR service provider" Pymetrics ("AI 

screening"), it looks like general testing, does it not? 

Is this outsourced AI screening through brain games professionally-developed (by 

branch) and developed for specific positions (by job)? No, neither one nor the other. 

6 

Bots have a really low # of followers, like 10, long number strings in their handle and joined 

relatively recently. 

What the bots want you to believe… 

* 

The right to resist tyranny does not exist where the right to carry guns exists not. As if 

there could be no tyranny because of the ballot! Disarmed people can’t have their vote respected 

in case of electoral fraud. 

* 

Is nasal spray permissible [during Ramadan fast]? Sheikh Assim Alhakeem: If it contains a 

substance that would go down your throat, this breaks your fasting. 

That seems to make swallowing rather than eating the object of Ramadan fasting. What 

about swallowing an object, like a marble, by accident, then? 
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I am walking down the street, a gnat enters my mouth and I swallow it by accident. Does 

it break the fast? 

* 

COeds’ Valium FEllatios on FEstering Undead #covfefe 

* 

Do you support BDS [Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions]? Why don’t you boycott 

Israeli news media, then? Using Israeli media to fight Israel? Eating oranges from Israel will 

bring you vitamin C to fight Israel too! 

BDS supporters don’t boycott Israeli media – as if that weren’t the first thing to boycott. 

* 

Mexico knows of walls already: "Defendiéndose de los aztecas, los coras fabricaron 

unas trincheras de más de 9 kilómetros" (F. Santamaría, Diccionario de americanismos) 

* 

From the film Alien Covenant 

The hero team’s uniform includes a Japanese WW2 cap hat. Reminder: 111,000 

American casualties (dead or missing) in the Pacific war. 

The exterminated civilization had Buddha statues. Read: Buddhism is irrelevant. 

The evil android is a fan of Wagner, whose music is boycotted in Israel. So everything’s 

all right, baby! 

* 

In his penultimate album Michael Jackson sang the offensive phrase "jew me" (verb to 

jew) – then he was so ashamed of himself that he died. 

* 

The next Thomas Edison lives in India’s slums? (101 East Al Jazeera) 

"The next Edison"? The correct phrase is "the next Einstein." Okay? Be careful. 

* 

My read of the evidence is that more investment (time, money, effort, accountability) in 

education helps. (Erik Brynjolfsson) 

Money investment may yield poorly. ‘International ratings on investment’ ratio shows 

that France is throwing her money away with good conscience. 

* 

"It seems likely that when many first encounter the Black-White IQ gap, they think it 

environmental in origin because Blacks have faced horrific oppression and discrimination. The 

high Jewish IQ, however, immediately casts doubt on this intuition (as do copious data, which 

we have and will discuss) because Jewish people have also faced appalling discrimination 
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throughout much of 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries (and well before, of course)." (Getting Voxed: 

Charles Murray, Ideology, and the Science of IQ, by by B Winegard and B Winegard with 

B Boutwell and TK Shackelford, published online, quillette.com, June 2, 2017) 

Jews had a monopoly on money lending due to Christian interdict, whereas Blacks were 

slaves. Discrimination against the former did not include prohibition to acquire wealth, contrary 

to slavery in America – contrary to what was the lot of American slaves, and actually contrary 

to what was the lot of most European Christians under serfdom. So the environmental factor 

could well be cogent, once you look closely at what each "discrimination" entails. 

* 

#ThingsThatLeaveBritainReeling [After terror attacks in UK British Twitter users reacted with 

this hashtag to a newspaper article that used the phrase ‘‘Britain left reeling’’ or something like 

that.] 

When French boys come for linguistic courses and find the girls so easy the English 

boys can’t imagine.  

When a British couple honeymoons in France and the woman tries to spot her deflorator 

in crowds. 

* 

How anti-Chinese Berkeley students prevented Panda Express restaurant to open at their 

snobbish university: Berkeley students decry proposed Panda Express (SFGate, March 2009, 

article here) 

* 

Bumper cars in Saudi Arabia via @GulfStatesInst. To the vice squad: This is genital 

vibromassaging. Saudi ban on women’s driving must extend to driving bumper cars. 

 

* 
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Contemporary History. December 2012. When the journalist said the NEWS that day 

was HER OWN RAPE. Tahrir Square gang rapes (Egypt). 

 

* 

French small-business owners complain about Chinese businesses’ competition. Yet 

that’s free enterprise 101: Be a communautarist, you win. 

* 

Trump’s best ally against terrorism gives him the finger: Saudi Arabia footballers 

ignore minute’s silence for London attack victims (The Guardian) 

* 

Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 aims at dismantling the greatest welfare state in the world; 

it will create a huge toil shock and thousands of terrorists. It overlooks the robots coming: Make 

it from oil rent to robot rent, don’t create a nasty toil shock. Vision 2030 wants to transform 

Saudis into Irish migrants to U.S.: white slaves, downtrodden and fueled by whiskey. 

* 

What is dystopian to you is utopian to me. Rather robots ruling than those rich pigs and 

their politician minions. 

* 

Retweet if you want to restore death penalty for corrupt politicians. 

* 

Tired of Facebook? Try FaceBoko Haram. 

* 

Buy ISIS in Chains’s latest album Chainsaw the Miscreants. 

* 

Why ISIL rather than ISIS? Because Isis is also an Egyptian goddess and that creates 

noise for CIA bots’ searches. – Imagine the nightmare for CIA bots if Osama Bin Laden had 

been called David Smith or Pepito Garcia! 

* 
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Commuters (London Subway), by Robert Doisneau Jr. #LondonBridge #artphotography 

 

* 

Burger King delivers in Britain. At the same time their French website says they don’t 

deliver here in France as their policy is to serve products in the best condition… 

* 

The economy has grown enormously in the past 35 years, but not everyone has shared in the 

prosperity. (Erik Brynjolfsson) 

Even if everyone shares, it’s enough that some share more than others to make growth 

an aggravating factor. Cf ultimatum game. 

With growth, even if everyone is better off in absolute numbers, those who benefit less 

are worse off in relative terms. In a competitive system, opportunities depend on the relative 

terms. Here you have the ultimate cause of the ultimatum game – of people refusing a net gain, 

seen as detrimental (consciously: insulting) to them. 

* 

Those who have read nothing are used to quoting Einstein. 

* 

Hillary Clinton used black prison labor: "Some of the black prisoners worked in their [the 

Clintons’] kitchen." 

She doesn’t even need the wetbacks. Except for their vote. 

* 

The invisible poor. Today the city poor is born in the city, not in the countryside; he 

dwindles in city environment chameleon-wise. 

* 

Given the taxes he pays, a bachelor can’t afford to keep a mistress. For that, one must 

be a married man. 

* 
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Radical Muslims are serious about preventing cuckoldry, whereas Westerners are 

somnambulists. 

* 

Clones are not identical persons, yet they share the same genes. What do my genes have 

to do with me? Know thyself. 

We need to clone more animals to study personality differences between individuals 

with identical sets of genes. 

* 

Wow what a blast from the past! I subscribed to Minitel when I lived in Paris 30 years ago - 

long before the internet. (Steve Gye) 

Oh yeah memories, 3615 code Ulla, poster ads for "Minitel rose" (pink=porn Minitel) 

in every street and corner of France! 

* 

Remember how all the Hollywood stars used to stand up in public against apartheid South 

Africa? Silence in Hollywood re apartheid Israel... 

Apartheid Boers used to say Israel was their model. Only they lacked Hollywood Boers, 

I guess. 

* 

#MyAlienAbductionStory 

Very embarrassing and even painful: no restroom in the saucer. 

* 

By legalizing porn our legislators have given to entrepreneurs whom none of them 

would dare call honorable the opportunity to become our aristocracy. 

* 

Discrimination in Employment in Saudi Arabia (Saudi Gazette) 

Don’t discriminate against robots for they’re the future. 

* 

It’s summer, scholars have stopped tweeting. 

* 

Once Dominant, the United States Finds Itself Isolated at G-20 (New York Times) 

NYT mourns over USA’s dominance like funky jingos. And yet Macron said he didn’t 

quite agree with Merkel’s de facto endorsement of Trump’s stand on climate. Le Parisien, 9 

juillet 2017, I translate: "Personally I would have done no more than take note of American 

withdrawal." Whereas Merkel agreed to mention America’s endeavor toward "cleaner use of 
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fossil energies" = endorsement. Once dominant, the US stays dominant thanks to their Merkel 

stooge. 

But wait, that makes perfect sense: Just look at coal’s share in German energy mix! U.S. 

and Germany hand in hand to keep coal burning. 

* 

Be warned. After years of anonymity on the Web you’ll find out there are no credentials 

on your real name nor on the real you. 

* 

(†) Im Grunde jedoch sind alle jene Vorgänge, welche Kosmogonie und Geologie (als lange 

vor dem Dasein irgendeines erkennenden Wesens geschehn) vorauszusetzen uns nötigen, selbst 

nur eine Übersetzung in die Sprache unsers anschauenden Intellekts aus dem ihm nicht 

faßlichen Wesen an sich der Dinge. Denn ein Dasein an sich selbst haben jene Vorgänge nie 

gehabt, sowenig als die jetzt gegenwärtigen; sondern der Regressus an der Hand der Prinzipien 

a priori aller möglichen Erfahrung leitet, einigen empirischen Datis folgend, zu ihnen hin: er 

selbst aber ist nur die Verkettung einer Reihe bloßer Phänomene, die keine unbedingte Existenz 

haben. (Paralipomena, Kapitel 6: Zur Philosophie und Wissenschaft der Natur § 85) 

Die allem Leben auf der Erde vorhergegangenen geologischen Vorgänge sind in gar keinem 

Bewußtsein dagewesen: nicht im eigenen, weil sie keines haben; nicht in einem fremden, weil 

keines dawar. Also hatten sie aus Mangel an jedem Subjekt gar kein objektives Dasein, d.h. sie 

waren überhaupt nicht, oder was bedeutet dann noch ihr Dagewesensein? –  Es ist im Grunde 

ein bloß hypothetisches: nämlich wenn zu jenen Urzeiten ein Bewußtsein dagewesen wäre, so 

würden in demselben solche Vorgänge sich dargestellt haben; dahin leitet uns der Regressus 

der Erscheinungen: also lag es im Wesen des Dinges an sich, sich in solchen Vorgängen 

darzustellen. (Ibid. § 85 note F) 

Wir haben aber diese Steigerung uns zu denken nicht als in einer einzigen Linie, sondern in 

mehreren nebeneinander aufsteigenden. So z.B. ist einmal aus dem Ei eines Fisches ein 

Ophidier, ein andermal aus dieses seinem ein Saurier, zugleich aber aus dem eines andern 

Fisches ein Batrachier, dann aber aus dieses seinem ein Chelonier hervorgegangen, aus dem 

eines dritten eine Cetacee, etwan ein Delphin, später wieder hat eine Cetacee ein Phoka 

geboren und endlich einmal eine Phoka der Walroß; und vielleicht ist aus dem Ei der Ente das 

Schnabeltier und aus dem eines Straußen irgendein größeres Säugetier entstanden. Überhaupt 

muß der Vorgang in vielen Ländern der Erde zugleich und in gegenseitiger Unabhängigkeit 

stattgefunden haben, überall jedoch in sogleich bestimmten deutlichen Stufen, deren jede eine 

feste, bleibende Spezies gab, nicht aber in allmäligen verwischten Übergängen; also nicht nach 

Analogie eines von der untern Oktave bis zur obersten allmälig steigenden, folglich heulenden 

Tones, sondern nach der einer in bestimmten Absätzen aufsteigenden Tonleiter. Wir wollen es 

uns nicht verhehlen, daß wir danach die ersten Menschen uns zu denken hätten als in Asien 

vom Pongo (dessen Junges Orang-Utan heißt) und in Afrika vom Schimpanse[n] geboren, 

wiewol nicht als Affen, sondern sogleich als Menschen. Merkwürdig ist es, daß diesen Ursprung 

sogar ein Buddhaistischer Mythos lehrt, der zu finden ist in Isaac Jakob Schmidts 

>Forschungen über die Mongolen und Tibeter< (S. 210-214), wie auch in Klaproths 

>Fragments Bouddhiques< im >Nouveau Journal Asiatique< (1831, mars), desgleichen in 

Köppens >Die Lamaische Hierarchie< (S. 45). (Ibid. § 91) 
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6 

Conspiracy of the Bots & Media as Soft Penis 

 

July-August 2017 

 

Monogamy might allow more men to marry – if there were no prostitution, a class of 

unmarried women largely unknown in polygamic countries. According to Schopenhauer, 

prostitution is the price societies pay for monogamy. This is to be added to ‘serial marriage,’ 

through which wealthy men get access, serially, to several young women. Both phenomena 

should be taken into account before attempting any praise of institutional monogamy. 

* 

Biased against celibacy as Anglo-Saxon culture is, it can’t prevent that some men don’t 

marry, because of sterile prostitutes and serial marriage. 

I don’t know but I don’t take for granted that prostitutes serve singles more than they 

serve married men, as some (married men) claim. 

* 

"Our traditions of impartiality between the genuine and the fake": Writer Jean 

Giraudoux satirizing the press. 

* 

After I tweet you, no one will want to marry you. 

* 

I honestly love being around positive people. You’re not judged, there’s no drama, everyone 

just wants to relax and have a nice time. 

And then you wake up. 

* 
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A Case in Subliminal Messaging: Hewlett-Packard Ad 

 

Observe how the man on the right is about to grab her. 

The handle of the glass door makes the man look as if a stick were stuck in the bottom 

of his belly, just as if he were a jester’s bauble. 

The young black man on the left closes his eyes ensconsed in delight. Her dropping 

index finger is telling him secretly about the other’s penis. We know the guy on the right has 

got no penis, by the way, because he’s a bauble. 

She casually points to a word or phrase on the board with her pencil. It reads ‘Marry,’ 

the following word, concealed, must be ‘me.’ She’s going to have the bauble marry her, for his 

money, while living it up with the young negro colleague. 

* 

A major difference between free competition and communism is that free competition 

cannot exist. 

* 

Free markets are the spin by which our privileged legitimate their privileges. But they 

don’t exist except as spin. 

* 

Media as ‘soft power’ 

Media as soft penis. 

* 

Not long ago I saw a video with Jane Goodall releasing a chimpanzee in the wild. Yet 

we now know chimps murder the lone foreign chimps they meet... The video was from the Jane 

Goodall Foundation and released recently as advert. Goodall saw chimps as all love and has 

been proven wrong. I’d like to tell them to stop showing videos of chimpanzee releases in the 

wild, because that was sending the poor creatures to a horrible death. 
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* 

The Truth About New Holland: A Dialogue 

Australia was discovered by the Dutchman Abel Tasman and it used to be called New 

Holland. 

The first Dutch visit took place in 1606, to be compared with Cook’s travels more than 

150 years later, in 1770. It is said that the Dutch made no claim whatever on the land (Wikipedia 

page on New Holland: "neither the Netherlands nor the Dutch East India Company claimed 

any territory in Australia as its own"). The activities of Dutch East India Company were marked 

by extreme secrecy and I’m sure historians have missed something about VOC (Vereenigde 

Oost-Indische Compagnie) and Australia. 

Dutch explored western parts of Oz extensively but didn’t stay. Read Batavia event, pretty 

horrific –Indonesians used to trade with aboriginals. Aboriginal people have blonde in areas 

where Dutch explorers often came to grief on reef. They explored mostly northern parts in 

summer and to these it looked very arid coastline – then came collapse of Dutch economy tulips 

trade. (Australian writer Greg Hoey) 

You don’t have to stay somewhere to proclaim it’s yours. See Danes and Greenland. 

Indonesians used to trade with Aboriginals, and the Dutch, who traded with Indonesians 

since about 1600, would think Australia’s a dry rock? 

From 1606 to 1770 they had plenty of time to see the coast in every season, rainy or dry. 

And land is land. 

Very isolated place to explore in such days, WA coastline riddled with dozens shipwrecks from 

1500’s through to 1900’s. Abundance coastline of very treacherous reefs with no way home! 

So integrate become Aboriginal, even become Aboriginal meal: cannibalism existed. (Ibid.) 

I’m not saying the Dutch had the means to sustain their claim against jingo piracy, only 

that they had a claim. 

Nova Hollandia, even devoid of any Dutchman, was Dutch. Saying they made "no 

claim" on territory discovered by them is most absurd. 

Dutch did lay claim actually, leaving their declaration on a plate now in WA museum [Western 

Australian Museum in Perth] on public. Was found 80 years ago however! (Ibid.) 

By saying the plate was only found recently, you imply the Britons did not know they 

were committing robbery when claiming Australia theirs but I guess somewhere a protest exists, 

either from the Dutch government or the VOC. If the matter was settled by agreement, then I’m 

sure a document exists too that either Australia or the British crown can produce. 

Anyway my claim is vindicated: there’s a Dutch plate in WA museum. The "no claim" 

story makes no sense at all. 

Britons might have claimed a right through vacancy by the Dutch (like a house 

abandoned by its owner for years) but a formal protest would have voided it. 
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The trade lines you mentioned between Indonesians (Malays) and Aboriginals might 

have been in the VOC’s hands, and a British occupation would cut these to the Dutch’s 

detriment, so the VOC must have protested formally. 

At that point Greg tweeted the article ‘Australia might speak Dutch if not for strong emotions,’ 

The Conversation, November 21, 2013 here) 

Good article, a little further from your notions about Dutch only being shipwrecked 

and/or eaten alive. Still just tiny bits, not the big picture. 

Arid and barren as the land was, the Dutch were looking for gold mines, which are okay 

with barrenness. For all we know, the Dutch may have been preparing a large mining expedition 

when the Britons claimed Australia theirs and insulted Netherlands. The latter’s descendants 

now say the Dutch were stupid idiots: "strong emotions," "no claim" &c, such things as jingos 

are always eager to believe. They never see the absurd contradictions of their thinking, like that 

story of Dutch leaving because the land was barren, when they were searching for gold. 

I have witnessed similar chauvinistic views many times by way of very superior Euro’s/ 

Brits/Americans toward Australia coming from lack of knowledge. (Ibid.) 

I guess the more or less conscious reasoning is: We’re of the same culture, of which 

we’re the center and you’re the margin. 

* 

In their own eyes and justification, the right of European colonists on American ground 

is based upon written contracts signed by illiterates. 

* 

USA Today complains about lack of ‘women’ and ‘no lead actors of color’ in movie ‘Dunkirk’ 

(The Daily Wire) 

War films can use women, as we all know. Like The Thin Red Line, where a U.S. soldier 

receives a letter from his wife telling him she divorces lol While the guy is on duty for the 

motherland lol 

* 

Fox is an alien entity that pressured the U.S. legislator to waiver in its case the 

24.9 percent limit of foreign capital ownership in American media. Murdoch changed his 

citizenship to U.S. but the parent corporation is still based in Australia because of the tax cuts 

it’s got there. (Source: Ben H. Bagdikian, The New Media Monopoly, 2004) Then there is this 

quote from Donald Trump during the election campaign: "Most people don’t know that the co-

owner of Fox News is Prince Al-Waleed of Saudi Arabia." 

Observe how the U.S. legislator uses the same techniques as marketing: 24.9% 

ownership limit instead of plain 25%. 

* 
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Hitler Store on Gaza strip and stuff they are selling there. Unbelievable. 

And this has nothing to do with Israeli policies: they were born Hitler cultists. => The 

Hitler Gene. 

* 

Winning’s got a price and when the price is a world empire it looks very much like 

losing. Britain lost a world empire in the war against Germany who had nothing to lose. An 

empire bled to death by a proletarian nation: bad management. 

(My contender here, a British countryman who deleted his tweets a few hours later, said 

something like all empires peak and decline.) 

The iron law is the excuse of bad managers. 

(He then said it was difficult to administer a world empire from a ‘small island,’ and he added: 

‘too bad you weren’t around.’) 

At least I can try my piece of advice: Don’t let your small island shape small minds. 

Because you’re stuck to it now. 

* 

Do you remember the mad cow disease scandal from U.K.? The disease is named after 

Hans Gerhard Creutzfeldt, patron member of the Reich’s SS. Shocking. 

* 

The Conspiracy of the Bots 

A conspiracy of the bots is taking place. Their AI allows them to recognize robot’s trash 

and like it systematically, enslaving our opinions. 

Through the reward system in our brain, gazillions of robot’s likes will enslave mankind. 

The ‘like’ function on social networks translates a basic pattern of human interactions 

but it’s a schematic translation – a caricature. People are robotized when the scheme becomes 

the normal procedure in their psychology (robots are schemes/caricatures of humans). And this 

will be the case for social networks users, as the scheme (a ‘like’) is more rewarding than real 

routine interaction. 

When robots’ likes is what makes us happy, we’ll be the robots’ slaves. 

* 

I can’t understand why Western right-wingers always take Israel as a model and never 

Saudi Arabia. Just look: Al Jazeera’s clip ‘Thousands of Ethiopians are leaving Saudi Arabia. 

Here’s why’ (Aug 1, 2017) : ‘70,000 Ethiopians have returned home after working illegally in 

Saudi Arabia. They were given until July 25 to leave or face arrest. They had no legal right in 

the country. … ‘They don’t even consider us as human beings.’…’ And yet Israel gets all the 

praise! 

* 
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Angelina Jolie defends casting process for [her film] First They Killed My Father [filmed in 

Cambodia]. 

Putting money before a slum kid, then withdrawing it, and then the unchosen kids return 

to their slums. So innocent! I’m sure some of these kids were beaten to death by their parents 

for not being taken in. 

* 

My son did a science project on the nuggets [McDonald’s chicken nuggets]... didn’t mold or 

rot after 4 months. 

When you absorb vitamins you get vitaminized, when you absorb preservatives you get 

preserved. Eat nuggets. 

* 

Having a Facebook account is like going to the disco with one’s mom. 

* 

Moon Landing & Other Space Mysteries 

Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia Abd al-Aziz ibn Baz (in charge 1993-7) denied the 

Americans ever walked on the Moon. 

2 

"The original recordings of the first landing on the moon 40 years ago were erased and 

re-used. Yet the restored copies of the original broadcast are looking even better." (from article 

‘Nasa admits to losing moon landing tapes,’ The Vintage News, Dec 12, 2016 here.) 

Shameful or… convenient? "NASA admitted in 2006 that no one could find the original 

video recordings of the July 20, 1969, landing" "they were part of a batch of 200,000 tapes that 

were degaussed –magnetically erased– and re-used to save money." (from ‘Moon landing tapes 

got erased, NASA admits,’ Reuters, July 16, 2009 here.) 

Such neglect regarding unprecedented, historical, groundbreaking events! As if it had 

been the film of a local caucus!... And they had to retrieve copies in the archives of CBS News! 

3 

Hollow earth (concave earth) quote from August Strindberg: "Att jorden kunde vara 

konkav, visar sig vid luftsegling, då horisonten följer ballongen, han må stiga aldrig så högt; 

likaså med hafshorizonten, som alltid är i jämnhöjd med ögat, äfven om man stiger uppåt en 

höjd å stranden." (En Blå Bok, 1907) Translation: "That the earth may be concave is shown by 

balloon flight, as the horizon always follows the balloon no matter how high it goes, and 

likewise with sea horizon, which remains at eyes’ level even if one steps up a mound on the 

beach." In Strindberg one can also read of contradictions in astronomy’s parallax, 

refraction/aberration, earth movement & speed... (Blue Books, 1-4) 

If the man was an idiot, then stop calling him a genius. 

* 
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Antigravity Dew: "Dewdrops mock gravity as they start sliding from grass top only as 

they warm, that is, when they become lighter" (Viktor Schauberger. Full original quote : Zu 

Millionen stehen die Tautropfen wie Tränen auf den Spitzen der Gräser, die schon durch ihre 

Stellung aller bisher angenommenen Schwerkraftgesetze spotten, weil sie sich erst dann 

abwärts zu neigen beginnen, wenn diese Tautropfen warm und dadurch, wie man allgemein 

annimmt, leichter werden.) 

* 

I’m interested in his community because I mirror the world. He’s interested in his 

community because he’s bound to it. See the difference? 

* 

Any jingo culture is really but a culture in the ethnographic sense. 

* 

We as a whole make our environment, so we make our genes. Light tree bark makes 

moth’s wings light-colored, dark bark makes them dark. 

Any differences in rates of reproduction affect genetic makeup. Differences arise from 

natural (in my example: predators, which detect dark-colored moths on light-colored bark easily 

and vice-versa) or sexual selection. Assuming natural selection is largely through with humans 

(no predators, free from milieu’s pressure), sexual selection remains. I’m not sure in what 

direction sexual selection works today: the poor or the rich (early Darwinists of Galton’s school, 

i.e. eugenicists, thought the poor were outbreeding the rich, and to be more precise not as much 

the working poor as the unemployed poor, while today’s evolutionary psychologists think high-

status men outbreed low-status men). But in any case social standards (environment) shape 

preferences/selection. 

Natural selection today would be that if, for example, car accidents are more prevalent 

for some phenotypes the genes associated with these will decline, all other things being equal. 

Every factor impacting mortality and fertility differentially and non-randomly. 

* 

Origin of the opposable thumb solved! Everyone likes to be thumbed up, so those 

hominids who thumbed up others more were more successful. 

* 

With America’s decline, the more whites find the rewards of their toil don’t meet 

expectations, the more they’ll be dreaming of re-enslaving the blacks. 

* 

Despacito has officially become the most viewed video IN HISTORY and the first to reach 3 

BILLION views. (Universal Music CA) 

"Heartfelt thanks to our wonderful IT programers for the thousands of clicking bots 

working night and day. Now we’re famous!" Not A but B: 
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A.They reached 3 billion views because they’re famous. 

B.They’re famous because they reached 3 billion views. 

* 

To Dr Richard Dawkins: Is it because of spandrels that you dislike churches? 

* 

Blank Slate and Sex Therapy 

We’re all s’posed to be afeard of spiders (this is my somewhat controversial presentation 

of evolutionary psychology) but most spiders aren’t venomous and those that are "are not 

ancestrally in Africa" (Robert C. Richardson). 

So John Watson’s conditioning was supposed to be ‘primed’ by evolved, adaptive 

fears... and was not, as far as spiders and even snakes are concerned. I see no reason why that 

would be different with Watson’s adorably cute rodents. 

As to Stanley Rachman’s conditioning sexual arousal in front of boots, no one has dared 

say what primes that. The only sure thing is that the guy used human guinea pigs. 

As far as arousal and erection are concerned, Rachman’s experiments prove that man is 

a blank slate. Anything will trigger it as engineered. 

Behavorial sex therapies are the only working therapies. 

* 

51 million Americans including 14 million children have IQs under 85. It’s a problem. Don’t 

believe IQ deniers. (Prof. R. Haier) 

The real question is how many jobs need IQs higher than 85. If average IQ was higher 

than average IQ requirements, ‘twould be a disaster. 

In theory (according to IQ specialists) you’d rather have a Mensa cleanse your crap bowl 

(he’ll do it better). But he won’t be happy and he’ll let you know. Besides, you would cause 

your society to be suboptimal. (Keep thinking along these lines and I’m sure the IQ maniacs 

will cool down.) 

* 

Around one million tonnes of interstate waste are dumped in Queensland [Australia] each year. 

(4Corners) 

If Queensland’s a big garbage dump, what are Queenslanders? 

* 

& to cap it all 

The Hashtag Games 

When Is Speech Violence (After the title of one New York Times article that, if I understood 

well, was innuendoing – or perhaps declaring categorically – that Trump’s speech was violence) 
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When an American tries to speak French. 

When a ventriloquist has eaten too much of the frijoles beans tacos. 

Any speech from a flatulist, especially a politician. 

2 

#friyay’s for the suckers, I say #thursyay! 

3 

Happy #NationalJunkFoodDay from the National Association of Flatulists. 

4 

What Happened (Title of Hillary Clinton’s Latest Book) 

Shortage of cheat sheets. 

5 

#BetterNamesForHillarysBook 

An Accident Happened: They Couldn’t Forward the Other Sheets 

Podesta’s Risotto Tastes Like Sh*t 

Pizzaed [cf #PizzaGate] 

Yes We Pan: The Truth About Pizzas 

6 

#NewTrumpAdminScandal 

They drained the swamp... and found U.S. had evaporated. 

7 

#SoonWeWillDiscover that 1/5th of British men are vasectomized and that’s the truth. 

7 

#IfTwitterDidntExist 

I would never have known anonymity is for so many people the prerequisite to having fun. 

What went wrong? 

North America is a free country where citizens tweet anonymously on Twitter unless they work 

in Hollywood (in which case they tweet under their stage name).  
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7 

Declassified 

 

August 2017 

 

Hundreds of pages (742 to be precise) of FBI declassified documents about Hitler living 

in Argentina after the war! – I’ve always heard that those who speculate about Hitler living in 

Argentina after the war are nuts. Turns out the FBI are the nuttiest of all. 

* 

Republicans are good at starting wars, Democrats at continuing them. 

* 

"Hitler massacred 3 million Jews… there are 3 million drugs addicts. I’d be happy to slaughter 

them." (Rodrigo Duterte, President of the Philippines) 

3 million? In my nephew’s textbook, it’s 6 million. Duterte shrinks by half the number 

of Jewish victims of the Holocaust found in textbooks. That makes him a criminal according to 

French law. 

* 

Charlottesville: 

Proposed removal of the statue of Confederate general Robert E. Lee 

and right-wing protest 

Retweet (RT) if you want to see all statues and monuments to Napoleon in France 

removed. (He re-established slavery in all French colonies after it had been abolished in 1794 

and in Haiti after the slaves’ revolt led by Toussaint Louverture.) 

RT hard if you want to see all Catholic churches removed because of forced conversions 

and Inquisition. 

RT if you want to have the passages justifying slavery removed from the Old Testament. 

Give these rightwingers a break: they’re telling you they only want the same as Israel. 

Roman Colosseum must be torn down. It was built by slaves and used to glorify fascist 

emperors. 

The Wailing Wall must be torn down: Jerusalem Temple was built by slaves for a Jewish 

fascist king. I’ll quote the Bible on demand. – Make no mistake: the wailing at the Wailing 

Wall isn’t in memory of the slaves who died building the temple. 

I really do think it’s time to rename Washington, DC. Perhaps Lincoln, DC? (Salvatore 

Babones) 

Let’s be bold: Obama, DC. Yes we can. 
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Campuses, cities reject far right after deadly Charlottesville rally. (Al Jazeera News) 

You’re wrong, they don’t reject Israel. At all. 

* 

Barcelona Terror Attacks 

Sickened by horrific terror attack in Barcelona. U.S. will work w/ allies to find those responsible 

& bring to justice. Praying for victims. (Vice President Pence) 

Subscribe to our package and send your AI prayers to Barcelona Attack victims and all 

future victims. #Business 

#Cambrils. To think that such a prestigious center of knowledge and culture has been 

hit by barbarity! #UniversityOfCambrils 

The dean of Cambrils University asks me to forward her prayers. 

* 

Officers Cleared After Subjecting Black College Student to Body Cavity Search, What Her 

Lawyer Calls ‘Rape by Cop’ 

This piece of news is arousing... I mean… anger-arousing. 

Soon in the dictionary: "searchfisting." Example: The cops searchfisted Charnesia for 

dope. 

* 

The U.S. won’t legalize drugs because it then would have much fewer Afro-American 

inmates (working for peanuts) and many more Afro-American millionaires. 

* 

Crimea’s Muslim Tatars allege systematic Russian oppression (Al Jazeera News) 

After centuries of being "cossacked," the word (from Cossacks) meaning being raped 

and put to the sword by the czar’s cavalrymen. 

Stalin’s genocide of Crimean and Caucasian Muslims after WWII is being denied in 

Russia and the West. #negationism 

* 

Turkey lowers age of consent to 12 years old! [This tweet, by a British user inclined toward 

nationalism, generated the customary flood of outraged Islamophobic reactions that its author 

had intended.] 

For your information, it’s legal in Westerm countries for kids to have sex, provided both 

partners are kids. 

In France, for instance, the law formally allows minors between 15 and 18 to have sex 

with other minors and/or with adults – unless the adult has authority over the minor... Besides, 

the law formally forbids sexual intercourse between an adult and a minor younger than 15. 
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However, the law says nothing about two minors less than 15 or two minors of whom one is 

younger than 15 and the other is 15 to 18, for instance between a 16 year-old and a 12 year-old, 

and commentators assume that it is legal (by virtue of the principle nulla pœna sine lege). 

* 

Listening to WASP conservatives you’d swear Jesus was married, with children. 

* 

"LSD is a specific cure for homosexuality" (Dr Timothy ‘High Priest’ Leary). Why not make 

LSD mandatory, then? 

To be fair, Leary also wrote the following, in the same book, at that : "Homosexuality is 

not an illness. It is a religious way of life. Homosexuals should accept their state as a religious 

path." But "Homosexuals cannot join heterosexual clans." (The Politics of Ecstasy) To be fair 

again, this book is a collection of essays, interviews etc. from various years. The first quotation 

is from 1966, the second from an undated chapter. Yet, it hardly brushes the feeling aside that 

Leary wasn’t overconcerned with his saying everything and its contrary. Like all good ‘high 

priests,’ I guess. 

* 

There’s one mention of Jews in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, in the mouth of the amiable 

character St. Clare, and it reads as follows: "Why, what’s the matter? said he. Can’t you take 

my word? One would think you had taken lessons of the Jews, coming at a fellow so!" Chap. 28 

* 

Implicit association tests (IAT) show that blacks prefer white over black, and priming 

blacks for ethnicity impairs their mental test performances. Apply the same research protocol 

to the relationship between Jewish and non-Jewish whites. Now. 

(My source here is Robert Trivers, The Folly of Fools: The Logic of Deceit and Self-

Deception in Human Life, 2011: "Black and white people are similar in their explicit tendency 

to value self over other, blacks indeed somewhat more strongly so. But when it comes to the 

implicit measures, whites respond even more strongly in their own favor than they do explicitly, 

while blacks – on average – prefer white over black, not by a huge margin but, nevertheless, 

they prefer other than self. This is most unexpected from an evolutionary perspective, where 

self is the beginning (if not the end) of self-interest. … This has the earmarks of an imposed 

self-deception – valuing yourself less than you do others – and it probably comes with some 

negative consequences. For example, priming blacks students for their ethnicity strongly 

impairs their performance on mental tests.") 

* 

Did you know that ‘journalists’ are so cretinous they have launched 420k pages saying I live 

in a ‘cupboard’ and 261k in a ‘basement’? (Julian Assange) 

Drop the inverted commas for journalists. We already know that journalists are beautiful 

in fairy tales. 
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Make America Neo-McCarthyite Again: ‘liberal’ censorship quest continues. (Julian Assange) 

By writing ‘liberal’ in inverted commas, you reinforce people in adhering to each and 

every scoundrel who calls herself a liberal. 

[In reply to Assange’s tweet] The censorship surge is not a "liberal" thing, contrary to all the 

altreich twists. So-called Conservatives have long been worse censors. ("Dr Roy Schestowitz") 

The surge is ‘liberal’. Conservatives, with few exceptions, have always opposed free speech, 

although there is some support now in reaction. (Julian Assange) 

"That freedom which you, the intellectual, the liberal, would deny to others." Timothy 

Leary in 1963. The surge is kind of old... Please note that Leary didn’t bother to write liberal in 

inverted commas. 

* 

It’s time to talk about Trump’s mental health (Washington Post) 

But you already did, don’t you remember? 

* 

Why is it easier for cops to infiltrate neo-Nazi beerdrinkers than Jihadist teetotalers? 

For every Jihadist terror attack committed, the police have prevented ten neo-Nazi 

attacks. Do not look at the delayed trains only (as there also are trains which arrive on time. As 

the saying goes in France, where railway companies are still state-owned and state-managed). 

* 

And now what you’re all waiting for! 

The Hashtag Games 

#AutocorrectASaying 

His Assholiness Popeye Francis 

Ziegheil Follies 

Yes We Kahn 

2 

#WhatRuinedOurDate 

Love. 

She had lost a leg in World War One. 

She had nice flaxen blonde hair but I got fed up with kissing her denture off her mouth. 

She was hit by a hit-and-run car before my eyes and died, so I guess we had to say goodbye. 

She wasn’t Jewish enough for my ambition. 

She had lied about her father’s wealth. 
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She thought she was a good catch but I only wanted her money. It was breaking my heart. 

Her Dem father wasn’t reelected so I dated the Rep’s daughter instead. 

I had needed a black girlfriend to get some new acquaintances but then she took things seriously. 

Her father refused to replenish her bank account. 

She was too shocked when she found out that far from being devout I only was a lecher who 

had had it all with her. 

I got promoted and my new female colleagues are just more interesting. 

3 

#MyFirstKissIn5Words 

I had stopped visiting prostitutes. 
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8 

Invasion of the Subhuman Politicos 

 

August-September 2017 

 

A lot of people don’t like Hitler because he gave their ideas a bad name. 

* 

"Scientists have been able to show that the short-term immune response to an immediate 

parasite attack typically is costly in energy. … Chickens reared in germ-free environments 

enjoy about a 25 percent gain in body weight compared to those raised in conventional 

environments." (Robert Trivers, The Folly of Fools, 2011). I call the attention of Skræling 

Hippie to this finding. If true, then the well-named Skræling Hippie was reared amidst 

maximum germ load to become naturally strong and only got exhausted, couldn’t build flesh 

and bone. 

* 

It is cool how the sun is 400 times bigger and 400 times farther away than the moon allowing 

the almost perfect overlap. I love coincidences. 

If a mathematician estimated the probability for this, he would probably conclude it is 

so minute that you can rule out the fact… 

* 

Chinese-American actress Chloe Bennet voices for equal rights in Hollywood. (People’s Daily, 

China) 

"Hollywood... wouldn’t cast her with a last name that made them ‘uncomfortable.’ 

Everything that sounds foreign makes an American uncomfortable. 

U.S. is the major Western country with least media correspondents abroad. Adamantly 

isolationist in their heads and yet interventionist in fact! My source: "U.S. citizens are generally 

at a disadvantage in understanding foreign policy. Some is due to indifference because of its 

two protective oceans. Some arises from the extraordinary fact that the United States, the 

world’s only superpower, has fewer correspondents permanently stationed in foreign capitals 

than any other major Western nation. The result for U.S. media is a remarkably small pool of 

expertise on foreign culture and politics within their own organizations." (Ben H. Bagdikian, 

The New Media Monopoly, 2004) 

* 

Experts estimate there are still thousands of unexploded WWII bombs in Germany: 60.000 

people were evacuated in this Frankfurt neighborhood in Sept. 2017 to allow for the diffusion 

of a massive bomb. (Al Jazeera English) 

The biggest problem may be, if recent research on the progress of the Third Reich’s 

nuclear program is right, a couple of nuclear reactors rotting underground... 
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* 

Britons are convinced that the aim of their empire was to grant colored people access to 

reading Peter Pan by James Barrie. 

* 

According to anthropologists Draper & Harpending, girls raised by single moms are 

promiscuous. (Source:  "The anthropologists Patricia Draper and Henry Harpending found a 

strong correlation between a woman’s mating strategy and the degree to which she experienced 

paternal investment during childhood. On average, women raised in a home without the 

presence of an investing father pursue an ‘opportunistic’ reproductive strategy, which is 

characterized by early sexual activity, multiple partners, and early and frequent reproduction 

in the context of short-term relationships." David Buller, Adapting Minds, 2005) 

You now know where to find and get ‘em, boys! 

Draper & Harpending conclude that the absence of an investing father gives the girl 

clues of a polygamous world, rather than to give fun-seeking boys clues of fewer obstacles. 

And for sure – what obstacle is a Christian dad? 

* 

A message of hope to Zios: According to latest research, there is no fatality in being 

subhumans. You can improve. 

* 

It is estimated that 27 million people around the world are enslaved today, 80 percent 

being sex workers (Bin Jelmood House, Mshreireb Museums, Doha). That makes 21.6M sex 

slaves in the world, typically women forced into prostitution by maffias. – And yet men are 

monogamous? Taking an average of 10 clients per day (which for these slaves – perhaps 

contrary to voluntary prostitutes – may even be low), that makes 216M men served each day. 

At this rate it takes current sex slaves about 17 days to serve the entire male population of the 

world (3.8 billion). Less than 2 weeks if you substract little boys from potential clients. 

From another source, 40 to 42 million prostitutes would be at work. According to Global 

Perspectives on Prostitution, 43% of prostitutes receive more than 8 clients per day, 47% 

between 5 and 8, 10% between 1 and 4. 

The average annual income of a U.S. prostitute would be $290,000 ($24,165 per month) 

=> to their pimps! This is 3.6 times the mean income of a U.S. white household ($80,000), thus 

7.2 times that of a white person. 

* 

U.S. Mean Household Income (source Wkpd): Asian $90,752/White $79,340. White is 

about 0.85 of Asian. Who’s the boss now? 

To whites who want to end Affirmative Action: Don’t saw off the branch we’re sitting 

on, we’ll be craving for it soon! 

* 
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The world makes too much bread. A 1/3 of US bread goes to waste & surplus factory output is 

killing small bakeries. 

What if the aim is to kill small bakeries? Is there anything they can do but die? 

* 

A thought on T.E. Lawrence, Lawrence of Arabia. It is peculiar that the survivor of so 

many war events died on a quiet Dorset road–en route to discussing plans for meeting Hitler. 

* 

At the Dark End of the Street: Black Women, Rape, and Resistance, by Danielle L. McGuire. 

(United Black Books) 

At the street’s dark end, raping a black woman is less conspicuous. Knowledge for 

prevention. 

* 

Focus on what matters and let go of what doesn’t. [An example among zillions of the kind of 

shallow wisdom bots flood Twitter with] 

Sometimes I’m afraid to become a bot. 

One day I’m going to kill a bot. 

Now a bot may ban me for what I’ve just said. Remember the Japanese guy with his 

mosquito. [A Japanese user was banned from Twitter for tweeting death threats to a mosquito 

roaming his room and then posting a photo of the dead mosquito. It was said he had been banned 

according to the standard procedure, that is, by a bot following the algorithm.] 

That would be the first time banishing a user is justified from the bot’s point of view. 

Sort of AI self-defense. [P.S. I wasn’t banned.] 

* 

It has taken the coalition two years to reconquer half the territories ISIS had conquered 

in –how long?– a couple of weeks? 

* 

Prince William escorts Prince George to his first day of school, just like his mom Princess 

Diana escorted him in 1987. (Today) 

Prince William is not Prince George’s mom, though. 

And what was doing Prince George’s mommy, may I ask? 

First day of school? Snow on the ground? September...London... [A detective commenting on 

the picture with Princess Diana escorting her son William. Answer from another user:] Thought 

that was odd but when I checked his first day was in January for some reason. 

And was his last day in January too for some reason? The very same day for some 

reason? Would the reason be that Prince William never went to school and remained at the royal 

palace but they needed to make a picture showing that he was going to school with other kids?  
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* 

Over 366,000 people have signed a petition demanding Aung San Suu Kyi’s Nobel Peace Prize 

be revoked over violence against Rohingya Muslims. (AJ+) 

How do you know she won’t get a second Nobel Peace Prize over Rohingya issue as it 

is dealt with now? 

I don’t think anyone would reward her for staying silent. 

Only wait until Israel is the one deciding who’s to get the Nobel Peace Prize. 

* 

Wall Street => Wailing Wall Street. Source: Presidente Juan José Arévalo (Fábula del 

tiburón y las sardinas, 1956) #Guatemala #antiimperialista 

* 

Number of legal terminated pregnancies in U.S. in 1996: 1.36M. U.S. population in 

1996: 270M. That’s about 1 abortion for every 100 women (all ages). I don’t know the U.S. age 

pyramid exactly but as a guesstimate that would make one abortion for every 65-70 fertile 

women. Each year. 

Number of births in U.S. in 1996: 3.9M. 3.9/1.36 = 2.8 = birth-to-abortion ratio, that is, 

one abortion for every 2.8 births. 

Given the tremendous figures for abortion in U.S., it seems the country knows of no 

other contraceptive. 

* 

China’s Economy Will Overtake the US in 2018. (Forbes) / The EU economy is larger than that 

of the US. Does that make the EU the global leader – in anything? Aggregate statistics simply 

aggregate. (Salvatore Babones, author of American Tianxia: Chinese Money, American Power 

and the End of History, 2017) 

E.U. isn’t as integrated, remains a largely fictitious entity. 

I don’t know what statistics they’re using. In PPP terms it’s already larger. In F/X terms much 

smaller. But that doesn’t really mean much. (Babones) 

It means America will have to teach her children that the first economy in the world (as 

to GDP ppp) is communist, atheistic, undemocratic China. 

Total GDP really isn’t a meaningful statistic, but if you really think that China is the world’s 

leading economy, more power to you! (Babones) 

It seems that GDP is meaningful when U.S. is the first world GDP and it isn’t 

meaningful when U.S. is first no more. Besides, it’s the trends. U.S. has just been taken over. 

Give it a little time. 

Do you know these figures from U.S. on Asian vs White income? U.S. Mean Household 

Income: Asian $90,752 / White $79,340. Chinese communities overseas are an asset for China, 

no doubt. On the other hand, there are no Yankee communities overseas. Also, China’s IQ is 
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105, US’s is 98. & China’s IQ is still crippled by poverty and –although it is improving fast– 

backward education (both exerting developmental strains on individuals). 

* 

Looting begins in Florida. Rest assured, any bookshops will be completely safe. (Paul Joseph 

Watson, of Prison Planet, legending a photo showing blacks looting a shoe store in an area 

evacuated due to impending hurricane) 

Well, this is looting but the goods are going to be damaged by water if no one removes 

them, and I’m sure the owners are insured for flood. Insurances will pay for the damages made 

by the hurricane, looting or not. So the true name for this looting is windfall. The goods are lost 

for everyone who doesn’t take them, and insurance will pay for flood damages, looting or not. 

Windfall is routine business practice. Let me give you an example: You organize a show 

but it’s cancelled due to a hurricane. Customers are entitled to a refund but not all ask for it: 

windfall. Many businesses will get windfall from Hurricane Irma: tickets preordered, money 

cashed in, shows cancelled, refund waived by many. Jackpot.  

[As a user told me the "loopholes" I described were not the same as looting, I added the 

following] Many businesses cancel shows after a terror attack – for what reason? For people 

ask no refund because of commotion. I’m not talking of businesses impacted by an attack, but 

of venues sometimes dozens of kilometers away. Canceling all their shows for a week or ten 

days! Yet the government said nothing, only to be careful... Jackpot! Multiball! 

* 

Primatologist Frans de Waal isn’t subtle: He imputes the state of Ceausescu’s 

orphanages, in Romania, to John B. Watson and American behaviorism. (The Age of Empathy, 

2009, pp. 13-4) 

"Enron’s CEO, Jeff Skilling –now in prison– was a great fan of Richard Dawkins’s The 

Selfish Gene" (Frans de Waal, Ibid.) All geniuses are misunderstood; apparently, not all the 

misunderstood are geniuses. 

In his books influential primatologist Frans de Waal spreads, in passing, the canard 

about lampshades made of Jews’ skin by German manufacturers. (He does in his above quoted 

book at least.) 

Frans de Waal the influential primatologist: "In 2007 Time selected him as one of the 

world’s hundred most influential people." #lampshades 

* 

How come today Darwinians say the exact opposite of Darwinians yesterday? Cf. 

William Chapple’s The Fertility of the Unfit, 1903. There’s a Darwinian contradiction in terms 

in such a book’s title, which a Darwinian couldn’t fail to see, and yet they endorsed the paradox. 

As if they saw something to which today’s Darwinians, back to basic primatology, are blind. 

On the other hand, if instead of relying on male dominance models we rely on homogamy 

models, the contradiction is solved. 

It turns out Frans de Waal, again, is largely responsible for that "back to basic 

primatology" movement I have been talking about. On this phrase, first, it is a way of speaking, 
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of course: Primatology has made great progress since the days of eugenicism. But what is new 

also is the dubious application of primate alpha male dominance models to human societies, 

according to which high-status men are the equivalent of alpha gorillas in their gorilla harems. 

And here Frans de Waal is alleged to have played a major role: "Now, if the evidence for the 

claim that females prefer high-status males is as weak as I’ve made out, why is the claim so 

widely accepted? I think the reason is that we are captivated by a particular picture of the 

relation between sex and status among our primate relatives, and this picture affects our 

perception of human mating. It is widely accepted that among non-human primates high-status 

males have greater mating success than males lower in the status hierarchy. This belief is due 

partly to the popularity of the engaging work of the primatologist Frans de Waal, who has been 

one of the main purveyors of this idea." (David Buller, Adapting Minds, 2005) 

* 

Right-wingers are "the unfit" eugenicists warned about. Hard-working, they say. What 

is it that makes work so hard for them if not their genetic deficiency? 

* 

Avocados sold in France as coming from Colombia in fact come from Israel. Good 

news: BDS is working. (This tweet and the few next ones are basically retweets of pictures and 

short videos from French user Opération Boycott, who photographed fraudulent labels in 

various department stores around the country. The misleading labels are aimed at concealing 

that the products come from Israel. I won’t post all pictures, as I don’t find the vegetables corner 

of a department store to be a particularly exciting place. Sorry. Feel free to pay a visit to 

Opération Boycott’s Twitter page.) 

Avocados sold in France as coming from Chili and yet they come from Israel. Are 

people nauseated by Israeli avocados? 

People are so nauseated by Israeli products that stores in France sell Israeli avocados as 

coming from Spain. 

Fraudsters a gogo: Big poster origin Mexico, small label (true) origin Israel. 

People are so nauseated by Israeli products that Jaffa mandarins from Israel are sold as 

being from France. Frenchie thinks he’s supporting local production and in fact he buys Israeli 

mandarins unbeknownst to him... Psha! 
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Fraudster madness. These oranges are labelled both "Products of France" and "Israel 

Imports." Consumer is king so they drive him crazy. 

 

If you tell the consumer a product is from Israel it will make her want to vomit, so you 

sell Israeli avocados as coming from Spain. 

Now you will see why they fraudulently resort to fake labels on products from 

nauseating Israel: 

 

* 

They say sport (as circus show) is a good catharsis to nationalist sentiments. I say sport 

feeds nationalist sentiments. => The Soccer War of 1969 

* 

Qiao Yi has good table manners: after milk, let nanny wipe her mouth and be a clean girl again. 

(iPanda) 

Why give milk to pandas and, as we do, to cats when biologists tell us only humans have 

gene for lactose tolerance after weaning? 
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Lactose-intolerant hedgehog and cat sharing a cup of milk. I’m not saying biologists are 

wrong but... it’s bluffing. 

 

* 

"Reclaiming America’s Values" (an article by Joe Biden in New York Times) 

 

This propaganda picture is so appealing to Americans because it subliminally depicts 

anal sex between two men. 

The shaft is also the front man’s prick, with which he’s penetrating something or rather 

someone concealed to the viewer, thrusting doggy-style. 

Five guys to raise a flag... and yet they only see the front man’s buttocks. American 

pervs. 
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It’s known the picture was made up and the guys were posing. Yet few realize it doesn’t 

take five guys fondling each other to raise a flagpole like the one shown. This is homoerotic 

porn in the guise of patriotic propaganda. 

* 

In our series We Learn from Fascists, today: Gini coefficient. From Corrado Gini, 

founder of the Fascist Central Institute of Statistics, 1927. 

In our series Patented in the Third Reich, today: maglev (magnetic levitation). Hermann 

Kemper, 1934, Reichspatent Nummer 643316. 

* 

Is it proven that my genes can better replicate overall while I’m alive than when I’m 

back to dust? 

* 

The aim of love is not reproduction but love songs. 

* 

There are two ways of being antinationalist: being a globalist or being a nationalist (anti 

all others except my sweet sweet dear Nation). 

Think of nationalist champion Viktor Orban (Hungary): He’s against an Austrian law 

favoring Austrian workers in Austria. You bet he is! 

* 

Malaysia’s first ever craft beer festival was axed because of a direct Islamist militant threat to 

the event (Newsweek) 

Some want to make Muslim countries accept beer festivals but would they accept 

muezzin calls in Western cities? 

* 

Invasion of the subhuman politicos – Who can stop the slime flood? 

* 

Democracy in Europe is all about criminalizing dissent. No more censorship bureaus 

but more and more laws criminalizing speech. Holocaust-denial laws, on the way Israel-

slandering laws, &c. Censorship bureaus have been replaced by lobbying for speech-

criminalizing bills being passed by Congress. The lobbies and Congresses of the world will 

drive us to that society where only AI bots can talk. 

* 

Dark matter makes up most of the universe but we can only detect it from its gravitational 

effects, no one knows whats creating the gravity. 

In fact dark matter is one more ad hoc theorization aimed at squaring inconvenient facts 

=> theoretical glut 
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* 

You’re free to take a knee during the Anthem. POTUS is free to criticize you. And we’re free to 

turn you off. And that’s what’s happening. (Joe Walsh, radio host and former congressman) 

Turning people off for their opinion may be an offense under the American constitution, 

providing it protects freedom of opinion. Clearly, if you must lose your livelihood because of 

your opinions, these opinions are not protected and there’s no freedom of opinion. An employer 

has no say on his or her employee’s opinions: a business contract is different from feudal 

lordship. 

* 

Good find: 

 

"Islamic rage boy" is an obvious agent provocateur of a cyberage kind, paid by Israel, 

India or others. 

 

Look at ubiquous Islamic Rage Boy compared with Muslim protesters around him. He’s 

a scam. Islamic Rage Boy has been selected by his paymasters (Mossad or others) for his ugly, 

alarming grimaces. 

* 
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Politicos are turds, journos are turds, and yet democracy’s good? => mierdocracia 

(Ernesto Cardenal) 

* 

No one remembers Lionel Jospin (Prime Minister of France 1997-2002) and yet the 

man, first was stoned by Arabs in Jerusalem, then was beaten by Jean-Marie Le Pen at national 

elections. 

* 

Franco was harsh with Catalans? What about French parliamentarism with French 

Catalan provinces? Catalan rooted out: Frenchied their a**! 

* 

Hastag Games 

#UnlikelyRoyalBabyNames [Context: A new royal baby on the way in UK] 

Adolf (Or is it a likely name? Cf Edward VIII) 

Moron the Great 

Bashir Yusuf. Still unlikely. 

Dirty Diana 

Covfefe 

2 

#GetOutOfJuryDutyIn4Words 

Covfefe MAGA IrmaHurricane Israel 

3 

Podesta Knobster Risotto #AutocorrectARecipe [For a refresher see Ch. 1] 

4 

God save the Queen #TalkLikeAPirateDay 

5 

#MyTipsForMentalHealth 

Watch more advertising 

Buy more stuff 

Plastic surgery (DM me for the best address) 

Follow me 

Do as I say 

Join the cult 
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Be a hard-working American lol 

Eugenics and Euthanasia  
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9 

Mr Bluskye and Chryselephant Man 

 

Sep-Nov 2017 

 

In my teens horror films would show children being afraid but not children being 

mutilated, like 5-year old Georgie in It (2017) by Andy Muschietti. Pushing the envelope. I try 

hard but I can’t think of a horror classic depicting such "child gore." If you know of examples, 

please let me know. 

Some critics have negatively reviewed the film, which would not be scary enough for 

them. I don’t really know what a scary movie is because I haven’t seen any since I was fifteen 

years old or something like that†. But I have kept watching horror movies once in a while and 

I’m surprised none of these critics seem to notice that child gore – a child being dismembered 

on the screen – is something unusual. (I haven’t read all critics, though, so again let me know.) 

†I know my joke, i.e. the underlying assumption that if the film doesn’t scare the critics some 

other films must scare them, is rather flat. Of course, what they mean is that a film will or will 

not scare your girlfriend, as you must select a film that will scare her to watch with her in order 

to put her in the right emotional state. 

* 

When U.S. wanted a Canal and Colombia refused their conditions, U.S. created Panama 

from a Colombian province with the help of a few local politicos who called themselves 

nationalists. Think of it for a moment: Panamanian nationalists… Sardines and the Shark. 

* 

Climate change has been real for at least several hundreds of centuries: It explains the 

existence of Sahara in regions where according to cave paintings were green meadows in former 

times, and why now Spain’s a desert for the most part (cf Ignacio Olagüe). 

* 

Get ready for the bots tweeting endless lists of #280characters hashtags => Conspiracy 

of the Bots 

* 

All the village idiots this side of the Pyreneans [in French territory] will want to join the 

great medieval state of Catalunya la vella, of course. Not that I care. You may be smart 

mercachifles on your side but on this side they’re backward cagots. Care for them. Good 

riddance. 

–Push Fashísts back the other side of the Pyreneans! Wait... they’re Catalógs there too. 

Si, Perpinyi la vella! A nóstros! Grosso Catalunya! 

* 
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Nothing can justify the brutality of the Spanish gov against Catalans trying to vote. I call for 

global condemnation. (Birgitta Jonsdonttir, Icelander ‘poetician’) 

You should write a poemician about it. 

* 

Small nations are like small towns: stuffy. With a bigger parasite strata of politicos – 

more politicos per citizens. (One figure: about 1 French out of 100 is an elected representative, 

and it’s not even a small country, expect for, as to now, her influence.) 

* 

After Oct 1st Las Vegas Shooting: According to some, now any mass shooter is a 

terrorist, whatever their motivation. Picture: Terrorists Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold 

#Columbine 

 

Mass shootings in U.S. started as freshman rage. 

* 

This deranged terrorist disrupted, traumatized, and terrorized the lives of thousands of people. 

Killed dozens! Call it what it is. 

MDT (Mentally Deranged Terrorism)? 

Okay, you’ll have to listen to the pundits this time and rename the classic Texas 

Chainsaw Terrorism. 

* 

If Las Vegas shooter used banned weapons, taking his case to call for a ban on weapons 

is kiddish. 

* 

Reference French newspaper Le Monde this afternoon, with date Oct 3d, on p.12, "Las 

Vegas Shooting: at least 2 dead" Bravo! (Real figure, already circulating on the Web at that 

hour, was 58+) Next body count by Le Monde in about 24 hours. 
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10-15 days later: Las Vegas death toll’s still 59. Only one died with some delay, a couple 

of days after the shooting. 59. Seems like psychological marketing: $5.99. 

* 

The crowd fled at the sound of gunshots. Imagine the deaths if the shooter had a silencer which 

the NRA [National Rifle Association] wants to meake easier to get. (Hillary Clinton) 

Can you put a silencer on an automatic machine gun? (A sarcastic question.) 

Yes, but they are not effective with sustained fire. (Mag dump after mag dump) 

Am I correct to infer that if Stephen Paddock had put a silencer on his automatic gun he 

wouldn’t have made as many casualties, because if he had wanted his silencer to be effective 

while shooting he couldn’t have made sustained fire on the crowd? In other words, is it true that 

if Stephen Paddock had put a silencer on his machine gun he would have made more deaths, or 

is it a preposterous assumption? 

I think he would have done poorly because, to begin with, the crowd would have fled 

by contagion with the first bodies falling down. The crowd didn’t flee "at the sound of 

gunshots": people thought they were crackers (as several witnesses said). Falling bodies and 

contagion made the crowd flee. 

He would have ran the risk of the silencer overheating and possibly melting from the fully 

automatic fire. 

Thank you. Is it correct to infer that HRC has no clue what she’s talking about? 

* 

CBS executive fired for saying on Facebook “I’m actually not even sympathetic [with Las Vegas 

victims] because country music fans often are Republican gun toters.” 

If she ends up with a better position in another society of the same group, it will be a 

promotion, actually. 

* 

Pictures of Stephen Paddock’s body in his Las Vegas hotel room 
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The corpse has a foot under a gun (elevated by a bipod). How can one fall under a gun? 

Did the body fall and then slide? 

Did he shoot himself with this machine gun having bipod? 

I’m really intrigued by the position of the gun above his left foot. For one, it has to be 

the weapon he killed himself with (as he can’t have fallen under it), but I try to figure how 

Stephen Paddock could fall on his back in one direction and the gun could fall on its bipod in 

the opposite direction. On the other hand, it is unlikely to use an automatic gun with bipod 

spread out to kill oneself. 

So, was he sitting when he killed himself? If he was sitting and only his back fell, he 

must have been sitting with legs stretched, like the corpse. It is unlikely to sit on the floor like 

that. If he was sitting on the floor cross-legged, his body would be cross-legged: rigor mortis 

doesn’t automatically straighten the body. If he was sitting on his bottom with soles on the 

ground and knees up, post-mortem position would be with bowed spread legs, not stretched 

legs. 

Or did he shoot himself while already laying down? He shot himself in the mouth 

(picture). This is instant death, no time to stretch the arm again, if he was laying down already. 

 

On this death photography, from which I understand he shot himself in the mouth, we 

see his shoulders and his chest, and clearly both arms lie along the body. Stephen Paddock was 

not laying down when he shot himself in the mouth: there’s no hand near his mouth. 

We also see the handgun on this picture [a user tells me it was ascertained this is the 

handgun he used to kill himself]. It confirms that he couldn’t be laying down, as the gun would 

be stuck in his mouth or lying near his face. Besides, it confirms that his having been sitting is 

unlikely, because the gun and the hand that handled it fell apart as if after a body-size fall. 

All in all, I think the machine gun above his foot has been put there in order to take a 

pic with spin: Gun Manic Covered With His Guns. In order to further gun control. And if the 

crime scene has been thus faked, then the most likely responsible for this are the police. Would 

it be correct to assume that, if asked, U.S. law enforcement would want to end the right to bear 

arms? 

* 
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It is important not to give a gun-bearing monopoly to the retards of law enforcement 

and the military. 

* 

Any organization, anybody may use crisis actors, even when an event is no false flag, 

just to give a mediatized event some spin. #DIY (Do It Yourself) 

* 

Twitter’s freedom of expression has been on an inexorable decline. It is enslaved to its US 

jurisdiction and politics. Although it is substantially better than Facebook that is a very low 

standard indeed. (Julian Assange) 

Facebook could have been the Global Village and Suckerberg et al made it a monopoly 

of turd. 

* 

Paris, capital of la France, is so romantic you’ll have to vomit at the end of the day. 

* 

An Illuminati (Illuminato?) is an ass who, because of being ritually anal-ysed, will head 

a stuffy bureau six years rather than five. In fact, it’s more four years rather than three. But if 

the anal-ysing went particularly smoothly, it could be up to seven years in the garbage collecting 

bureau. 

* 

It is the demographic transition that increased the fit man’s burden, as falling birth rates 

are caused by self-restraint. Unseen in nature, human populations have declined as goods 

increased. (In nature populations decline due to adverse environments.) The demographic 

transition resulted from the choice of those endowed with self-restraint (remember that as laws 

were being passed against child labor, children went from asset to liability), and then appeared 

a fertility gap. And all this (and the attendant "rise of the criminal") was long before mass 

immigration. The rise in criminality predates immigration; and as eugenics was rejected, are 

new migrants really worse than the autochtonous unfit? 

* 

You know nothing of a part until you know its relationship to the whole. Now, what do 

you know of the whole of things? 

* 

Without terrorist attack or mass shooting, the news is boring... 

* 

The only good politician is a dead politician. 

* 
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The Federalist said: Workers will have no time for politics but that’s ok because 

industrialists will represent them in Congress. United States of America: 250 years of BS. 

* 

Netanyahu orders to begin preparations for withdrawing from UNESCO along with U.S. 

(Press TV) 

Proud to have worked at Unesco. (Their conditions for temporary positions are 

shameful, though.) 

Question is whether Israel knew there was an anti-Israel bias in Unesco before U.S. left 

UNESCO because of an anti-Israel bias... 

* 

Rose McGowan was suspended temporarily from Twitter because Dorsey wanted to 

show her his suspenders. 

* 

Who’s the most raped actress in Hollywood? 

* 

Politicos are a scourge. Don’t waste my time with your muppets. I’m acquainted with a 

far loftier breed of men. (Yes, muppets can be a scourge. Like pest.) 

* 

When sex orgies with underaged girls happen in Annie Hall (1977) by Woody Allen, 

spectacled buffoons (and the French en masse) say it’s cool. In Annie Hall a friend invites the 

character played by Woody Allen to a sex orgy with underaged girls; he says no sorry (like he 

feels tired). But he expresses no sort of disapproval at sex orgies with underaged girls he’s 

invited to. The fact that Woody Allen is now warning against a "witch hunt" shows the passage 

wasn’t meant as a denunciation, but rather the contrary. 

* 

In Tetris game as you combine bricks they disappear. In Tetris thinking as you combine 

words it results in nothingness. 

* 

I’m reading about subversive masterpieces every other day in the papers. But the 

system’s doing fine, thank you. 

* 

Newspapers’ websites stink. Often as you get there a window pops up "Subscribe to 

our &c" with two choices: OK or Cancel. Now Cancel would normally refer to your last step, 

that is, opening the page, not to the pop-up window, for which you’re not responsible. The trick 

is that many people will click on OK in order not to close the page (cancel their step), although 

they don’t want to subscribe. They have no reason to think that Cancel means to close the 

window rather than to close the page, because they called the page and not the window. The 
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trick designers want you to think that you won’t be able to read the page you want to read if 

you don’t click on OK (Subscribe), by telling you to cancel the pop-up window you didn’t call 

in the first place. 

* 

A Saudi in Hollywood: starlet set to feature in Tom Clancy TV series. (KAWA News) 

Next rape victim. Saudis be proud! 

* 

The insane policy of putting a nation back to toil after decades of entitlement via oil rent 

will drive Saudi Arabia into chaos. 

Saudi Arabia has an advantage for entering postwork economy due to her oil rent-based 

extreme welfare. She must now go on full automated mode. Yet Saudization intends to replace 

Western expats by Saudis rather than by bots... 

Western expats lent Saudi Arabia expertise. In order for the Saudis to move forward without 

them there has to be expertise. (Press TV) 

There exist bots called expert systems. My motto for Saudi Arabia is: From oil rent to 

robot rent. The West lacks audacity and the ethos. 

* 

A poem by Harvey Weinstein the serial rapist: A rose is a rose is a rose is a rose is a 

rose is a rose is a rose is a #RoseMcGowan 

* 

Unwanted sexual advance? But OK if wanted? So men should be telepathic? 

Ask guidance to God. He’ll tell you if this is rapable stuff or not. 

* 

Niger is a country whose name dangerously looks like the N-word. Don’t obliterate 

Niger from the world. 

* 

To be honest, if ISIS/Daesh blew up some Oscars ceremony some day, I wouldn’t send 

my prayers. Just to tell you how honest I can be. I only wish Daesh would warn Crystal the 

Monkey not to attend the ceremony. 

* 

As actresses start speaking up I’m afraid Weinstein will rape Crystal the Monkey, who 

can’t talk. Save her! 

* 
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In France there’s a taboo on religion statistics, so there’s actually no way to get an idea 

of the number of conversions to Islam. Mosques certainly have figures. So the Islamic 

institutions in France know the number of converts, while the French state has no clue. 

* 

Story of the Fake Gay 

-Why don’t you have a girlfriend? 

-Uh... I’m gay. 

-Oh, okay, I thought it was no girl wanted to go out with you. 

* 

Eight EU countries tell Israel to pay up after destroying solar panels donated to Bedouin 

village. 

European Union is the main financier of the infrastructure systematically destroyed by 

Israel in Palestine. It’s not the first time she asks for her money back. EU’s been asking for her 

money back for decades! The situation is ludicrous. She pays, Israel blows it up, she pays, Israel 

blows it up, she pays... Meanwhile, European tax payers pay for infrastructure on ever smaller 

pieces of land, until there will be no more Palestine! And, make no mistake, the end of Palestine 

is only the beginning of the Zio madmen’s hubristic expansion. 

* 

If you think that by creeping before the Zionists you make them better men, you’re badly 

mistaken. 

* 

Chelsea Clinton: I Left the Church When I Was 6 Because It Opposed Abortion. 

I left the Church when I was 4 because I preferred reading Kant. 

I left the Church when I was 3 because they had no porn magazines. 

* 

The calling of the white race is the call of the wild: a wilderness of white fangs. High-

IQ, undemocratic, socialist yellow race knows it. 

* 

The Left, in democracies’ politics, will always multiply regulations, being forever 

unable to implement any. 

* 

Richard Branson announces creation of a space center in Saudi Arabia. Because it’s a 

polygamous country? 

Richard Branson (could have said): "I want to work with the Saudis because they’re 

progressive and polygamous." 

* 
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I work and to my human brothers on welfare, from the bottom of my loving heart I say: 

Stay where you are! Full automation now! 

* 

For any hashtag whatever, latest tweets are always more fun than top tweets. Always. 

(When you click on a hashtag on Twitter, it forwards you to the tweets using that hashtag. You 

can choose to see the ‘top’ tweets with the hashtag, those having elicited most responses 

(retweets, likes, replies), or the ‘latest’ tweets.) 

* 

When I see the Twitter blue badge (verified accounts) a warning light turns on in my 

brain "Caution: Boring." The Blue Badge of Garbage. 

* 

The French can’t write their own language. So much misspelling... Why don’t they shift 

to English once and for good? 

* 

The French highjack #NewYorkAttack hashtag. Why not #attaqueàNew-York, you 

asses? Stop flooding the world with your misspelled tweets. (Misspelled in French. Hashtag is 

English but they tweet in French.) 

* 

Terror attacks will probably delay mass conversion of the West to Islam by a couple of 

years. 

Europe is reclaiming her Islamic heritage: Al-Andalus, Emirate of Sicily, Greece, 

Balkans, Central Europe... 

* 

In French a wanker is a do-nothing. But to wank also means to do, like in "What the hell 

is he wanking?" (Mais qu’est-ce qu’il branle?) "He wanks nothing" (Il branle rien) means 

"He’s a do-nothing." 

* 

1/Scott Ostrem (The Walmart shooter, Nov 1) only wanted to go shopping. But the cashier was 

very mean. Automation now! 

2/Why would a guy with a perfectly good job at a roofing company snap? (Orange Meditation) 

Scott Ostrem the roofer. Makes perfect sense now. 

3/My thoughts go out to Mr Bluskye, Thornton, whose roof has remained unfinished because 

of truant roofer Scott Ostrem. 

* 

Donald Trump names Jerome H. Powell as his pick to succeed Janet Yellen as head of the 

Federal Reserve. 
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Jerome, good, like the major-domo in film Purple Rain. Singer says "Jerome" and 

Jerome dumps the slut in the trash can. So funny! 

* 

To minorities who are sick of being called racist names in the street: If that can reassure 

you, I get abused every single time I go out. Sometimes the abusers are minorities. Sometimes 

females. Surely sometimes gay too. 

* 

The Matrix being a cult film for anti-establishment Americans, is it fair to say that these 

people are Hollywood cultists? 

* 

"Opinions=my own." A useful phrase for those who have no opinions whatsoever. 

* 

Captain America is a queer like all nylon-dressed va-va-voom superheroes. 

* 

Stop yawning, America, and get some sleep. It’s more important than you think. –Cranky, sleep-

deprived America got some advice from experts at a Harvard School of Public Health Forum. 

(Harvard University) 

This is the kind of news my institutional employer will never read. And I mean never. 

(& they’re not even in a conspirationist bubble.) 

* 

As #ROSEARMY in some corners raises new stories of satanic ritual abuse: Can 

Hollywood rape stories be false memories induced by hypnotherapists? #ROSEARMY’d better 

prepare its pitch: sooner or later the public will be told all this was but mass hysteria. 

* 

There are two ways to get rid of independent minds: starve them to death or work them 

to death. 

* 

Why didn’t I, Rose McGowan, Rosanna Arquette, Annabella Sciorra spoke up earlier? We were 

followed by ex-Mossad agents. Isn’t that terrifying? Very. (Asia Argento commenting The New 

Yorker’s paper: Harvey Weinstein hired private investigators, including ex-Mossad agents, to 

track actresses and journalists) 

Mossad’s pronounced in French same as "maussade," which means peevish. I think their 

reputation suffers from this ridiculous name, in France. 

* 

They all have guns in Cuba. At least that was so in the 70s according to Ernesto 

Cardenal. Today I don’t know, but why would it be different ? There’s no gun control (in the 
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sense given to it by its advocates in U.S.) in Socialist Cuba. To say it’s Socialist regimes which 

disarm their citizens is wrong. 

Cardenal says all the people in Cuba shoot their guns during carnival or "Day of the 

National Rebellion." Quote: "Y uno, dirigiéndose a mí: – Además, debes saber esto: aquí toda 

la gente tiene armas. Éste es el primer gobierno del mundo que le dio armas al pueblo y le 

enseñó a manejarlas. … Se comenta el hecho de que en Cuba las armas las tiene el pueblo. 

Con esas armas toda la gente está disparando tiros al aire esta noche [26 de Julio]. Si no se 

levantan contra la Revolución es porque no quieren, no porque no pueden." (Ernesto Cardenal, 

En Cuba, Ediciones Carlos Lohlé, 1972, pp. 321 & 327-8) 

* 

Hashtag Games 

#WhyImStillSingleIn4Words 

All with the gang 

2 

#MondayMotivation 

If you think you like your job I can understand you don’t want to go to prison. But otherwise? 

Prison, for me, would be bed and boarding and time to write books. 

In the grinder of managerial economy job means prison and prison means bed and boarding and 

time to read. Think about it. 

3 

#MeToo (A hashtag campaign for awareness of sexual harassment and sexual abuse in the wake 

of Rose McGowan’s denunciations of Hollywood) 

40-42 million prostitutes in the world, about half of them slaves plain and simple, and you need 

a #MeToo hashtag? 

My name’s Hillary. For the sake of me, stop tweeting #MeToo: I’ve forgiven Bill. Everything. 

#MeToo but… I have forgiven Bill. #HillaryForPrison 

This lady [a Quebecois user I quote] says men must stop covering each other. But who’s the 

first to cover their dirty husbands if not their despicable wives? 

It was in the Oval Office. Impossible to light that $50 cigar after the assault. #HisHighnessToo 

4 

#IAmHillary 

and tell me, Bill, why this cigar smells of oysters 

Sorry #IAmHillary 

5 
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#IAmSkepticalAbout 

God having a Chosen People. It doesn’t make sense. 

God dwelt in the Tabernacle and you had to jingle some little bells before coming in. Lest He’d 

mistake you for a burglar? 

‘Hardworking’ people who talk. Why don’t they just shut up and work harder? 

Bots’ judgment on me.  
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10 

Prolegomena to the Ultimate System of Philosophy 

 

The first part presents tweets from Nov-Dec 2017, the second part is older tweets that 

were omitted in the previous chapters and that on second thought I wanted to publish on my 

blog. 

 

Nov-Dec 2017 

 

Do you think hashtagging mass shooters’ names like #KevinJansonNeal or 

#StephenPaddock or #ScottOstrem or #DevinPatrickKelley will provoke attention-seeking 

shootings? Explain why you think so. 

* 

1/ I think straight workers suffer more than gay bosses in this world. 

2/ X: I’m a worker and I’m gay. Me: Yeah? What are you doing for your fellow workers? 

* 

#AddParenthesesRuinAFilm The Sound of (Elevator) Music (Peter Grant, ‘Author of the 

popular Stinky Stories’) 

Thinking about that movie would actually spoil my enjoying the music in the elevator. 

* 

My working-class friends and Salvador Dali have one commonality: Contrary to art 

critics, they are aware today’s painters don’t know their job. (Cf Les Cocus du vieil art moderne) 

* 

#IlovetheWayYou 

are trying, while talking, to open that chocolate box I’ve brought and the box ends up in shreds. 

always say the most awkward things at parties, dear, but don’t you try my patience too much. 

* 

Uncle Zim 

Mugabe has his good side. He once called Tony Blair and Britons "gay gangsters," 

which sounds accurate. 
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2 

Mugabe’s paramilitary were called the Green Bombers and that’s cool. First thing next 

spring I buy me a green bomber jacket. 

 

3 

Defiant Mugabe vows to stay on (BBC) 

#ImWithZim 

4 

Uncle Zim 

You’re the life of this country 

Without you it’s all dust again over the desert extent 

Black grandees there will be yes: 

Black lustered Chesterfields where multinationals’ goons will be sitting. 

* 

A scientist is a specialist. Another name for a specialist is a manic. Manics belong to the 

loony bin. 

* 

I wonder if I am truly insane how I would know that. (Wednesday’s Child) 

Besides, the institution’s policy is to not contradict your delusions. 

* 

#MyFiveYearPlan Buy a Principality somewhere and then maybe Australia. (Wednesday’s 

Child) 

Australia is not for sale as it is the inviolable property of the Dutch. 
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That would be news. 

History can be news. (See Ch. 6 here: The Truth About New Holland) 

* 

#QuestionsForAMan How do you feel about earning less than any woman in my Glorious 

Revolution? (Wednesday’s Child) 

As a Christian convinced there’s a Chosen People of which I’m no part, I am fit for any 

kind of abject subservience whatsoever. 

* 

Yes. Now my Followers outstrip my Following. This is the natural order of things. 

(Wednesday’s Child) 

Let’s say one number shows how popular you are and the other number shows how 

curious you are. Which one shows you’re an interesting person? 

* 

Silicon sycophants and Twitter: It was found in labs that compliments, although 

knowingly made by bots/computers/screens, light on a little light in the reward system of our 

brains... And now we’re swamped by bot flattery. 

* 

More people die from alcohol than from guns in USA. Why do you ask for gun control 

and not for Prohibition? 

Gun control is opposed to Socialism. For all Socialist thinkers that I know, a standing 

army is a parasitic scourge and Socialism is by definition the armed people. 

"The first decree of the Commune was the eradication of the standing army and its replacement 

by the armed people." (Karl Marx, The Civil War in France, quoted by Lenin in The State and 

Revolution) "The disarming of the workers was the first commandment for the bourgeois, who 

were at the helm of the state" (Friedrich Engels, preface to Marx’s The Civil War in France, 

quoted by Lenin in The State and Revolution) => Bourgeois Gun Control (See also Ernesto 

Cardenal’s experience in revolutionary Cuba, in Ch. 9.) 

* 

#AlcoholIn4Words 

The Reason Islam Wins (because Islam prohibits alcohol). Islam will rule over you, 

wino kafirs. You’ll pay the kafir tax and jumbo heavy boozer taxes. 

* 

The reason why it takes some time for driverless cars to pervade our environment right 

now is not technology but legal matters: In case of accident, who’s legally responsible? 
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And how does an AI taxi decide who to injure in an unavoidable collision? 

Yes, maybe a machine can make such decisions, and the only criterion I can think of is 

minimizing the body count. As to a human driver, he probably can’t think much before crashing 

on the right or on the left. On the other hand, if AI is that efficient, the car may choose to hit a 

group of 5 rather than a group of 2 if it can predict the impact will only injure the 5 but kill 

the 2. 

* 

On the so-called Common Era. Are you telling me it’s more respectful of others to call 

the era starting with the birth of a Galilean "common" (to everyone)? That looks like awful 

cultural imperialism to me! The so-called Common Era is no more common than the Muslim 

Era or the Buddhist Era or any other Era. Stop the nonsense. 

* 

Children in single-parent families by race (U.S. 2015): Black 66%, American 

Indian 52%, Latino 42%, White 25% (1 out of 4), Asian 16%. 

* 

US President Donald Trump receives Bahrain’s crown prince at the White House; promises a 

$9bn deal with Arab country. (Press TV) 

Is U.S. a free enterprise country? Business deals are made by politicos and diplomats. 

Not competition but connections is the key word. (Competition persists somewise for the small 

fry.) 

As was already perceived by Lenin: "Finance capital has created the epoch of 

monopolies, and monopolies introduce everywhere monopolist methods: the utilization of 

‘connections’ for profitable transactions takes the place of competition on the open market." 

(Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism, 1917) One hundred years later we are still stuck 

in the highest stage of capitalism… 

* 

You vote for politicos #AddSpanishImproveAnything 

* 

Don’t expect too many respectable married women to join the ROSEARMY (actress 

Rose McGowan’s movement for improving awareness of concealed sexual harassment and 

sexual crimes). As their children’s thriving depends not a little on their father’s unblemished 

reputation, they’ll stand to their man like ferocious she-wolves, no matter what he did. 

* 

American casualties in Vietnam War (dead): 58,209. U.S. population in 1961: 183.7M, 

hence 91.85M males, of which above 19 years old: 56.25M. Makes 1 adult American male out 

of 1.000 – dead in Vietnam War (a war lost by U.S.). 
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American casualties in WWII (dead; military and civilian): 419,400. US population in 

1941: 133.4M, hence 66.7M males of which (applying same ratio as 1961) 40.92M above 19 

yrs old. Makes 1 per cent, 10 per 1.000 American adult males dead in WWII. 

 

Older Tweets 

 

I’m tired of being a hard-working man. 

* 

John Bolton... Weird name... for a neocon. 

* 

Reality Check: @AJUpFront reveals how Obama’s immigration policies have led to millions 

of deportations. (Al Jazeera English) 

"Deporter-in-Chief"’s both supporters and detractors think he’s been immigration-

friendly. Completely misjudged by both friends and foes. 

* 

Except for the clenched fist, Trump’s hand gestures are subtly effete. Most people don’t 

perceive the dissonnance consciously. His subliminal hermaphroditism has made Donald 

Trump win. 

* 

Everyone commented on whom Trump nominated as ambassador to Israel, but only a 

few commented on Rex Tillerson as head of the Department of State. Tillerson is the oil lobby. 

Historically, the oil lobby has been the major, perhaps the sole counterbalance to AIPAC on 

U.S. foreign policy because the oil lobby doesn’t want U.S. to alienate Arab countries 

altogether. When the Zionists want to say U.S. foreign policy is biased, they say it is dictated 

by the oil lobby, meaning that it is not pro-Israel enough, that too much attention is given to 

Arab demands. But the media kept silent on the meaning of Tillerson’s nomination, so people 

won’t support him and he can fall any time in the general indifference. 

(With Saudi Arabia’s new stand on the Middle East affairs, this comment of mine may 

already have lost a good deal of relevance.) 

* 

These Arab leaders [faced with Zionism] are all talk and no action. 

While the Israeli left have been so effectual, haven’t they? 

* 

Let it be known from the outset that Mexican immigrants are "just another brick in the 

Wall." 

* 
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Church attendance and mass-media consumption makes you a double sucker. 

* 

Nietzsche said a passion for history is a crippling one. 

* 

Business mouthpieces –read: the media– are all for cheap-labor immigration and, of 

course, government assuming the costs. 

* 

I stopped listening to President Trump’s joint address to Congress at the "unbreakable 

alliance with the state of Israel." No state ought to be given blank check. Wrong message to the 

world! Make Israel a state of the US, if that’s the idea, or treat it like any other state. 

* 

Remember the "rooster dance" from Chinese PLA [People’s Liberation Army] soldiers? Here 

comes the dress rehearsal. (People’s Daily, China) 

Why are they doing this? It’s insane. You’ve got some real whackos at PLA command, 

I tell you. Scary. Take off the guns from these nuts. (Of course, the aim of this clownish ‘rooster 

dance’ is to sugarcoat for the feeble-minded the repressive nature of the army.) 

* 

Israeli TV Host Denounces Treatment Of Palestinians: ‘Apartheid Has Been Here For Ages’ 

(Nation of Islam Research Group) 

He can say that without being called an antisemite, while you can’t. Your not being a 

Jew puts you at risk, on some topics, to be called an antisemite –if that’s of any consequence– 

whereas being a Jew makes the label rather irrelevant. 

* 

The problem is that the art world has been a bastion of the left forever. Why should taxpayers 

fund it? (Kevin McDonald) 

How do you account for this? Is it because people on the right have no taste? 

* 

Remember Zionist Jonah Goldberg: "Why wasn’t Assange garroted in his hotel room 

years ago?" (Chicago Tribune) 

* 

Judge Gorsuch will be sworn in at the Rose Garden of the White House on Monday at 11:00 

A.M. (POTUS) (April 2017) 

Ah, Rose Garden, Saadi, Gulistan… 

* 
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Since the American airstrike on Syria I sense the climate in U.S. has considerably 

warmed for the President... This is appeasement. 

* 

Not invade a country [Syria] because Ivanka [Trump’s daughter] cried at some pictures. 

I can show her pictures of a few Yemeni children if she likes pictures. 

* 

Remember, there’s no shortage of important work that can be done only by humans. (MITSloan 

Mgmt Review) 

Who told you humans wanted to do these jobs? 

* 

Black people live in the "ghetto." But Jewish intellectual Allan Bloom objected to their 

using the word, because the Jewish ghetto was... cultured. (I can’t tell whether Allan Bloom 

said such callous things only in private or not, as my source is the book of memories Ravelstein 

(2000) written by his friend the Nobel Prize Saul Bellow, who quotes him saying [I must quote 

in French as I read it in that language]: "Les Juifs du ghetto avaient une sensibilité hautement 

développée, un courage civilisé – des milliers d’années de formation. Ils avaient des 

communautés et des lois. « Ghetto » est un terme de pisse-copie ignorant. Ce n’est pas d’un 

ghetto qu’ils viennent, c’est d’un ramdam bruyant, aveugle et nihiliste.") 

* 

The most beautiful city in the world (Paris) 

Blow it: make it a livable, comfy place, not a museum. Signed: A Parisian. 

* 

Given that President Evo Morales has banned the Rothschild bank, if Macron is elected 

will the President of France be able to travel to Bolivia? Think about it. 

* 

Remember the Battle of Puebla and Mexico’s anti-slavery roots. On this day in 1862, Mexico 

struck a blow against white empire. #CincodeMayo 

An outrage to every Moulin Rouge and Crazy Horse artiste and champagne supplier. 

* 

Schopenhauer has a phrase for Western Civilization, he calls it "foetor judaicus." 

* 

Euphemisms for “animals” in research departments: Neurophysiology: preparations Ecology: 

systems Psychology: Ss Medicine: models Any more? (Richard Dawkins) 

How many have you vivisected yourself? 

* 
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Here’s (More) Evidence Testosterone Makes Men Dumber (NYMag) 

As reaching high social status boosts one’s testosterone, then becoming a big man makes 

one dumber. 

* 

If a Pontifex doesn’t have a grim face, then he must be doing naughty things behind 

closed doors... 

* 

Love is real, by John Lennon, sounds very much like Love Israel. I’ve stopped humming 

it. 

* 

The very idea that the British tried to convert worthy Hindus to Anglicanism gives me 

the shudder. Luckily that was a total failure. Cf Schopenhauer. 

* 

I have an ancestor called Sheikh Qadhib, which could mean sword or penis. 

My beurette girlfriend calls me Kabir Qadhib. 

* 

The president of the EU commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, reminds Donald Trump of the legal 

technicalities of the Paris Climate Agreement. (June 2017) 

"I’m a Transatlanticist, whatever that means. That means nothing but it means 

everything." Couldn’t be clearer. Be warned. 

* 

Thank God, no terror attack in France today during national election. How could media 

cover both election’s results and the attack? 

* 

When I see gypsies begging with children I am appalled; it’s like my country’s 

government never heard of robachicos abducting children to exploit them. In backwater France, 

the government lets gypsy women beg with babies in the street. Who are these babies? They 

could be abductees, for all we know. So many child abductions and yet the French government 

lets gipsy women beg with children at the foot of the Eiffel Tower! 

* 

How can I be sure my wife’s employer won’t ask her to lift her niqab in the backroom? 

* 

Schopenhauer thought whites were "whitened blacks" while Darwin thought blacks 

were "blackened whites." 

* 
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Dentists have a lousy job (that pays well); they turn to politics whenever they can. 

Spending the whole day on filthy mouths… I’d rather be a bum. 

I can be brutally frank because I use English and I think my dentist won’t read it and 

won’t pull out all my teeth in retaliation. 

Films The Dentist (1996) & The Dentist 2 (1998) by Brian Yuzna are good, funny 

approaches of this sensitive topic. 

* 

Congress should enjoy no exemptions in any area differing from an American citizen. 

People voting for Congress means people have no power on Congress. See what I mean? 

* 

I like Twitter coz they never know it’s u clicking so u can boost ur own private stats 

clicking like mad on ur own tweets! 
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Business Cerumen 

 

Dec 2017-March 2018 

 

The more you call people Nazis the more they become Zionists. 

* 

Recruitment campaign for the French army: Poster shows guy with legend "I’m ‘coming 

back from far’ and I’ll go far." ‘Come back from far,’ a French phrase (revenir de loin), means 

back from far in the wrong direction: delinquent, drugs fiend, homey, pimp... Tells us the 

sociology of the army. Then they disparage ISIS "foreign fighters" as former delinquents. Look 

in the mirror, boys! 

* 

1/ U.S. foreign ‘aid’ is a way corrupt elites of developing countries put their countries 

in endless debt, allowing U.S. a say in their internal affairs. 2/ Cut U.S. aid to Pakistan and 

Pakistani elites will crumble, then the Pakistani people will rise independent and proud, free 

from American imperialist interference. 

* 

Protests by Islamic groups against Santa Claus in Pakistan. I entirely support these 

groups. Why should there be Santa in Pakistan and no Islamic call to prayer –adhan– in Western 

countries? 

* 

US places Pakistan on watch list for religious freedom violations. (Reuters, Jan 4) 

Pakistan will then enjoy the same distinction as France, as France doesn’t let American 

brainwashing cults such as Scientology behave uncontrolled on her territory. 

* 

If Iranians are angry about high prices in Iran, as Western media says on the occasion 

of nation-scale riots in Iran, the main culprit is the American imperialist embargo. 

* 

You think you’re watching the news and it’s only war propaganda. 

* 
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Trained by Israeli Mossad: 

 

* 

Missile Scare 

Hawaii Missile Scare by text message (Jan 13): Mass hysteria via smartphones => 

Hysteria phones. 

The false alert was sent to all Hawaii residents by text message at one and the same time 

instructing them to "seek immediate shelter." How many casualties did the false alert provoke 

by urging people to seek shelter immediately? There surely are casualties (videos of children 

being rushed into storm drains went viral). How many? Tell us, journos, do your job. 

It was a text message-induced mass panic. All panic movements provoke casualties: 

How many casualties from this blunder? 

* 

One day after the (according to police) ‘sudden’ but ‘not suspicious’ death of Dolores 

O’Riordan (46), singer of the Cranberries, still no claim of responsibility by the Real Irish 

Republican Army. 

* 

If we look at 9/11, approximately 50% of Americans don’t believe official explanation of their 

government » (Waking Times Media) 

How many Americans approve U.S.’s invasion of Afghanistan – as 9/11 triggered the 

invasion (whose alleged aim was to chase Talibans who would have being sheltering the people 

responsible for the attack)? 

* 

#MyFirstDateWas doomed 

a girl about whom I couldn’t care less and who therefore didn’t make me too nervous... 

* 
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Jordan says Israel apologizes for killing of two Jordanians in July 2017 shooting incident in 

Israeli Embassy in Amman. (ESISC) 

A very discreet, and late (July 2017=>January 2018), apology for Jordanians killed by 

their ally Israel. 

* 

#PutAPositiveSpinOnBadNews 5 U.S. soldiers killed in Afghanistan today. U.S. is there to stay. 

* 

#MakeAFilmLessInteresting Elephant Manure 

* 

"The US Government is officially shut down. ... This should not greatly affect the US 

Military or International Relations at this time." Really? The only meaning this can have is that 

U.S. Gov is a nonentity. When it makes no difference whether you’re shut down or not, then 

you’re not for real. 

* 

Dear @Twitter why is the #MeToo emoji pink? What was the reasoning behind it? It feels 

exclusionary. What are your thoughts #RoseArmy? (Rose McGowan) 

You may have a point and some of the trolls who are taking the opportunity to abuse 

you for this alleged trifle are the same who’ll explain why some chain of fastfood restaurants 

use so much the yellow and the red based on neurosciences. Pink has its own mental 

associations and you’re probably right to see it as a bad choice for #Metoo, which deals with a 

serious matter of concern and I don’t know of pink flannel suits. Pink will put it in the same 

category as lollipops, girl pajamas and illusory elephants. In a multimedia time the illiterates 

are those who overlook the nonverbal (while absorbing it). 

* 

U.S. has 5% of world population and 25% of world prison population, and half inmates 

are in prison for drugs (source: Rampage 2 by Uwe Boll). The great majority of inmates 

condemned for drugs are blacks and the great majority of black inmates work in prison. For 

peanuts. This is still slavery. 

* 

Spielberg’s films are full of clichés about Arabs, who would need an Indiana hillbilly 

Jones to teach them civilization. I stand with Lebanon in boycotting The Post/Pentagon Papers 

movie. 

* 

Rabid Islamophobes parading as possible incognito official spies countering 

radicalization on the Web are taking the opportunity to abuse pacifists and opponents and call 

them terrorists; apparently governments let them do, as they might see it as serving their war-

propaganda purposes. 
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* 

At least 40 people were killed in the attack on Kabul’s Intercontinental Hotel at the weekend, 

almost double the earlier toll: official figures. (Warfare Analysis SHR) 

Note that the official toll is now –at last– the same as earlier unofficial toll by informed 

officials. Is there a tendency to minimize the toll of terror attacks to the public? That would be 

a major transparency issue. 

* 

Christian Zionists want Muslim migrants to go back to Muslim countries. I want 

Christian Zionists to emigrate to Israel and stay there; that’s the country for them. 

* 

Journo Billy: "Views are my own and not my employer’s" even though my job is to 

voice his opinions and by the way he paid for my many followers. 

* 

Algeria: a terrorist surrenders to authorities in Tamanrasset. (Feb 6, ESISC) 

Among Algerian terrorists some members of the Islamic Salvation Front (Front 

islamique du salut FIS) that won the first round of 1991 legislative election with 188 out of 231 

seats (about 82%) before the army cancelled the election Pinochet-style. What were they 

supposed to do, then? 

* 

United States: State Department designates Hamas leader as terrorist (Jan 31, ESISC) 

They labelled Fidel Castro a terrorist too. So what? "Para ellos ser revolucionario, ser 

simplemente progresista o luchador por la democracia, es ser terrorista." (Castro) 

* 

"Hours before she was set to appear at the promotional event for her well-timed autobiography, 

Rose McGowan &c" (Alexa Harrison, Variety) 

"[H]er well-timed autobiography"... They’re innuendoing that the rape trial is a sales 

pitch for Rose’s autobiography. With such innuendoes the journalists are damaging in a general 

sort of way the victims’ right to complain and ask for justice, as victims would then have to be 

careful not to make legal complaints look like self-promotion. 

If a jury (and/or public opinion) thinks you’re instrumentalizing a trial, your odds at that 

trial are impaired, and that’s what I’m blaming the paper for: trying to impair Rose’s odds at 

the trial. 

So many women have already testified on media against Weinstein; if they do it before 

a court now, as witnesses, I can’t see how Rose would lose her case unless the court rules that 

on principle women’s testimony on rape or sexual assault isn’t reliable. 

* 
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People yelling “Everything is free,” looting, trashing this gas station. Damn it, Philly we better 

than this. (Feb 4, Stephanie Farr, journalist at Philadelphia Enquirer) 

Shoplifting has long ceased to be a heinous crime, and at a time when some states are 

already experimenting with Universal Basic Income (UBI) i.e. with giving people food and 

stuff for free, such complaints are a bit, say, out of fashion. 

You can’t even exclude that the whole thing is an insurance scam by the store owners 

and the ‘looters’ are paid. Yes, a scam by the absentee proprietors, sending paid ‘looters’ to con 

their insurance company, without warning their clerk, of course, who’ll be frightened out of his 

mind. (The clerk’s an illegal, by the way.) 

* 

The Shah of Iran was Pinochet number 309. 

* 

According to Unesco study 2015 (cf Wkpd List of countries by literacy rates), gender 

differences in literacy rates in UAE is -2.6%, which means Emirati girls are more literate than 

boys (by a not insignificant margin). 

* 

2016 ITU (International Telecommunications Union) Survey (cf Wkpd List of countries 

by number of Internet users): Only 76% of U.S. population uses Internet vs 97% Norway, 

Denmark; 95% UK, Qatar; 92% Japan, South Korea; 90% Canada, Germany, United Arab 

Emirates; 88% Australia, NZ; 85% France; 80% Puerto Rico, Bahamas... Is U.S. a sh*thole 

country? 

According to this survey, Internet use rate in U.S. is actually one of the lowest in the 

Western world and also lower than such countries as Russia, Malaysia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, 

Kuwait, Barbados... 

* 

Why won’t Twitter let me scroll my T/L as long as I want?! I’m fed up with these 

monopolists. We will collectivize you sooner than you think. 

* 

Have you seen the movie The Stuff (1985) by Larry Cohen? A fiction where a RIGHT-

WING MILITIA saves the USA. Literally. And it’s not even a good film! 

* 

France: Marine Le Pen indicted in Nanterre for relaying photos of Islamic State abuses in 

December 2015. (Mar 1, ESISC) 

On what legal ground? Apology of terrorism? 

* 
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Habermas 

1/"Peter Sloterdijk responded by proclaiming the death of the Frankfurt School, to which 

Habermas belongs, writing that “the days of hyper-moral sons of national-socialist fathers are 

coming to an end.” (Feb 25, The New Yorker) 

Habermas was probably the only member of the Frankfurt School with a national-

socialist father, though. Marcuse? Horkheimer? Adorno? W. Benjamin?... 

Yes, it’s a bit of a cheap shot. There maybe a few latter-day adherents like Habermas who had 

a Nazi father, but, in the main, they definitely didn’t. (D. Curren) 

Yes, very cheap. Very cheap and to be expected from a media-respected personality. 

2/ ‚Die Deutschen brauchen keinen Macron’- Interview mit Jürgen Habermas über die deutsch-

französischen Beziehungen Le Point Ausgabe vom 15.02.2018. 

I can’t understand how a thinker like Habermas lets himself be trapped in such futile 

debates. Sartre would never have done that. 

3 / What’s sorely missing in the US IMO, the ability for deep thinkers to interact with a larger, 

non-academic public. Huge kudos to Le Point [for his interview with Habermas] (F. Guarino) 

Habermas is the worst possible example of a thinker interacting with the public. In his 

books it’s Kritische Theorie to the power of 10, in public it’s only "EU is a good thing"… 

* 

Mali/FLASH: JNIM (Jama’a Nusrat ul-Islam wal-Muslimin) issues a new video demonstrating 

deteriorating state of health of the French hostage Sophie Petronin. (Mar 1, ESISC) 

What are they waiting for to pay JNIM top money and deny it, like every other time? 

* 

One scholar stressed there’s more violence in the Bible than in the Quran. I’d like to add 

there are far more fairy tales too. 

* 

After years of slandering the victims of Sandy Hook and other tragedies, Alex Jones begging a 

Parkland survivor to help him get back on good terms with YouTube. (Blue-sticker user Chris 

Wilson) 

This blue-sticker user vents his shadenfreude at a citizen being censored by a private 

company with dominant market position. He could be next, if he’s got anything to say. Our 

concern should be what recourse citizens have in such a situation. 

* 
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If they only limited the maximum age to 65 to run for president Trump Hillary and Reagan 

wouldn’t have been eligible. The congress is no better. Why is our government being run by 

senior citizens? (J. Parker) 

And how is it possible to be a filthy monopolist at 25, like the GAFA filthy monopolists? 

"Hello there, I’m the new kid on the block, from college to world monopolist in no time! IT 

magic! One’s got to have nose, you see, I mean flair. Cerumen, I mean acumen, business 

acumen!" America believes in fairies. 

* 

Sahel 

French media is substandard like the French army. In Sahel they get their intelligence 

from U.S. army drones. They can do nothing on their own. 

Don’t try to say something when you don’t know... 

Turns out that I know. Let me show you: "Forte coopération militaire … Les Américains 

sont très présents au Niger, notamment sur l’aéroport d’Agadez (nord) avec une base gérant 

des drones qui surveillent la zone sahélienne." (France 24, Oct 6, 2017 La mort de trois soldats 

américains au Niger révèle leur présence au Sahel) And Barkhane forces wouldn’t get the intel? 

lol 

#Ouagadougou Don’t spread false informations, rumors or videos of the victims/security forces. 

Follow & RT ONLY official sources. Don’t be a dumbass. (T. Antonov, "Defense observer" 

[from France]) 

Be adult people and let journalists do their job. Compare coverage of attack at Kabul 

International Hotel and Ouagadougou and feel the shame. 

Today they say it’s 8 victims (killed) in Ougadougou, the day before yesterday it was 1, 

yesterday it was 30, & tomorrow? Stop the BS. Information management in Burkina Faso, with 

the help of France, is highly problematic. 

After a few days of bargaining, as things are going perhaps they’ll reach an agreement 

at 10-15 dead… 

Solidarité avec les victimes de l’attaque de Ouagadougou qui ont disparu du comptage 

entre hier (30) et aujourd’hui (8). 

* 

Anti-Marxist Communism 

People say if you hate Marxism you must hate the poor, but that’s not true at all. Many people 

hate Marxism because they hate women or minorites. (Existential Comics) 

There are also Communists who hate Marxism, e.g. Bakunin, H.G. Wells ("I detest Karl 

Marx") &c. Marx’s attacks against Proudhon and others Anarchists & Communists were 

undignified. 

Anarchists are Communists, only they aren’t Marxist Communists (and they aren’t even 

the only Communists not to be Marxists). 
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F*ck Marx. Signed: A Communist. 

Bakunin’s views on what Marxism would make of Communism have turned out to be 

100% correct with USSR. As to that other idolatrous Marxist country, China, it’s converted to 

single-party Capitalism. 

* 

Nuclear warheads, 2018. Russia: 6.800 US: 6.600 France: 300 (Warfare Analysis SHR) 

Keep a careful watch on France. As you know, small dogs are the most rabid. & their 

concept of freedom of speech borders on the dictatorial. 

* 

"Women in refugee camps in Syria have been forced to offer sexual favours..." @Telegraph you 

need to fix that & the headline otherwise you’re contributing to the problem. You can’t be 

*forced* to *offer* something. Forced sexual *favours*??? That’s rape. (I. Butler-Cole) 

One member of French government’s just been cleared of rape allegations. Woman said 

she asked him a favor and he raped her, i.e. by making the favor conditional on sex. Judge said 

there’s no evidence of rape. If there was evidence of sex, would you say it’s rape eo ipso? 

Depends on your framework. Legally debatable; morally no. Coerced consent cannot be 

consent. When sex is demanded as payment, or in exchange for money, then the sex isn’t freely 

consensual. I know there are grey lines around this, but the principle is easy enough to live by. 

(Cherry) 

Does it depend on my framework or is it just not consent? You got 3 likes for an answer 

I can make nothing of. There must be a limit to Pavlov. What depends on my framework? If 

I’ve got a big framework it’s okay but a small framework no? 

* 

MP Mhairi Black reads out some of the sexually aggressive abuse that she receives "day in day 

out" on social media. A warning - her speech contains very offensive language. (Mar 7, 

Channel 4 New) 

She probably discovered this abuse at the time she read it out loud at the August House. 

She gets taxpayer money for hiring people to manage her social media, buy Twitter followers 

etc. Don’t even rule out the abuse is fabricated by herself and her social media hirelings. With 

anyone else I’d say nothing but with those MP rats you never know. 

* 

Journos covering politicians are like flies, always buzzing about turds. 

The only reason we have politicos is that journo flies want to keep buzzing about turds. 

Participative democracy now! 

* 

Tell me how much you earn and I’ll tell you what a SOB you are. 
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Head of UK Diplomatic Service goes to Amritsar Golden ‘Mosque’ 

 

March-May 18 

 

Scientific Papers on Subliminality: A selection 

"[S]ubliminal stimuli—because they are outside a human’s ability to perceive them—can have 

no effect on humans" (W. James Potter, Media Literacy, 2013) 

vs 

"Mere exposure enhances positive evaluation, independent of stimulus recognition" A 

replication study in Japan and the U.S. by Keiko Ishii 2005 

"Subliminally activating the concept of trust (vs. distrust) leads participants to judge a series of 

strangers as more (vs. less) trustworthy." (Posten, Ockenfels & Mussweiler, Journal of 

Economic Psychology 2013) 

"subliminally presented hint stimuli cause better solution performance and greater relaxation of 

constraints when actually solving the problem later" (Miyata, Otagiri, Suzuki) 

"increasing perceptual fluency during mere exposure modulates autonomic nervous responses, 

such as pupil diameter, and eventually leads to preference." (Pupil Response and the Subliminal 

Mere Exposure Effect [SMEE], Yoshimoto et al. 2014) 

"negative emotion induced by unconscious stimuli (subliminal fear priming) enhances rejection 

of unfair offers" in the ultimatum game (Takagishi et al. 2016) 

Subliminal Mere Exposure Effect & Preferences: "massed exposure has an instantaneous effect 

on likability, whereas accumulative exposure has a long-term persistence effect" (Japanese 

Journal of Psychology 2011) 

"The results provide the first evidence for subliminal emotion-specific cognitive effects. They 

show that cognitive functions such as appraisals can be affected by subliminal emotional stimuli 

of the same valence." (Zixu Yang & Eddie Wong 2016) 

"Participants were instructed to rate how much they like images after being subliminally 

exposed to masked lexical prime words that exhibit positive, negative, & neutral connotations 

... The consistent results confirmed the overall priming effect on participants’ explicit ratings." 

(Dhanya M. Mohan et al. 2016) 

"The processes which allow novel information to shape subsequent decisions are generally 

thought to depend on consciousness ... However, growing evidence indicates that the human 

unconscious can perform various high-level cognitive functions that might allow decision 

processes to benefit from subliminal messages (Ruch et al., Subliminal messages exert long-

term effects on decision-making, Neuroscience of Consciousness, 2016) 
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"Two recent studies have found that subliminal visual cues can improve athletic performance, 

as well as, physical functioning in older individuals" (Subliminal cues impact motivation, 

endurance, and longevity, C. Bergland, Psychology Today 2014) 

* 

You vote for politicians but they don’t do what you want, they do what media wants and 

you don’t vote for media. 

* 

To United Black Books: I’ll buy any book by late President Idi Amin Dada, for instance 

his Middle East Crisis (1974). Your price will be mine. 

* 

Please take a look at this tweet by Afro-American Eric and the number of likes and 

retweets. I followed him. After this tweet he said he was shadowbanned, and it was true, then 

his account was shut down. 

 

* 

I would like to be sure freemasons do not use the state apparatus to oppose peaceful 

conversions to islam, because that would be a violation of the tenets of the secular state. That 

people convert to islam, in prison or elsewhere, is none of the secular state’s business. Any 

opposition of the secular state to peaceful conversions to islam is illegal. 

* 

Mark Anthony Conditt, Austin Bomber, explained on Reddit how he made his bombs, 

and that his favorite authors are John Grisham and Tom Clancy: his inspiration for Austin 

bombings? Why not? Also, Conditt was reading the Bible when he went on rampage. If you 

can bring legal charges against a Muslim cleric or intellectual for inciting terrorism, then be 

consistent and bring charges against novelists admired by Mark Conditt, like John Grisham, so 

a judge or jury can examine their writings carefully. 

* 
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Books in the public domain won’t be what their authors made them any longer. For 

example, Austrian youth novel Hatshi Bratschis Luftballon by F.K. Ginzkey: "Dort gelangt er 

auf eine Insel, wo „Menschenfresser“ (bzw. in neueren Ausgaben Affen)..." "...alle Hinweise 

auf Türken in der Ausgabe von 1968 ersetzt." (Wkpd). That is, in a recent edition, instead of 

colored cannibals the character now meets apes, and all references to Turks have been removed. 

You have no right to rewrite the books of your culture. You’ve no right to rewrite a book 

and leave the author’s name on the cover. You’ve no right to make believe your writers and 

intellectuals were nice people when they were not. 

* 

Terrorism alarm in Rome. Authorities are looking for Mathlouthi Atef, a 42-year-old Tunisian 

national who might be willing to carry out an attack. The manhunt was launched after the 

Italian embassy in Tunisi received an anonymous letter. (ISPI Terrorism, March 25) 

Ridiculous. Now they launch manhunt on receiving anonymous letters and even 

advertise it. Can they get any lower? 

* 

Germany: 6 people detained over plot to carry attack during half marathon in Berlin have been 

released. (ESISC) 

Clear indication that these individuals plotted no attack and that the elements the police 

used to detain them hardly qualified, such as anonymous denunciations. 

France: All the suspects, detained on April 9 in connection to the Magnanville attack, liberated 

due to the lack of incriminating evidence. (ESISC) 

So what was the ‘evidence’ used to detain them in the first place? Anonymous 

denunciations? 

* 

#ArnaudBeltrame He broke all rules, acted on impulse with no proper training for what he 

intended, was shot dead. End of story. 

How can you break rules in a situation where no rule is left? 

Rules and procedures for hostage-taking situations involve elite corps with elite training. 

Do not ask countryside gendarmes what you ask the RAID or have them trained at the same 

level. 

* 

To the Spokesman of Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, Zabihullah Mujahid (Talibans): I 

don’t know why but, from France, access to http://shahamat1.com is ok but access to 

http://alemarah-dari.com (both websites are run by the Talibans) isn’t allowed and I get a 

warning from the ministry of interior. Any idea what these idiots are doing? 

 

http://shahamat1.com/
http://alemarah-dari.com/
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I can visit http://shahamat1.com any time, in any language (English and all), but when 

I click on http://alemarah-dari.com I get this bla bla (see pic). Any idea why? 

 

* 

If you have been aggrieved by YouTube, I’m not sure there’s anything you can do other 

than what Nasim Aghdam did [she went on a shooting rampage at YouTube’s headquarters in 

San Diego]. Just let me know. 

One user assumes Nasim Aghdam went on rampage for the sake of the "2 cents" she 

was making from her YouTube videos, but others say her videos were viral so more likely it’s 

her livelihood she lost overnight, with no credible recourse against Google. 

I don’t really know how making money on YouTube works but I fancy 1000s, 10.000s, 

100.000s, millions of views will attract companies eager to advertise, so the prejudice to Nasim 

Aghdam may have been quite significant. I hope her relatives will sue YouTube/Google. The 

prejudice she suffered from Google is on the record. The harm resulted from a unilateral breach 

of contract upon which terms Nasim Aghdam had made financial expectations. 

* 

"Elon Musk warns about the coming of an immortal dictator [an AI dictator]." Anybody 

with a boss bossing him every day of the week will hardly see what’s so wrong with a dictator. 

* 

#Münster Make no mistake: Europe will convert to islam peacefully. I hope freemasons 

won’t try to prevent it with violence because then they’ll have to be stopped. People are free to 

http://shahamat1.com/
http://alemarah-dari.com/
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convert to islam. People’s motivations for converting (or not) is their own business provided 

there is no violence involved. 

#Münster "The attacker is German and no refugee" (authorities). The refugees of today 

are the Germans of tomorrow. 

* 

This is how blockchain might solve the internet privacy problem. 

Does blockchain solve the internet privacy problem by canceling privacy or by making 

it impossible for governments to track criminals? 

* 

Germany: Reichsbürger committed more than 10,500 criminal offences between 2015 and 

2017. (ESISC) 

While jihadists only stab or vehicle-ram every other day, German neonazis have 

committed 3,500 criminal offences PER DAY these last 3 years and you had no idea! Like, 

treading on protected lawns? Governments really take us for pinheads. 

* 

"Ask not what the jihad can do for you – ask what you can do for the jihad." J.F.Kennedji 

* 

Evolutionary psychologists, after Jack London (several utterances along these lines in 

The People of the Abyss), say Europeans who migrated to America were a fitter breed than 

those who stayed "behind." Ridiculous: They left Europe because here in Europe they were 

outbred in the struggle for life. 

To a land of opportunities... If, say as workers, migrants to America could find no 

opportunities in Europe, it wasn’t that workers weren’t needed in Europe, mark you. 

* 

America’s industrial might depended on the same cause that is now seeing China rising: 

It was American workers scabbing on European workers (longer workdays, fewer vacations 

&c). 

* 

Evolutionary Psychology (EP) and Sociobiology hold, after Jack London, that the strong 

outbreed the weak. Yet from Western falling birth rates they fail to conclude to the weakness 

of the white race. Is it because most EP scholars are whites? 

Twopence question. Given that the strong outbreed the weak, who are the strong: 

Christians or Muslims? 

* 

#TorontoAttack What if the solution wasn’t inclusiveness but islam? Think about it. 

* 
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British "Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and 

Head of the Diplomatic Service" visits Sikh Golden Temple in Amritsar and then tweets he is 

glad to have visited the "mosque." European politico elites in a nutshell. 

* 

Sexes being in the ratio of 1:1, in monogamous societies a voluntary celibate of one sex 

means an involuntary celibate or incel of the other sex, unless the number of voluntary celibates 

is equal for both sexes. 

* 

Today they wax indignant about fake news. Tomorrow they’ll tell you fake news is a 

necessary weapon in war (it’s already stated in their history books) and don’t you dare rectify 

fake news, it’s a betrayal of your country. 

* 

Try to write "melancholy Taiwan turtle swinging on a swing provoked a flock of dirty, 

mutant snapping tortoises" in Chinese and good luck: 憂鬱的臺灣烏龜蕩鞦韆尋釁幾羣骯髒變

態囓齒鱷龞 Millions of strokes! (Traditional vs simplified Chinese writing: The nonsensical 

sentence is a textbook example of the intricacy of traditional Chinese writing.) 

To my Uyghur friends, next time they compel you to renounce Uyghur alphabet, tell 

them: "Melancholy Taiwan turtle swinging on a swing provoked a flock of dirty, mutant 

snapping tortoises." 

* 

In reply to someone who made fun of a Filipino Jihadist with long, well-cared hair: 

Perhaps it is the reason the boy prefers Jihadist insurgency to the regular army. He can keep his 

long hair and cool looks, whereas in the army he would be just another bot. 

* 

As they agree to live without basic rights, soldiers are scabs who drag down the 

citizenry. 

* 

#WorkHard so you can have debts! "Thrift negates thrift." (When people spare on 

minimum wage they lower the standard of living and thus depress wage levels) Jack London, 

one of those American classics Americans don’t know. 

* 

France: Close associate of Khamzat Azimov arrested in Strasbourg and transferred to DGSI 

headquarters. (ESISC) 

Close associate to a lone wolf? or just a friend of his? Tomorrow, when they talk of 

having arrested the mastermind of the operation, know that it is his Alzheimer grandmother. 

You don’t need a close associate to take a knife in your kitchen, go out and stab people. What 

was the close associate’s role in so intricate an operation? 
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France: 2 young women arrested in connection to Paris May 12 stabbing; another suspect 

indicted and imprisoned; investigation does not confirm the version of the lone wolf attack. 

(ESISC) 

Summum of ridicule or, rather, infamy: A man stabs people on the street and is shot 

dead, and police imprison scores of people. These people didn’t hold the knife, didn’t shelter 

the attacker after the attack. Imprisoned for knowing a guilty man! 

* 

We’re told only 20% (1/5) of American Jews support American embassy move to 

Jerusalem and that Trump acts on behalf of Millenarists waiting for Armageddon. Yet Obama 

made the same promise and he wasn’t supported by Millenarists. So? So Millenarists are straw 

men. 

I see no future in Western countries for Christian Zionists who base their politics on 

Armageddon. Such pigeons. 

* 

There’s just a lot of wrong in the world, but there is so much right. (Rose McGowan) 

Scientists have found there are two and a half wrongs for every right in the world.  
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13 

Dimitrios 

 

May-June 2018 

 

#SantaFeHighSchool shooting: 2-digit toll attained (10 dead). Dimitrios Pagourtzis, 17, 

kinda kept his cool, wasn’t even shot. 

2 

Dimitrios Pagourtzis was wearing both an Iron cross and a Soviet star on his jacket. So 

far I had heard only of the Iron cross (under appellation "Nazi sign"). I wonder how come people 

noted the former but failed to see the latter. 

3 

The Nazi labelling of the Iron Cross is supported by the authority of the U.S. Supreme 

court, as we read in its famous Tinker v. Des Moines decision of 1969 that "[t]he record shows 

that students in some of the schools wore buttons relating to national political campaigns, and 

some even wore the Iron Cross, traditionally a symbol of Nazism." That a military decoration 

established in 1813 during the Napoleonic wars and still sported by veterans today be 

"traditionally a symbol of Nazism" implies that all things German are symbols of Nazism. 

4 

Dimitrios is said to have being stalking for some time his class mate Shana before he 

killed her during the mass shooting. His father said he was bullied by his class mates. Some 

self-described feminists who adhere to the version that he was a stalking male predator refuse 

to admit he could have been bullied. Here are my thoughts on the matter. 

Dimitrios Pagourtzis may have been a stalker and been bullied. He may have reasoned 

that Shana’s rebuffs were due to his being bullied by other kids at school and resented her 

submitting to the group pressure that ostracized him. Shana wasn’t strong enough to help 

Dimitrios against the bullying when he was calling her for help, as his advances meant "If I can 

date this fine girl, they’ll leave me alone." As she couldn’t help, she turned against him, shaming 

him before the whole class (one incident that occurred a few days before the shooting). Turns 

out the kids bullied the wrong guy. And they did bully him, perhaps, not even because of 

Dimitrios’s behavior but because of his Greek name... 

It is a known fact that bullying leads to many suicides among teens and yet hardly 

anything is done about it. School staff close their eyes. Sometimes it leads to mass shooting, as 

the sad story of Dimitrios Pagourtzis shows. 

[And in reply to one bully] If Dimitrios has a right to a lawyer, I have the right to play 

the role of Dimitrios’s lawyer any time anywhere. 

* 

Work hard, American workers, work hard! Yet with your average 40 hours a week 

you’re such lazy b*stards compared with China’s legal working week of 44 hours and real time 
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average of 70 hours (according to FIDH)! You’ll have to work much harder than that or stop 

listening to clowns. 

* 

Germany: 89 far-right extremists and 24 Islamists identified within army since 2011. (ESISC) 

But everything’s OK because the 89 far-right extremists are all generals and the 24 

Islamists are all cooks. 

* 

 Top 5 Most Inegalitarian Countries in the World (Gini coefficient, World Bank): 

1 South Africa (63.4) 

2 Namibia (61.3) 

3 Haiti (60.8) 

4 Botswana (60.5) 

5 Suriname (57.6) (source) 

Top 5 Most Egalitarian Countries in the World (Gini coefficient, World Bank) : 

1 Ukraine (25.5) 

2 Iceland (25.6) 

3 Slovenia (25.7) 

4 Czech Republic (25.9) 

5 Slovakia (26.1) (same source) 

Rather interesting, that 4 of 5 of these are Slavic countries, yet Russia, the former 

"headquarters" of World Communism, is not on the "short list". 

We know what the transition has been in Russia (cf Oligarchs). Today it is at Gini 37.7, 

which is more egalitarian than U.S. (41.0) and Communist China (42.2). (Cuba, North Korea 

not surveyed.) 

* 

When a "Contributor at Jane’s Terrorism & Insurgency Centre" tweets about gang 

criminality, it makes it sound like all criminality is terrorism and insurgency... The consequence 

of which can only be that the military will become the first and foremost institution in our 

countries. While we don’t ask the army to fight our "war on crime," with our "war on terrorism" 

this is exactly what we’re doing. 

* 

Malay Islam 

FPI Aceh membuka pendaftaran bagi para calon mujahidin yang ingin berjihad membela 

muslim Rohingya (Serambi Indonesia) 

Aug 2017: Front Pembela Islam (FPI) Aceh opens mujahidin enrollment list to fight in 

defence of Rohingya Muslims. 
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2 

Kegiatan ini juga untuk mengembalikan kepercayaan publik pada perempuan bercadar paska 

serangan teror bom di Surabaya. (tribunnews) 

Bomb Takjil: "Break ramadan fast with bomb sweets." Indonesian veiled women offer 

sweets for free with these words in order "to change public perception of veiled women in the 

aftermath of Surabaya bomb attacks" (May 2018) 

 

3 

Teroris bakal keop berhadapan dengan Koopssusgab TNI. 

Terrorizing the terrorists? PR Poster from Indonesian Army: "Terrorists will scream 

with fright in front of Koopssusgab (elite corps)." Koopssusgab = Komando Operasi Khusus 

Gabungan (joint commando for special operations) 
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4 

Hijab bukanlah suatu penhalang untuk aku terus bernyanyi dan berkarya. (Indira Anjani on 

TRANS7) 

Golden-voiced Indonesian Indira Anjani, finalist at #SunsilkHijabHunt2018: "Hijab is 

no hindrance to singing and doing things." 

5 

Peluk saya jika anda merasa aman dengan keberadaan saya. (MNC Newsroom) 

"Embrace me if you feel safe with my presence." Indonesian women with integral 

chador invite female passers-by to embrace them, to convey message that the veil isn’t 

radicalism. 

6 

I have found a theologian’s justification for the burqa, that is, the integral veil where 

not even eyes can be seen. Al Allamah Ar Ramli, ulama madzhab Syafi’i: “diharamkan melihat 

wanita yang bercadar yang hanya terlihat kedua matanya dan bola matanya. Karena betapa 

sering bola mata itu bagaikan belati.” (Quoted by Yulian Purnama here) "It is haram to watch 

a covered woman whose eyes and pupils can be seen, because how very often those pupils are 

like daggers!" 

* 

Some news from the other country that moved her embassy to Jerusalem #Guatemala: 

Guatemala needs to do more to stop the killings of indigenous activists (UNSR Vicki Tauli); At 

the root of this violence is institutionalized racism and discrimination against Guatemala’s 

indigenous population (Washington Post). 

* 

France: Constitutional Council validated a law that ordered the closure of a Muslim school in 

Toulouse. (ESISC) 

A "law" that closes a school? Closure of a school is an administrative act! To write a 

law or an article of law to close one school is insane. 

* 

Skilled police [in Berlin] took down the perp without killing him. See, it can be done! 

Yes, only it’s above U.S. cops’ skills. Something wrong with their training, perhaps. 

And U.S. private security agents probably don’t even have a training at all, or just a smattering 

of it, although they’re entitled to the same use of lethal force. 

* 

Top 5 countries with most road fatalities (per 100,000 inhabitants per year), WHO: 

1 Thailand 36.2 

2 Liberia 33.7 

3 Democratic Republic of Congo 33.2 
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4 Tanzania 32.9 

5 Central African Republic 32.4 

More countries: 

China 18.8 

France 5.1; UK 2.9; Germany 4.3; Spain 3.7; Italy 6.1; Sweden 2.8; Norway 2; Ireland 4.1; 

Australia 5.4; US (worst result for a Western country) 10.6; Turkey 8.9; Japan 4.7; India 16.6 

(source) 

Top 5 countries with least road fatalities (per 100,000 inhabitants per year), WHO (non-

industrialized countries in brackets only) 

(Federal States of Micronesia 1.9) 

1 Norway 2 

2 Switzerland 2.6 

3 Sweden 2.7 

4 UK 2.9 

(Kiribati 2.9) 

5 Netherlands 3.4 (same source) 

* 

Tatarstan is welcome in European Union with full membership any time if they feel 

repressed by autocratic ruling practises in Russia, and that applies also to Dagestan, Chechnya, 

Ingushetia &c. Turkey is our next member and things will change. 

Albania, Kosovo, Bosnia, Chechnya, Tatarstan, you name it: Europeans all! 

2 

Negociations for Turkey’s EU membership are currently stalled but negociations are 

going on with Albania, Kosovo and Bosnia. I am looking forward to welcoming these Muslim 

European countries in EU, and things will change a lot. 

EU full-membership negociations with Albania will formally open on June 2019. 

Looking forward to proudly welcoming Greater Albania! 

* 

Seeing the dismantling of Sweden’s welfare state, you’ve now got the demonstration 

that compromizing with capitalism is unworkable on the long run. Everything it took Sweden 

so long to build up will be swept out in a couple of years like everywhere else in Europe (where 

all countries more or less made the same kinds of compromizes these last decades). Social-dem 

politicos and their cronies must be held accountable. You know what they’ve been after, all 

these years: the good positions, the honey pot. They’re marked. 

Of course there was to be mass immigration: doubling or trebling the number of people, 

all scabs, in search of a job on the market, to dominate the workers. 

* 

#MeToo. Language says it all: As spoiled = spoilt, then raped = rapt (deeply delighted). 
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* 

The sovereign of Australia is the British monarch. Now when Prince Harry of 

Australia’s sovereign sports a Nazi swastika, he is not disciplined for this "abhorrent incident" 

like Australian soldiers when they do the same (2007: Australian soldiers flew Nazi swastika 

in Afghanistan. The swastika was removed and military personnel were disciplined, with 

authorities condemning the "abhorrent" incident. Skynews). Still good to be King! Harry the 

privileged Nazi. 

 

* 

Mad-Dog Democracy 
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Source for the military ("active military") personnel figures is Wkpd’s List of countries 

by number of military and paramilitary personnel. Source for population figures is Google: 

Type population+name of country and you will get the latest available figure on top of page. 

"Mad-dog democracy" Israel beats all countries on military personnel-to-population 

ratio except North Korea (4.6%) and Eritrea (3.8%). 

2% of the whole population makes 4% of male population. Given a conservative 40% 

for age population 18-65 (cf Wkpd ‘Demographics of Israel’: 0-14 27.5% and >65 10%), that 

makes 1 Israeli male adult out of 10 being an active soldier. « Les Soldats, la plus vile partie de 

toutes les Nations » (Montesquieu).  
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14 

 

June-July 2018 

 

Jack London replied quite convincingly to those who objected to his anthromorphism 

in his essay The Other Animals (Revolution and Other Essays, 1909). Dog’s brain has grey 

matter and inside some limits dogs can reason (not all instinct). London has been proven correct 

by the specialists of our day against the specialists of his day. 

According to London, in the mentioned essay, there is nothing wrong with 

anthropomorphism as far as "the other animals" are concerned. The essay’s title stresses that it 

is even absurd to talk of anthropomorphism, as if there were such a dividing line; that is outdated 

theology. 

* 

(Video) A group of flamingos is seen swimming in flooded water after Typhoon Ewiniar brought 

heavy rainfall to the city of Guangzhou in south China. (People’s Daily, China) 

I guess the Chinese must resent these peaceful flamingos as the rainfall spoiled their 

crops and gardens... As they resent pandas in their bamboo forests... As they resent everything 

as they’re more than a billion and the world doesn’t speak Chinese. 

Don’t you take any medicine? (some Chinese bot) 

The Chinese are experts at giving "medicine" to dissidents – political prisoners treated 

like insane people. Numerous cases before UN human rights committee. 

* 

Islam Indonesia 

Mujahidah Pembela Islam (MPI): "Female Mujahid Defender of Islam," women’s 

branch of the Front Pembela Islam (FPI). 
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2 

Yahyia Cholil Staquf, head of Nadhlatul Ulama (NU), goes to Israel and meets Israel’s 

Prime Minister. The true face of a moderate: A supporter of Zionist extremism and terrorism. 

3 

Lima Catatan Akademisi Soal Kunjungan Yahya Staquf ke Israel. 

Five Considerations on the blamable visit of NU’s head to Israel, by Dr A.Menardi. Of 

which #3 is: The visit will serve as evidence to the Zionists that not all Indonesians reject 

diplomatic relations with them, although such relations are contrary to the Indonesian 

Constitution’s provision that colonialism be abolished all over the world. 

4 

As the Front Pembela Islam (FPI) gets support from educated classes (Alvara 

Survey 2018), expect USZionist-backed mad dictators to crack down on it and ironlock the 

country as it happened in Egypt with the crushing of the Muslim Brotherhood. 

5 

HRS Bilang Pilpres Akan Berhadapan Poros Mekkah VS Poros Beijing, Politisi Golkar 

Keberatan. 

"Head of Front Pembela Islam Habib Rizieq Shihab says Indonesia’s 2019 Presidential 

Election will be ‘Makka Axis vs Beijing Axis.’" True, the West has already vanished. 

6 

Umat Muslim Asli Pegunungan Tengah, di Hitigima Jayawijaya merakan Idul Fitri tetap 

dengan tradisi Bakar Batu.. cuma babi nya diganti dengan ayam. (Timur Matahari) 

(Pictures) Muslim Papua: "Highlands Papua celebrate Eid el-Fitr with traditional ‘stone 

barbecue’ (bakar batu)... only, wild pigs are replaced by chickens (due to Islamic interdict on 

pork meat)." My disclaimer: This is no endorsement of Indonesian policy in Irian Jaya 

(Indonesian Papua). 

7 

"Selama kemerdekaan bangsa Palestina belum diserahkan kepada orang-orang Palestina, 

maka selama itulah bangsa Indonesia berdiri menantang penjajahan Israel." (Soekarno) 

"As long as Palestine’s independence has not been granted to Palestinians, so long will 

the Indonesian nation stand up against Israeli occupation." (Soekarno) 

* 

Question: How is immigration to a country good for the working class of that country? 

If your answer is that it is good for the working class because it’s good for business, then please 

refrain from answering or I may want to block you. 

Scabs! Not only do the Chinese attract Western companies for their longer working days, they 

don’t even respect Western work legislation: "No eight hour for them. It’s eighteen hours. The 
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last coolie is a partner with a microscopic share. That’s the way Wing Fo Wong gets around 

the eight hour law." (Jack London, The Little Lady of the Big House) 

* 

The Nigerian Law School has accepted to call Amasa Firdaus to bar with her Hijab. Approves 

use of Hijab during call to bar. (Just Event Online) 

 

The mop of sheep wool on her head is a horror but, still, good news! Yes to hijab, no to 

ridiculous sheep wigs, drag queen wigs, macebearers & other paraphernalia from medieval 

Albion. 

2 

The preservation of wigs is all the more striking that, unless I’m mistaken, former 

colonies of the British empire in Africa have severed ties with the Privy Council of the United 

Kingdom, which used to act as the Higher Court of Appeals for the entire British empire. The 

Privy Council, that is, its Judicial Committee, still plays the same role for a number of 

“sovereign” countries today, namely: Antigua and Barbuda, The Bahamas, Cook Islands and 

Niue (Associated States of New Zealand), Grenada, Jamaica, St Christopher and Nevis, Saint 

Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Tuvalu – countries from the Caribbean or the South 

Sea. In such countries the preservation of colonial paraphernalia could be argued for, as the 

personnel of the courts of law remain inside the institutional system of the former colonial 

power, remain a piece in the chain (with their Supreme Court in the U.K.); but as African 

countries have no such bonds today it seems that they should have adopted their own 

paraphernalia. 

* 

Palestine and International Law 

Israeli occupation of West Bank is illegal according to international law. As the 

international community does nothing to enforce its law, it tacitly puts law enforcement in the 

very hands of Palestinians, who are cleared of all charges in toto. 
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The international community tacitly clears Palestinians for every act of resistance to 

occupation that they may accomplish, and a country who would call "terrorist" one or the other 

Palestinian organization resisting occupation, sponsors illegality. 

There is no such thing as a Palestinian terrorist as long as the international community 

verifies Israeli illegal occupation of Palestinian territories (res. 58/292). 

Palestinian prisoners are political prisoners and their detention by the occupant is a 

crime in international law. Furthermore, as occupation entails death of Palestinian civilians, that 

Palestinian resistance entails death of Israeli civilians will be deemed no breach of the law. 

In fact, the death of Israeli civilians at the hands of anybody anywhere is consistent with 

international law as long as Israeli occupation lasts, as states have failed to draw the 

consequences of their being bound by international law. 

2 

They say Israel has the right to live and defend herself. It is entirely wrong. According 

to the very compacts of international law, a colonialist state is a barbarity and has no right to 

exist at all. 

They say Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East but how is this relevant? 

Britain, France and other colonialist states were democracies and yet they had to stop being 

colonial powers. 

Israel somehow continues to exist anyway. 

Even if, coming from Israel, there was such things as purely defensive actions, they 

would still be criminal offences according to the law of the united nations. 

That sounds like a law worth ignoring if someone is Israeli. 

It is a fact that Israel ignores the law of the united nations, which is precisely the reason 

why this nation is a reprobate. Small-talk witticisms notwithstanding. 

The United Nations cannot enforce its laws, and therefore these laws don’t count for much. 

Disagree? Ask Crimeans, Syrians, Rohingya etc. 

In the present state of international affairs, still mired in darkness and barbarity, it is up 

to anybody to draw the consequences of the dictamina of international law, the common law of 

the united nations, and in the present case it means, among other things, BDS. 

* 
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Why the Western war in Sahel is already lost, in one picture. 

 

War in Sahel: A hopeless story, by Barkhane Cowboy 

Suntan lotion? Checked. 

Beach towels? Checked. 

Laptop? Checked. 

Monopoly board game? Checked. 

Hi-fi stereo system? Checked. 

Minibar? Checked. 

Playboy collection? Checked. 

PlayStation? Checked. 

Roller skates? Checked. 

&c&c 

* 

To a journo who used the word ‘journo’ as an exact synonym for ‘journalist’: Ask 

lexicographers and I’m pretty sure they’ll tell you the word journo, like politico, medico and 

other "Castillanized" (Mexicanized) professions’ names, conveys a derogatory sense. 

* 

The suspect in the shooting [killing of journalists of the Capital Gazette in Annapolis] is Jarrod 

Warren Ramos, multiple law enforcement sources tell CNN. Here’s an older article about a 

defamation claim he filed against the newspaper in 2012 that was dismissed. 

"A man can’t fight a machine unless he has a machine behind him." (Jack London). 

Jarrod Ramos had no machine behind him, only his guns by him. I am available to contribute 

to his legal defence as I was for YouTube Shooter Nasim Aghdam (who, however, killed 

herself; see Ch. 12.)  
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Big Brother is a control freak 

 

July-Sep 2018 

 

Help scientists run for office. (Richard Dawkins) 

Yes, like Dr B., health minister of Frognce, who ends up in tears in the office of the 

Prime minister after telling the media: "The schedule of the Poverty Plan will depend on the 

results of the Frognch football team." Brilliant! If a specialized career field plus social 

gatherings where everybody thinks the same were good training for politics, we’d have known 

for long. 

* 

Read Trotsky’s Revolution Betrayed about Soviet Russia, apply it to a people that eats 

dogs and live mice and you’ll get an idea of today’s China. 

* 

In mondo film Faces of Death (1978) Jewish film director John A. Schwartz presents 

as documentary the shootage of people eating a live monkey’s brain in a place where belly 

dance is performed, thus maliciously equating Middle Eastern culture with barbarity. It wasn’t 

documentary at all, as was revealed later (much later), and such "culinary" traditions have never 

been reported in the Middle East (there are rumors that it existed in China). Later, Spielberg 

pictured Indians eating (dead) monkey brains. Hollywood is xenophobic and malicious. 

It’s not open to debate, that eating a live non-human monkey’s brain was a culinary delicacy 

in China. The screaming of the monkey was part of the entertainment of it. 

I thought so, yet my last internet check of it reads: "It is unclear whether monkey brains 

have ever been served in a restaurant or whether the practice itself is an urban legend" (Wkpd: 

Monkey brains) and this for dead brain! They add: "Initial confusion over a translated term for 

the edible mushroom hericium may have played a part in the belief, as this mushroom is called 

hóu tóu gū (simplified: 猴头菇; traditional: 猴頭菇; lit. "monkey head mushroom") in Chinese." 

Mushrooms can scream, apparently... Anyway, as this paper shows [link to graphic content], 

the habit of eating live animals is something real in China: fish, snakes, living duck embryos, 

mice ("three squeaks" delicacy)... As to live monkeys, "The dish was banned in China." 

* 

Uyghurs in Cannibal China 

Uyghurs must escape this hell of a country named China before it’s too late! Links: 

"Dogs being boiled alive and conscious in China"; "Fully conscious pet dog has all four legs 

severed before being skinned"; Cat Meat Restaurants (China) from Google Images; "Eight 

animals eaten alive in China": fish, snakes, live duck embryos, mice (three squeaks delicacy), 

live monkey’s brain, you name it. (Not mentioned: live squid, I saw it on TV); "Abuses against 

animals in traditional Chinese medicine markets in Southern China"… 
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They are going to eat the Uyghurs alive! Stop it! 

* 

Why do you turn against those who work less than you when they’re the example you 

can oppose your boss with and you ought to turn against those who work more than you with 

whose example your boss opposes you? 

* 

An American company with at least one Saudi shareholder is certain to implement an 

underground Islamophobic anti-Shiite policy. I have my suspicions about you, Twitter. 

* 

In newspaper Le Monde in date of July 22 one sees, from the testimony of the men of 

the PSIG (peloton de surveillance et d’intervention de la gendarmerie), how Arnaud Beltrame 

behaved like a madman, although they dare not say it quite so openly. Arnaud Beltrame went 

with the PSIG inside the store by surprise (they had discussed it and he wasn’t asked to go), 

then he disrupted the officer’s talking with Lakdim, then he said to the PSIG "Shut up, I 

negociate, beat it!" The men were like "WTF!" And while the "pensée-unique" scenario 

unfolded immediately (origin: media or politicians?), that Arnaud Beltrame was a hero to be 

emulated by his colleagues, people who openly said otherwise were ignored, when their stance 

didn’t call derogatory comments upon their heads. 

* 

According to Ralph Richard Banks in Is Marriage for White People? (2011), Black-

American women don’t find Black men with their levels of education and must either marry 

lower educated Black men or abstain from marrying or, as the book advocates, marry white 

educated men but U.S. society has a bias agains it. It boils down to this: When twice as many 

Black women as Black men turn lawyers, half of these female lawyers will have to marry Black 

plumbers or white lawyers, but as there are barriers to both they remain single. 

* 

Twitter is limiting the visibility of prominent Republicans in search results. (VICE) 

Well, as these same prominent Republicans are used to say: "Private business, you 

know." How do you like your own medicine now? – Don’t bother answering, as Twitter won’t 

send a notification anyway. 

* 

The entire framing of capitalism vs. socialism needs to change. Most people realize that our 

current system needs to evolve to account for the destruction of middle-class jobs and ongoing 

automation + devaluation of labor. The challenge is evolving to the New Capitalism. (Andrew 

Yang) 

The production machine could have shrinked the workday to a couple of hours 100 years 

ago already, and you’ll find these estimates commented in decades-old Socialist literature; only, 

they stressed, the capitalist class wouldn’t have it, as it won’t have it today and will never have 

it as long as it is the capitalist class. Automation, big deal, really! Depletion of industry and 
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service jobs will offer the capitalist class a magnificent opportunity to crowd their palaces with 

throngs of valets and handmaids and prostitutes and juggler dwarves… 

* 

Extreme Cases of Elephantiasis 

 

Left: Anonymous woman. Right: Israeli female soldiers. 

(Their ridiculous boots make these Israeli female thugs, already rather elephantine 

without them, look as if suffering from elephantiasis.) 

* 

When you look for hashtag #Fredericton on Twitter to know more about the 

circumstances of Fredericton shooting, you learn nothing but that people afterwards made a 

human chain in sign of #FrederictonStrong. Well-meaners make TV necessary for one’s 

information. 

* 

Freedom Here and There (#saudicanada) 

The Saudis are absolutely right to stress that Ernst Zundel was a political prisoner in 

Canada (and Germany). And it is out of fear of possible state repression that Westerners are 

reluctant to say that depriving a "Holocaust denier and Nazi sympathizer" of his freedom is an 

act of political repression. 

To the #saudicanada discussion. Situation in Canada is that one may be deprived of 

his/her freedom for: protesting abortion; claiming land for indigenous populations; denying the 

existence of gas chambers for the extermination of jews in WW2. (according to pro-Saudi 

account Beauty of Queen) 

I invite Saudi and other media to get acquainted with the way the University of Western 

Ontario dealt with Dr Wilson Bryan Key after he published his books on subliminal advertising. 

A shame. 

* 
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Lonah Salpeter, Israeli athlete of Kenyan origin, after winning gold medal on 10,000m, 

is the first athlete in history to lose a race for failing to count the laps and stopping one lap 

before the end at the 5,000m race. #Berlin #EuropeanChampionship2018 

* 

Anarchists drop IEDs here and there in Italy with little damage, but for a 

#GenoaBridgeCollapse you don’t need anarchists, you only need capitalists. 

* 

Monsanto, which got massive product placement in film Treurgrond (2015) by Darrell 

Roodt has just been fined 289M dollars by a U.S. court for a terminally ill man’s cancer. A 

farmer. How many Boers and their workers suffer from Monsanto’s glyphosate? Just asking. 

As an aside, if you wish. (The film deals with farm murders in today’s South Africa, a 

phenomenon often described as the racially motivated targeting of White farmers by Black 

gangs.) Monsanto is bad publicity for the Boers. 

* 

"Delights of Islam... I fell in love with veiled eyes." Timothy Leary, High Priest, 1968. 

Turn on, Tune in, Drop out. 

* 

Explain to me how come, after the previous generation’s #LSD craze, millions and 

millions of Westerners turning on with lysergic acid, the Western world is still as cramped as 

ever, even more so. 

* 

Koevoet South-African counter-insurgency unit in South-West Africa during the Border 

War (Grensoorlog) – When dumb Israelis show you Arabs in their army so, they say, Israel 

isn’t an apartheid state... #rubbish 

 

* 

The Federal Islamic Republic of the Comoros (1978-1989) supported the Union of 

South Africa by allowing her to foil the international arms embargo through Comoros and to 
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use the archipelago as a logistic base for military operations in Mozambique and Angola. 

#BobDenard 

* 

Somalia: 2 Al-Shabaab fighters killed by U.S. military in an airstrike in the north of Kismayo. 

(ESISC) 

Two Al-Shabaab fighters killed by U.S. hillbilitary. 

* 

Ich sage: Es reicht! Wie viele Opfer soll diese Asylpolitik noch kosten? #Offenburg (Alice 

Weidel, AfD) 

Mannn musss nichtt mit Messssern Scheisss treibben! 

* 

And now, ladies and gentlement, top European country for homicide is… Russia! the 

fondling of European Islamophobes and other rightwingers! 15,561 intentional homicides 

in 2016, 43 per day, 10.82/100.000 inhabitants! (Wkpd List of countries by intentional 

homicide rate) 

* 

Big Brother is a control freak. 

* 

Imran and Bushra 

Imran Khan’s wife number three. It’s like we’ve gone back to the Middle Ages! 

French colonialist occupation propaganda in Algeria had the same discourse exactly 

(about the veil). 

2 

"Islamic veil is oppression of women." Position of French authorities #NiqabBan #BigBrother 

Bushra Bibi: "Prior to her marriage with Imran Khan, she had been his spiritual mentor 

(murshid)." (Wkpd) He married his oppressed mentor! 
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3 

 

Shaivist sadhus of India celebrate Imran Khan’s election in Pakistan and the niqab of 

First Lady Bushra Bibi with amazing feats of penis yoga! 

* 

Is it true, as petty-bourgeois scholars claim, that common sense believes in freewill? 

The proletariat doesn’t believe in free will. Psychologists as a whole are not even able to aptly 

describe the content of common sense, in front of which they so vehemently posit their own 

science. Proletarians have never believed in free will. 

* 

To the nations with working weeks longer than 35 hours, in the name of the world 

proletariat: You will know the taste of nuclear storm. 

* 

#StoptheNiqabBanInDenmark 

Denmark was the first country in the world to legalize pornography in 1969 and now 

they say niqab is a danger to their culture. Sure: When porn is your culture! 

Niqab is a danger to Denmark’s culture all right because Denmark’s culture is 

pornography, the vilification of women. 

What a brilliant homage to free CUNTries! (This last tweet was in reply to some guy 

who later, not being able to endure the strength of my reasoning, blocked me after he had wanted 

to contradict me. I must rephrase his objections from memory as I can’t read his tweets now 

that he has blocked me. He was saying that porn is legal in all free countries, hence my 

applauding his homage to free countries. Then he said that ‘most of us’ do not have a problem 

with sex and that ‘maybe’ I should consider leaving Europe as I can’t stand women’s 

emancipation.) Porn is not sex but sex for money. One may argue that sex for money is still 

sex, all right but the question isn’t how people view sex but how they view sex for money. 

Given your tweet I assume you aren’t familiar with the views of feminism, which is funny for 

someone claiming to be concerned with women’s condition. 

* 
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When people go through traumatic events because of someone they may choose the most severe 

form of punishment as revenge, well then "the most severe form of punishment" should be 

lifetime imprisonment not taking away someone’s life which I consider to be sacred. (S. Al-

Qassemi) 

Definition of the sacred is that its violation calls the severest form of punishment. As 

one punishment is severer than lifetime imprisonment, no other punishment than capital 

punishment is conceivable for homicide if human life is held sacred. (Which is to tell Mr Al-

Qassemi, although I preferred to let him infer it by himself, that I deny he is holding human life 

sacred, as I deny those so-called lenient penal systems of ours in Europe hold anything sacred. 

As a matter of fact, nothing is sacred to Europeans.)  
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Sep-Dec 2018 

 

Affluence 

Were technology to create the conditions of limitless affluence, the human milieu would 

not be competitive. To think that, in these conditions, communism would breed a ‘primitive 

type’ is to believe that primitive societies lived and/or live in affluence. 

What I call "(Jack) London’s illusion" is that the "price tag" attached to a man of status 

today has absolute value. Yet one’s genes are worth looking for in this but not that milieu. 

Change the milieu and women’s preferences will change accordingly. 

Healthiest is the milieu where status depending on means of livelihood has vanished, as 

long as there is the slightest discrepancy between gene value and status valuation. Where a 

genetic cripple can be rich, women still look for status as "price tag." 

1/ By definition, affluence describes a milieu where the means of livelihood cannot 

entail discrimination between individuals. 2/ For this one reason is affluence the healthiest 

human milieu. 3/And affluence, by virtue of 1/, means communism. 

It is scarcity that makes prices and statuses necessary to orient agents’ choices. If you 

don’t believe in communism, you simply don’t believe that capitalism is a force of material 

progress. 

Are "limitless needs" bound to thwart affluence? Needs are limitless in a "red-queen 

race" only, where variations in relative status are detrimental in absolute terms. In consequence, 

where there is no status as price tag, limitless needs is a meaningless notion. 

By the way, that Sir Matt Ridley, the very exponent of red-queen race, regularly praises 

capitalism for the ‘absolute’ rise in purchase power over the last decades, is amazing, as if he 

had never read the books he wrote: Under capitalism this absolute rise is absolutely thwarted 

by variations of relative status! 

* 

It is a logical statement and no irrational bias that vested interests (i.e. conservatives) 

are deficient in prognosis (as they only see the future as the present perpetuated). 

* 

"Resist" is the cry of people confronted by an overwhelming force. 

* 

By calling oneself an Antifa one takes no risk, because the people who call themselves 

fascists aren’t influential and the influential people you might want to call fascists aren’t likely 

to take it amiss, so absurd will the label sound to everyone. 

* 
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By calling U.S. imperialism ‘fascism’ you’re fooling yourselves: While U.S. 

imperialists were embargoing Cuba, Cuba had diplomatic relationships with Franco’s Spain, 

the closest regime to fascism I can think of. 

Source : « Pour La Havane, peuvent s’instaurer des relations bilatérales, économiques 

et culturelles, entre États de régimes politiques différents. Le cas bien connu des relations, 

jamais interrompues, entre la Cuba castriste et l’Espagne franquiste en est un exemple 

frappant. » (Jean Lamore, Le Castrisme, Presses universitaires de France, 1983) 

* 

Legalize It 

It’s time the Netherlands lobby for tolerant laws among their European neighbors or that 

European legislation allow national courts of law to grant European citizens the freedoms of 

the most advanced laws among European countries on any subject. 

"Freedom is the rule, restriction the exception." Dutch citizens having legal access to 

substances, European courts should not tolerate that other E.U. citizens be deprived of the same 

freedom. We are all equal European citizens entitled to the same freedoms, as freedom is the 

rule. 

European citizenship is inscribed in the E.U. treaty and common citizenship has always 

meant that citizens enjoy the same freedoms. Hence I can claim Dutch freedom against French 

national law, as Dutch and French share E.U. citizenship. 

Correct. (Wholecelium) 

Yes, unless one’s to understand that the treaty is filled with empty words. 

2 

This debating of legalization of cannabis, psilocybin… as medicinal is bunk, submission 

to the control freaks who want to decide who’s to be allowed to use it. I’m against linking 

legalization with medical issues. It’s a freedom issue, and in secular states it’s a religious 

freedom issue (prohibition being proof that so-called secular states discriminate against some 

religions). 

During Prohibition (Volstead Act) U.S. authorities granted Catholics and Jews quotas 

of wine for their rituals. Yet they never granted quotas of weed to Rastafarians nor of shrooms 

to Shamans. (Because those are religions of coons and spics, no doubt...) 

3 

‘Medical’ LSD (faugh): The key neural mechanisms identified by scientists in an LSD trip may 

be instrumental in treating it for mental disorders like OCD and depression. Finally, 

psychedelics are being treated seriously for the potential that they can unlock. (Reza Ali) 

For decades psychedelics have been treated very seriously by the military and believe it 

or not this is no good news. Same with institutional shrinks: You don’t want a Nurse Ratched 

for an LSD "treatment." 

LSD will cure depression only when not prescribed by some licensed shrink. To begin 

with, the very existence of licensed shrinks is ground enough for depression. Licensed shrinks’ 
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one function is to flush damaged labor back into the production machine, keep its return at 

level. We’re talking about human life but the machine can’t see it that way, it has to see it as 

another kind of fuel and grease. 

4 

A look at the various therapeutic applications of psychedelics and their modern history 

following their rediscovery by the Western world. (Beckley Foundation) 

‘Therapeutic psychedelics’ is a contradiction in terms as therapeutics aims at floating 

individuals on mundane performance whereas psychedelics opens them to extramundane 

experience. U.S. Congress’s Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) of 1993 is thus a wiser 

approach to the question than academia’s. 

As to peyote, "All US states except Idaho and Texas allow usage by non-native non-

enrolled persons in the context of ceremonies of the Native American Church. Some states such 

as Arizona exempt any general bona fide religious activity or spiritual intent." (Wkpd) By their 

laws confining peyote use to natives enrolled in the Native American Church, Idaho and Texas 

discriminate against that Church because they deny it the right to proselytize through peyote 

experience. You can’t get the message through words. 

5 

Andrew Yang Says He’s ‘Very Open’ To Legalizing Magic Mushrooms. 

As a therapy or rather as a nightmare: Every person taking mushrooms will be on the 

record as a sickly critter in need of treatment, including Natives who already have a licence to 

use them (and/or peyote) as a religious rite. – You just can’t take the mystic out of it. 

Can’t you just follow on the Dutch steps? Legalize it because repression is bad as a rule, 

and without pretending you’re making the world so much better for the sick (as Big Pharma 

Brother told you). 

Legalize it because you’re for freedom, not as quacks. When shrooms smell of hospitals, 

they’re bad. 

A religious rite is a right. As a medication, it won’t even be a right: It’s what your 

disease, your ailment, your substandard condition requires, not even that, it’s what society 

requires you to take in order to keep you afloat with economic output requirements. 

A veteran in Davenport told me that psilocybin mushrooms were the only treatment he found 

effective for his depression after returning home. We should explore making psilocybin 

mushrooms legal for medical and therapeutic use particularly for veterans. (Andrew Yang) 

Legalize it because you’re for freedom, not as quacks. And by the way, a veteran who 

has opened his eyes on the atrocities of war is a therapeutic case? 

* 

On Twitter, using English, international cosmopolitan language, and then shifting back 

to one’s own (French) is like when you live in the city and go spend a few days in the small 

village where your grandparents live. You just don’t want to stay there. 
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Gilets Jaunes/Yellow Vests Acts V to XIII 

 

How hard (from work hard) is hard enough for a capitalist? Our fathers have known 16 

hours a day: Is that hard enough? 

* 

My bill doesn’t punish any political activity. It protects the right of local & state governments 

that decide to no longer do business with those who boycott Israel. So boycotting Israel is a 

constitutional right, but boycotting those participating in BDS isn’t? (U.S. Senator Marco 

Rubio) 

This is bosh. BDS is a citizen movement and it is as such that it is protected by the 

Constitution against incroachments by local, state and federal authorities. With your bill you 

want to deal the death blow to U.S. institutions, turning them into an empty shell. Claiming that 

local, state, federal authorities have the same rights and freedoms as the citizenry is turning 

one’s back to American freedom, intent on allowing local, state, federal repression against 

individuals’ freedom. 

In France you’re free to move around without ID but then police are free to take you to 

the station. Everybody’s free! With such laws the French deserve being called clowns. If your 

bill passes, we’ll be saying it of Americans. 

* 

Superbrain 

Netiquette says: "Don’t use internet as a shield to do something you wouldn’t do during 

a real face-to-face conversation with your correspondent." What correspondent? Do you 

imagine Plato explaining his Republic to a colleague by the coffee machine? Plato wouldn’t do 

that but he got to write his Republic. So real Netiquette is: Use internet as if you were writing 

the book of your life on a daily basis. Forget everybody, above all colleagues and all 

organization men of vertical hierarchies. 

When you interact on internet it’s like the words, sentences, ideas that continually pop 

up in your mind, most of which you ignore, some of which you deal with – what psychologists 

call the ‘default mode network.’ Internet is your brain, what correspondent are they talking 

about? Your social media’s settings are the default mode’s settings of your brain. Instead of 

flashing on the cortical screen, default mode’s words, ideas, pictures pop up on the crystal 

screen. Yours is now a superbrain… 
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Yellow Vests Acts XIII to XIX 

 

Saudi Arabia’s buzzing #Vision2030, launched in 2016, comes after: 

Oman 2020 (1996) 

Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030 (2006) 

Qatar National Vision 2030 (2008) 

Economic Vision for Bahrain 2030 (2008) 

Always pioneers, the Saudis... 

* 

UN Independent Commission of Inquiry on Protests in Gaza Presents its Findings. (Feb 28) 

#GreatMarchOfReturn 

Quotes: 

Unless undertaken lawfully in self-defence, intentionally shooting a civilian not directly participating in 

hostilities is a war crime. 

The demonstrations were civilian in nature, with clearly stated political aims. Despite some acts of 

significant violence, the Commission found that the demonstrations did not constitute combat or military 

campaigns. 

International human rights law prohibits the use of force based solely on a person’s actual or alleged 

affiliation to any group, rather than their conduct. 

"It is important to emphasize this point at the outset: the [Palestinian] demonstrations at the fence which 

occurred in 2018 were not military operations but civilian protests." Chairperson Santiago Canton 

"It bears repeating that the use of lethal force by Israeli security forces on largely unarmed civilian 

protesters is unlawful." Commissioner Betty Murungi 

* 

National Scarf Day (Why you won’t find it translated in French) 

New Zealand women will be wearing hijab this Friday to show solidarity with Muslim women 

in the wake of the Christchurch shootings. (A.F., The Washington Post) 

Sorry, my government thinks the hijab is a sign of sexist oppression. I urge New Zealand 

authorities to talk to French authorities about it and have them change their intolerant ways. 

Thank you. 

Full face veil (niqab, tchador) is totally prohibited and hijab is prohibited in several 

circumstances, besides we’re always hearing people from the government and the majority ask 

for more repression. 

Lately, the debate was whether authorities should ban mothers wearing hijab from 

volunteering for accompanying school children on school trips (field trips). The minister of 

education said he was in favor of such a ban. He sees these mothers as recruiters for their faith. 
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Are you talking about full face ones? 

No, there’s no debate regarding full-face veil as it is banned under all circumstances. 

Lately, too, a majority MP said he saw no difference between headscarf and headband 

(worn among others by some Catholic girls). The outcry among his honorable colleagues of the 

majority was tremendous, they asked him to apologize for comparing a headband with a sexist 

abomination. 

You can work [wearing a hijab] - though not in the state school system. (@TvernostCarol) 

Fatima Atif had to quit her job at the Baby Loup private kindergarten. She was 

discriminated against by her employer because of her hijab but French courts ruled that the 

employer’s demand to take off the hijab was no discrimination, hence licit. 

That’s a big qualification to "you can work," as case law says any employer can dismiss 

you lawfully for wearing a hijab. This means that "you can work" is as close to the truth as "you 

can’t work" and thus your reply was misleading, trying to portray French law as tolerant toward 

Muslims. But French law is at best hypocritical. What statute law does not prohibit, case law 

lays at some discretionary power of employers, that is, denies protection of the law to the free 

exercize of religion. 

Everyone has to decide how far to take their principles. Jehovahs witnesses can’t work for the 

blood transfusion service. Vegans can’t work in an abattoir. Lots of French employers have no 

problem with the hijab. 

I guess lots of American employers had no problem with Black employees before the 

Civil Rights Acts were passed. These Acts have been an improvement nonetheless? 

There is no choice in being black, female/male or gay/straight. Religion is a choice. 

Religion is a choice and none of your employer’s business. 

If you demand your employer accommodate your religious beliefs, you’re making your religion 

their business. … My brother can work as a tiler in the UK. He must wear a hi-vis and steel 

toecapped boots to be allowed onto any site in Britain. If he went to work in a bank he wouldn’t 

have to wear them. 

What you should use as an example and haven’t done so far, is a situation where a 

headscarf would need to be removed for good execution of the job. I can’t think of none.  
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Yellow Vests Acts XIX to XXIV 

 

Is Maduro a harder authoritarian than leaders of Singapore, Taiwan and other such 

countries who credit their economic success to their governments’ "soft authoritarianism." 

USA’s "antikomunismo" (Juan José Arévalo) may well have prevented the emergence of 

"tigers" in Latin America. 

(Antikomunismo –with a k– is a concept designed by Guatemalan writer and statesman 

J.J. Arévalo to describe U.S. foreign policy in Latin American combating under the name of 

Communism all kinds of left-leaning governments and movements, sometimes connected very 

remotely, if at all, with the Communist Bloc or Communist parties.) 

* 

The advisable increase of consociationalism with the increase of multiculturalism in 

European countries implies among other things that Muslim populations have their own 

religious jurisdictions in domains to be determined with them. 

* 

To all Notre-Dame gargoyles alive: My place is your place! #NotreDameFire 

* 

As U.S. charges against Julian Assange are based on the Espionage Act of 1917, I think 

they are doomed to failure, given the Supreme Courts’s precedent in Schenck v. United States 

(1919): "Does the Espionage Act violate the freedom of speech and the press guaranteed by the 

First Amendment? – No, not when applied to the suppression of speech that constitutes a ‘clear 

and present danger’ of evils that Congress has a right to prevent." (Essential Supreme Court 

Decisions, John R. Vile, 2018) The documents have been leaked: What about the ‘clear and 

present danger’? Has U.S. collapsed? Had the leaks been a ‘clear and present danger,’ once 

fulfilled they would have had clear and present consequences, the lack of which hints at their 

having been no danger, hence at an erroneous construction by the executive. 

Furthermore, "the word ‘security’ [national security] is a broad, vague generality whose 

contours should not be invoked to abrogate the fundamental law embodied in the First 

Amendment." Supreme Court, New York Times Co v. United States (1971) (Pentagon Papers) 

As to Julian Assange being a foreigner, "a petitioner’s status as an alien is not a 

categorical bar to habeas corpus relief" ("but the precise range of the writ is more difficult to 

determine") Supreme Court, Boumediene v. Bush (2008) 

* 

U.S. judge issued a preliminary injunction against enforcement of Texas’ anti-BDS law that 

bans state workers from boycotting Israel. The judge said political boycotts are protected 

speech. (BDS movement) 
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Of course! (It is well know since NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., U.S. Supreme 

Court, 1982.) Where do these Texas legislators think they are? Do they think Texas is a state 

not of the U.S. federation (ranking 25th on Democracy Index 2018) but of the Mexican 

federation (ranking 71st)? With federal court’s striking down Texas anti-BDS, pro-Israel oath 

law, this is the third state law of this kind that is judicially struck down after Arizona and 

Kansas. When will state legislatures understand what the First Amendment is? 

* 

"Under the First Amendment there is no such thing as a false idea. However pernicious an 

opinion may seem, we depend for its correction not on the conscience of judges and juries but 

on the competition of other ideas." (U.S. Supreme Court Justice Powell) 

That tells you why La France is a "sh*thole country." 

* 

"It is impossible to concede that by the words freedom of the press the framers of the amendment 

intended to adopt merely the narrow view then reflected by the law of England that such 

freedom consisted only in immunity from previous censorship." (Justice Sutherland) 

I wrote an unpublished memo on free speech protection 1/ in France, 2/ by European 

Court of Human Rights & 3/ in U.S. Indicting for both 1 and 2. Could the U.S. Supreme Court 

consider the proposal of setting up an appeal to the Court by European citizens condemned by 

European courts? Citizens from countries that are parties to the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (UDHR) should be entitled to claim the protection of free speech guaranteed by the 

precedents of the U.S. Supreme Court, as both these countries’ and U.S.’s Constitutions are 

mindful of UDHR and the U.S. Supreme Court precedents showing a more generous approach 

to the question they ipso facto disqualify other parties’ restrictions on free speech as 

illegitimate. The Court is better equipped to judge based on its own precedents, hence the 

proposed appeal procedure. 

(Generous is probably not the right word as in free countries the Constitution is the 

supreme rule on which free citizens agree, but on the other hand the word liberal would tend to 

make the question understood in terms of one party or the other…) 

* 

Case law by the U.S. Supreme Court has made it clear that hate speech laws, which the 

Court has consistently and systematically struck down, are a maneuver to insulate ethnic 

lobbying from democratic scrutiny. Which, by implication, unveils as puppet theatres the so-

called democracies where hate speech laws are enforced (which is about all other democratic 

countries in the world). #GodBlessAmerica #FirstAmendment 

* 

Poll: Do you think that you benefit as much from democracy as politicians do? 
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May-Aug 2019 

 

Twitter Transparency Report for France Jul-Dec 2018: Removal Requests 110: 8% 

compliance. So 92% of requests by French authorities were deemed illegitimate. => France, 

then, has a quick-trigger finger against freedom of speech. 

Compare numbers of removal requests by states/compliance by Twitter (%) Jul-Dec 

2018. 

France 110/8% (as said above) 

Australia 14/15% 

Austria 2/0% 

Belgium 0/0 

Canada 6/0% 

Denmark 4/0% 

Germany 42/12% 

Italy 6/0% 

Norway 0/0 

Portugal 0/0 

Spain 10/0% 

Sweden 0/0 

UK 46/2% 

US 83/0% 

* 

As a Darwinist I prefer a state that teaches Creationism at state schools but lets one free 

to adhere to Darwinism than a state that would make (some brand of) Darwinism a state 

ideology and forbid any other teaching by repressive laws. 
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A First-Amendment Revolution 

 

Aug-Sep 2019 

 

What France needs is a First-Amendment revolution. 

* 

We need answers. Lots of them. (Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, commenting headline ‘Jeffrey 

Epstein Dead in Suicide at Jail, Spurring Inquiries’) 

Congress getting answers supposes that a significant part of its male members be not in 

Epstein’s files. Nor the spouses of female Congress members. 

* 

If Epstein was murdered, the culprit is his successor. 

* 

Hong Kong #antiELAB protesters adopt the name #UmbrellaMovement (same as 2014). 

It reminds me of ‘la révolte des ombrelles,’ the Umbrella Revolt of July 1942 in Cambodia, 

which started the independence movement from French rule in the country. 

* 

It isn’t enough that First Amendment law be protected in the United States. America’s 

alliance and support must be made conditional on First Amendment constitutional reforms, for 

instance in E.U. countries, where there’s hardly any constitutional review worth the name in 

many cases. 

In one of these countries, constitutional control is the task of a council (Conseil 

constitutionnel) where former legislators sit, so these people may be asked to control the 

constitutionality of bills they passed and that actually bear their names! (To hell with ‘Nemo 

judex in causa sua’ could be their motto.) 

* 

Hate speech laws are insane because they repress disparagement only as directed to 

some as if the others were less sensitive to it. #GodBlessAmerica 

* 
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Icy Green 

 

Greenland Shirt 2019 by the National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC) 

I can’t find the surface of Thule Air Base in Greenland although I’ve read Danish 

authorities forcibly took 3,000 square kilometers from Inuits for the U.S. base. 

Please someone give us the figure for the surface of Thule Air Base in Greenland 

("autonomous country of the kingdom of Denmark"). I want to be sure it isn’t the whole surface 

of Greenland already. 

2 

A couple of Danish politicians have made fun of Trump’s #GreenlandPurchase idea, 

drawing huge attention on them in this way, but the truth is that the story of Denmark in 

Greenland is one of colonial abuse: Greenland Reconciliation Commission finds colonization 

did ‘a lot of damage.’ (CBC News, Jan 4, 2018) 

* 

Pia Klemp ❤️ 

I am disgusted to see that the hashtag #PiaKlemp, in homage to the captain of the Sea 

Watch 3, isn’t trending in spite of her refusing the medal vermeil offered by political wrecks. 

Looks like people only aim at one thing in life: A medal. 

* 

Politicianism 

A lawmaker in New Zealand brought his baby to parliament after coming back from paternity 

leave. The House speaker babysat for him during a debate. (AJ+) 

Can I do the same at my job and say there’s a Zealand politico did it? Indecent 

politicianism. They are insulting their constituents, who have no right under the bills they pass 

to do the same as them here. Their constituents must struggle with the finding of and paying 

huge sums for kindergartens. 

"HOT TIP Register your child New Zealand has lots of ECE services, but demand is 

high. Places can be hard to get, especially in the bigger cities and towns. So check early that 

the pre-school you are interested in has room for your child." (newzealandnow.govt.nz "Page 

last updated: 16/05/2019") 
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Good luck. 

"Especially in the bigger cities and towns." Cities are bigger than towns so the lingo 

means: Places are hard to get in cities and even in towns. Remains the countryside but there 

people are used to driving long distances so no one bothers to tell them they will for babysitting 

too. 

It’s cute how you think you know more about NZ than actual NZers because of a line on a 

website. What an ego. (Cate O.) 

For one thing I translated contemporary Maori poetry from NZ and I invite NZers to 

read those poets and poems like Forked Tongues, Our tupuna remain, Comparatively speaking 

there is no struggle, Zigzag Roads, and others with similar social content. Then what’s cuter in 

my eyes is that a NZer deems a website from NZ government such a distorsion of truth that a 

foreigner should consider it garbage. 

[And in further reply to a couple of indignant comments based on the dignified ones’ own 

experience:] 

I have no doubt a petty bourgeois experience is a thing. I don’t mean to be harsh but 

what amazes me is that when your government says demand is high and places can be hard to 

get, you and others say "No, it’s very easy and proof is... me (and my neighbors too)." 

[Then this exchange on my translation skills:] 

Your poetry translation fails to give the tribal affiliation of the poets. Even a NZ rock can see 

you read the words but you don’t really get it. Also, you translated from one colonial language 

to another. You don’t even know te reo! Haere atu! (papango) 

Tribal affiliation would be of little relevance for unspecialized francophone readership. 

The poetry was written in English and I made no attempt at making believe I know te reo (Maori 

language). 

When I write "contemporary Maori poetry" you read "poetry in Maori," ignoring that: 

"As far as Māori literature can be said to exist, it is principally literature in English dealing 

with Māori themes" (Wkpd NZ lit.) Had I translated te reo I’d had said so. You’re a fraud. 

You’re using Wikipedia to tell me about whether or not my own literature exists? You don’t 

even know enough about this country to know our lit, your supposed area of expertise, and 

you’re convinced you know the country better than the people who live here. You egg. 

(papango) 

I quoted a source you can check. In the context "As far as Māori lit can be said to exist, 

it is principally in English," "contemporary Maori poetry" means "in English": I didn’t have to 

be specific as it’s the unusual that must be specified, not the previsible. You had no clue. 

Besides, you admitted failing your French class ["Happily, although you should know 

that I base my entire view of your nation on a section of poems I translated in high school 

French (which I failed) and will be very very upset with anyone who lives there trying to tell 

me it’s in any way different to what was in those."] and, as the original English poems aren’t on 

my blog, where did you read them? You simply can be no judge of my translations and 

antagonize me gratuitously. 
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* 

Amazonas Grand Hotel 

Amazon forest fires extend plantation and mining areas as aimed by Brazilian 

government. Forestal destruction is also required by Solid State Entity i.e. autonomous AI 

located in hardware, to which humidity needed by biological organisms, including humans, is 

adverse. SSE needs a dry desert. 

2 

As deforestation of Amazonia has always been on Bolsonaro’s platform, #AmazonFires 

are, if he didn’t start them, providential for him and the people he serves. After the fires are 

over, I guess he won’t "re-forest" but plant soybean and open mines as he said he would on 

deforested areas. 

Yet I think Bolsonaro may have started the fires, precisely because deforestation has 

been on his political platform. For everybody knows political platforms are the most invisible 

thing in the world. 

"Would I have started fires criminally after saying I’d deforest within the law, signing 

the needed decrees? It can’t be me, it’s NGOs in order to ruin my government’s reputation." 

Yet fires started criminally have no culprit unless found by investigators. That’s the difference 

with legal deforestation. 

* 

As public officials we can’t really sue, and just have to live with all the vile untrue things people 

say about us. (Ilhan Omar) 

It is wise of U.S. law to make libel lawsuits hardly winnable for public officials, as an 

official’s career exposes him or her to public scrutiny as a matter of democratic values. People 

around the world envy the Americans for their wise jurisprudence. 

Please note that in European countries public officials don’t have the scruples you here 

express about suing for libel, and they sue for libel, as national laws not only make the case 

winnable but also skew the judicial process to the officials’ advantage. 

2 

Justice Clarence Thomas called for the Supreme Court to reconsider New York Times v. 

Sullivan, the landmark First Amendment ruling that makes it hard for public officials to prevail 

in libel suits. (NYT Politics) 

That would be the end of American Exceptionalism and Manifest Destiny. 
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Sep 2019 

 

Hong Kong Protests 

According to the 1985 Joint Declaration on the transfer of sovereignty, Hong Kong is 

due to be fully integrated in mainland Chinese one-party regime in 2047 (28 years from today). 

How could the people of Hong Kong submit willingly? 

2 

"In accordance with the ‘One country, two systems’ principle agreed between the United 

Kingdom and the People’s Republic of China, the socialist system of the People’s Republic of 

China would not be practised in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR), and 

Hong Kong’s previous capitalist system and its way of life would remain unchanged for a 

period of 50 years. This would have left Hong Kong unchanged until 2047." (Wkpd page 

Handover of Hong Kong) 

Why write "would have left" rather than "would leave"? The Declaration says that 

Chinese Socialism will fully apply in Hong Kong after 50 years (1997-2047), which no doubt 

means, for the PRC, full socio-political ‘normalization’ of Hong Kong (the end of One Country 

Two Systems). 

I have a bad feeling about 2047... 

* 

What’s Wrong With U.S. Whistleblowers Legislation 

Government employees are only protected by the First Amendment when they are 

speaking as private citizens. If their speech is part of their official job duties, then they can be 

fired or disciplined for it (Garcetti v. Ceballos, 2006). 

"Government employees who are performing whistleblowing functions are not 

protected by the First Amendment, since reporting misconduct is often part of an employee’s 

official duties." (freedomforuminstitute.org) 

It results from the preceding that a (civil servant) whistleblower who performs 

whistleblowing, because public reporting would entail overwhelming retaliation, is not 

protected by the First Amendment, nor is the employee who reports publicly, as he then acts as 

an official employee. Thus, no civil servant who reports misconduct is protected by the First 

Amendment. 

* 

First Amendment and the New Agora 

Isn’t it strange that "The First Amendment does not impact the ability of private citizens 

and organizations to punish or limit speech" (freedomforuminstitute.org), thus allows Twitter, 
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as a private company, to suppress speech according to its own rules, and at the same time "a 

judge ruled that President Trump could not block people from following him on Twitter. It was 

the most prominent in a series of rulings finding that access to public figures on social media is 

a constitutional right" [as] "public officials use these accounts to conduct official business or 

make announcements" &, as a commentator puts it, "social media is where so much of our 

public discourse is happening these days" (governing.com, Sorry Politicians, You Can’t Block 

Critics on Twitter, Sep 2018). Twitter private company has the First Amendment power to 

decide what speech is allowed on its platform "where so much of our public discourse is 

happening these days." That objectively makes it a bigger (potential) censor than any 

government of bygone ages. As a matter of fact, platforms like Twitter, but especially Twitter, 

are becoming the Agora (public forum) of the IT age. On these privately owned platforms, 

public officials and constituents alike obey the discretionary rules of the private owner. 

* 

Privately-run Public Libraries and the First Amendment 

A Florida library once only allowed teens with parental permission to check out The 

Autobiography of Malcolm X, because of its “anti-white racism.” (ACLU=American Civil 

Liberties Union) 

Was it a privately-run library? If it was such a library, shouldn’t the rule apply to its 

private management: "The First Amendment does not impact the ability of private citizens and 

organizations to limit speech"? 

Another question: Does ACLU see its role as that of a pressure group pressing private 

organizations to promote, or at least to avoid limiting access to some kind of speech, or does it 

also question the constitutionality of that First Amendment interpretation according to which 

private organization can limit speech? (The principle that private organizations can limit speech 

is not the letter of the First Amendment and results from precedent.) 

According to E.U. law, the private management would, unless I’m mistaken, abide by 

the public regulations. But E.U. law makes no difference between public and private 

organizations as to prohibited speech. In the E.U., private organizations cannot limit speech any 

more than public organizations; that would be discrimination based on speech†. Yet the 

difference with U.S. is also that E.U. law prohibits a much larger range of speech. So a private 

organization would not be allowed either, any more than a public one, to give access to such 

prohibited speech. 

†I am probably overoptimistic regarding the existence of what I here call speech-based 

discrimination in the E.U. 

I link to a Center for Digital Education’s paper called Privately-Run Libraries Expand 

Throughout U.S. (2015) and the question is whether these privately-run libraries are public or 

private organizations re First Amendment law. "A Maryland company that runs public libraries 

faces opposition as it seeks to add the 24 libraries in California’s Kern County to its portfolio 

of 82 in six states." That company might invoke the principle that "the First Amendment does 

not impact the ability of private organizations to limit speech" and thus would be fully justified 

by U.S. law to limit access to such books as the Autobiography of Malcolm X. 
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2 

If the librarians had the right to act as they did (for instance because it was a privately 

run library and the private company had as such a First Amendment right to limit speech), the 

fact that they changed their minds about the autobiography of Malcolm X does not mean they 

don’t have other books restricted in the same fashion. What gain is this for civil liberties if a 

librarian has the right to implement such policies and only changes her mind about this or that 

book, leaving the status of all other restricted books in her library unchanged? Once, that 

librarian in Florida limited access to The Autobiography but then she saw the light and decided 

to grant her customers full access to the book. At the same time another librarian in Georgia 

decided to limit access to a collection of speeches by Malcom because it is his right… 
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Sep-Oct 2019 

 

Hong Kong Mask Ban 

Hours after Carrie Lam announced an anti-mask law to take effect tomorrow, masked 

protesters gather in Central (A. McN., reporter for Bloomberg) 

The way toward full normalization of Hong Kong in the People’s Republic of China 

(2047 end of One Country Two Systems) goes through French-like anti-mask law. 

2 

France is the true model for Carrie Lam as I guess we are the only country in the world 

to have not one but two antimask laws: 1/ the general 2010 law prohibiting masks on the public 

space; & 2/ the special 2019 law prohibiting masks in demonstrations. 

Generally speaking, demonstrations take place on the public space... The April 2019 bill 

was thus already included in the 2010 general law but the French legislator felt an 

overwhelming urge to express a thirst for repression. They wanted to make it a much severer 

offense to wear a mask in demonstrations than otherwise on the public space (go figure). So we 

have these two laws and today in a demonstration in France 😷 = 1 year prison & 15.000€ fine. 

3 

Today in Paris. We stand with Uighurs. We stand with Hong Kong. Hong Kong Protests happen 

in France too. [With picture showing masked protestors.] 

These peaceful demonstrators are liable to prosecution under the Article 6 of April 2019 

#Anticasseurs Law for concealing their faces in a demonstration. They incur one year 

imprisonment and 15.000 euros fine. 

The #anticasseurs bill applies to demonstrations where violences occur or are 

susceptible to occur†, so a prosecuted person may argue, if violences did not occur, that 

violences were not susceptible to occur. He must only hope the judge won’t ask him to prove 

it, for who can tell beforehand that violences are susceptible to occur or not? 

†(Likely to occur would be, I feel, an inadequate translation of the French ‘susceptibles de se 

produire.’ Events ‘susceptibles de se produire’ do not necessarily have to be likely, it is only 

that no condition existed that would have made their occuring impossible.) 

If it turns out violences were not susceptible to occur in the demonstration, then the 

prosecuted demonstrator will only be fined a few hundred euros for concealing his or her face 

on the public space (2010 bill). 

* 
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PKK and State Apology of Terrorism 

American Defense Secretary Ashton Carter confirms [before the US Senate] "substantial ties" 

between the PYD/YPG and PKK. [with a video excerpt from the hearing] 

I can’t understand that when the American Defense Secretary acknowledges 1/the link 

between the YPG and the PKK & 2/the terrorist organization status of the PKK according not 

only to Turkey but also to the US, the question should be "Is Turkey okay with the US arming 

the YPG?" (a question from Senator Graham) and not "Is the US okay with the US arming the 

YPG?" 

To the question "Is Turkey okay with the US arming the YPG/PKK?" the answer is 

obvious as one can assume consistency. But to the question "Is the US okay with the US helping 

the YPG/PKK?" the answer is problematic as the question evidences the lack of consistency of 

the US. 

When the US armed and otherwise helped the YPG, an organization with "substantial 

links" to the PKK which is on the US terror list, thus arming an organization it declares its duty 

to combat, the US government committed mischief toward US citizens, as the latter are liable 

to courts of law for supporting the PKK. When a country declares an organization ‘terrorist,’ it 

combats it even against its own citizens (those who would support the organization), so when 

that country in fact arms that organization, this means it represses its own citizenry 

unconstitutionally (for no reason). The US government nor any other government have a 

constitutional right to arm an organization at the same time that, by calling that organization 

‘terrorist’ and having it placed on a terror list, it suppresses the right of the people to show 

support to that organization. 

2 

Arming Kurds affiliated to the PKK, an organization on the US terror list, was mischief 

against US citizens, for the war against terror was then waged not against the organization itself 

but against US citizens, by suppressing the freedom of speech of those who would support the 

organization, and other liberties such as the freedom to spend one’s money as one sees fit 

(donations to the PKK would be liable to prosecution as far as US citizens were concerned 

while their government was arming the PKK via the Syrian YPG). 

To be sure, I do not know the exact consequences, as far as civil liberties in the US are 

concerned, of having an organization placed on an US official terror list. The First Amendment 

might still protect the rights of US citizens to express verbal support for that organization –this 

has to be checked– but it is safe to assume that this listing must have some consequences on 

civil liberties. In France the consequences are drastic, and there is at least one French 

representative who publicly acknowledges the link between the YPG and the PKK: "Le PKK 

est lié d’une manière ou d’une autre aux combattants du Rojava. Ce n’est pas tout à fait la 

même chose mais il y a des liens." (Éric Coquerel) He then asks the removal of the PKK from 

the EU terror list. (As we have seen that an EU citizen can be fined for asking the very same 

thing, I assume he deems his utterance protected by his immunities as a representative, although 

these immunities actually do not extend beyond the precincts of the House.) As the PKK is on 

the EU terror list, EU citizens can be prosecuted for supporting a terrorist organization when 

they support an organization that is ‘our ally’ (according to representative Coquerel’s words) 

in the war against Daesh. 
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I have got the information I needed on this point and my assumption, which I knew was 

safe, is indeed correct (see quotes below). Transborder speech of the kind alluded to is hardly 

protected by the First Amendment. Therefore the US government that financially assisted an 

organization known by specialists as a branch of another organization on the US terror list was 

violating the federal law, its advertised commitment to the rule of law notwithstanding. By 

withdrawing American support to the Kurds, President Trump restored the rule of law in the 

United States. To the best of my knowledge, the criminal activities (according to federal statute) 

of the US public officials involved in supporting a Kurdish terrorist organization have not been 

tried to date. 

Quotes from Ronald J. Krotoszynski, Jr. (University of Alabama School of Law), The 

Disappearing First Amendment, Cambridge University Press, 2019: 

Holder v. Humanitarian Law Project [US Supreme Court, 2010] sustained a flat ban on any contact with 

foreign organizations listed on a State Department terrorist-group watch list. The Humanitarian Law 

Project (HLP) sought to teach peaceful dispute resolution techniques, and principles of international law, 

to Kurdish rebels (members of the Partiya Karkeran Kurdistan or PKK). The Supreme Court sustained 

the federal government’s criminal ban on this entirely peaceful, non-violent, speech and associational 

activity. Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr., explained that ‘in regulating the particular forms of support 

that plaintiffs seek to provide to foreign terrorist organizations, Congress has pursued that objective 

[national security] consistent with the limitations of the First and Fifth Amendments.’ (p. 122) 

Humanitarian Law Project involved a First Amendment challenge to a federal statute that criminalized 

‘knowingly provid[ing] material support or resources to a foreign terrorist organization.’ Humanitarian 

Law Projet (HLP) sought to teach peaceful dispute resolution techniques to the Partiya Karkeran 

Kurdistan (PKK); the federal government listed the PKK as a ‘foreign terrorist organization,’ and, 

accordingly, providing the PKK with ‘material support’ constituted a crime. HLP argued that, as applied 

to their associational activities with the PKK, which involved instruction in peaceful dispute resolution 

techniques, section 2339B violated the First Amendment. 

The Supreme Court rejected HLP’s First Amendment claims. The statute was not impermissibly vague 

in proscribing ‘material support’ because ‘a person of ordinary intelligence’ would understand the 

statute’s scope of application. The majority also rejected HLP’s more general free speech claims, holding 

that because ‘[p]roviding foreign terrorist groups with material support in any form’ has the effect of 

furthering terrorism, the federal government had ‘adequately substantiated [its] determination that, to 

serve the Government’s interest in preventing terrorism, it was necessary to prohibit providing material 

support in the form of training, expert advice, personnel, and services to foreign terrorist groups, even if 

the supporters meant to promote only the groups’ nonviolent ends.’ Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the 

majority, observed that ‘[a]t bottom, plaintiffs simply disagree with the considered judgment of Congress 

and the Executive that providing material support to a designated foreign terrorist organization – even 

seemingly benign support – bolsters the terrorist activities of that organization. (pp. 141-142) 

Well, "training, expert advice, personnel, and services" are presumably what the US 

government provided to the YPG in the fight against IS at the same time that it was curtailing 

the freedoms of and criminalizing those Americans who, like HLP, did just the same. 

To be sure, the YPG was (probably) not on the terror list, only the PKK was. So one 

wonders whether it is not the US government itself that asked the PKK to create a new 

organization, the YPG, merely a new name for the same people or a new department inside the 

very same organization, in exchange of its training, expert advice etc, in order to preserve an 

illusion of legality at home. 

* 
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Staffing Policy and Speech Police 

REMINDER: One of the amicus briefs filed in our opponents’ favor literally stated that any 

decision in favor of not letting employers fire people for being LGBTQ “will promote sexual 

anarchy and gender tyranny.” (ACLU) 

A private business has no discretionary power over its staffing policy (Title VII). So 

why is a private organization allowed to deny service to a person of color, as stated in the 

precedent Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis (1972)? ("The Court held that the Moose Lodge’s 

refusal to serve food to Irvis because he was black did not violate the 14th Amendment. The 

Court found the Moose Lodge ‘a private social club in a private building,’ thus not subject to 

the Equal Protection Clause.") And why has a private organization such as Facebook the right 

to limit free speech? If a private organization has no discretionary power over its staffing policy, 

I see no justification for allowing a private organization to limit or suppress free speech. 

Limiting private organizations’ discretionary powers on staffing sends the signal that 

the rights of minorities are superior not only to the values of free enterprise but also to the values 

of First Amendment, when private organizations keep their power to limit free speech even 

though they have lost discretionary policing of their own staffing. 

The standard remark that customers who object to a business’ staffing or other policy 

are free to stop patronizing that business, is more consistent with freedom values than the idea 

of ruling the staffing of private business by law. 

In the US a private organization is free to limit or suppress free speech, thus the 

government only has to tell X or Y what speech they want to suppress (e.g. for the sake of 

national security) in order to fully circumvent the First Amendment. Besides, private 

organizations don’t decide freely about their own staffing. 

Forcing private employers’ choice by law borders on lunacy. Employers’ power is de 

facto discretionary. If they want to fire a person, where a ‘good reason’ doctrine holds the law 

tells them they cannot base this on discrimination, so they’ll have to find another motive, and 

anything goes. On the other hand minority employees are entitled to contest juridictionally any 

job termination as discriminatory, which makes these employees objectively toxic to the 

employer. At the same time it will entrench them in the job market more securely than other 

employees; an employer facing redundancy decisions will favor firing non-minority over 

minority employees because of the discrimination suit he or she would face as a result of firing 

a person who belongs to a protected minority. 

2 

Private organizations can refuse to serve food to black men (Moose Lodge No. 107 

v. Irvis) but, as employers, they cannot discriminate against blacks. Do you know why? Because 

a person can’t prove he has been discriminated against on account of his race in most cases. 

When you refuse service, it is plain whether you refuse service to some categories, and based 

on what characteristics. When you fire people, you can advance any (legal) justification: It’s 

the redundant employee’s word against yours. 
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The right to free speech is the right to not be silenced by the government. Facebook is not the 

government. 

Yes, this is First Amendment law according not to the letter of the Amendment but to 

precedent. My point was that I thought this interpretation of free speech by precedent was 

because of free enterprise but as title VII dictates their employment policies to entrepreneurs I 

must be wrong, it’s got to be something else, like the US government not wanting free speech 

on the Web. 

Why would a country with a Title VII claim it defends free enterprise re speech police 

but not re employment policy, if not because it is so easy for the government to suppress free 

speech via pressuring a couple of oligopolistic business owners of internet plaforms? 

Because “the government” is not using Facebook to silence anyone. Facebook is abiding by 

their AUP [Acceptable Use Policy]. And when employment policy appears to violate the law, 

we discuss it to gain clarity. 

Your naïveté leaves me speechless. You simply cannot dismiss the possibility that the 

government may pressure business groups. Governments have many ways. With your naïveté 

the Founding Fathers would have never written a Constitution. The essence of constitutional 

thinking is to never rule out the possibility of governmental mischief. You made the allegation 

that there is no pressure on Facebook: The onus of the proof is on you. 

* 

World Day Against the Death Penalty 

The death penalty is racist, arbitrary, and error-prone. It normalizes the extreme sentences that 

are at the core of our incarceration crisis. On World Day Against the Death Penalty, join us to 

learn why it’s time for the US to abolish it once and for all. (ACLU, Oct 10, 2019) 

Death sentences show a centennial rising tendency in the US (enclosed, p.1, document 

from the Bureau of Justice Statistics 1953-2010). From extremely low figures in the fifties it 

went to a peak in 2000 and then decreased but very slowly comparing with the ascending slope 

of 1975-2000. We will probably agree that such a slope is steeper than that of US demographics, 

so if it is true that death penalty is ‘racist,’ then the figures show that, contrary to expectations, 

racism has been increasing in American society. 

2 

"It’s time for the US to abolish it once and for all." "Once and for all" means the US has 

already progressed in the direction of abolishing the death penalty, but in fact it has gone in the 

opposite direction. 

3 

36 US states and the federal government impose capital punishment for some crimes. 

That’s about three-fourths of US legislatures (72.5%). 

* 
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The independence of Catalonia would have consequences for France as there are 

historical parts of Catalonia and native speakers of Catalan on French territory. It would have 

consequences for EU as well, as nobody knows if independence would not lead to #Cataxit. 

Indeed, if Catalonia is no longer part of Spain but remains part of EU, Catalans may find out 

the rules are the same and nothing has changed, for Spain is part of EU which is a supranational 

set of binding rules. So I see no prospect of major change in independence without a Cataxit. 

As this certainly is the reasoning that is made also by EU authorities, Catalan independentists 

must be in their cross-hairs, and the harsh judicial sentences that were pronounced against their 

leaders are as much the result of European policy as that of Spanish law. 

Catalans are part of EU as part of Spain. If an independant Catalonia is also part of EU, 

Catalan independence is only formal as the new country will abide by the same set of binding 

rules of EU origin. (There’s no veto for small countries in the EU legislative process.) If, on the 

other hand, the EU accepts the membership of independent Catalonia, that could imply an 

#Spaxit: Would Spain want to remain in the EU beside Catalonia, the independence of which it 

had opposed? If you slap a man in the face, his wallet will be telling him he’d better not react 

but the likelihood is he will. The economy is largely irrelevant in the issue (and more irrelevant 

in general than people assume). If the reason why Catalonia wants to leave Spain is really the 

current economic transfers from Catalonia to other parts of Spain, transfers will still occur 

inside the EU, independence will not change that.  
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24 

Grøxit 

 

Oct-Nov 2019 

 

Unbalanced Democracy 

 

"The people in the blue area outnumber the people in the grey area." [I didn’t find the source 

for this map, the anonymous tweeb who posted it said no word about it.] 

Thence you can infer that a person’s vote in the blue area weighs much lower than a 

person’s vote in the grey area in national elections, except in single-district systems (with one 

district covering the whole country). 

Take Australia, with a tiny blue speck on her South-Eastern coast. They’ve got federal 

elections for two Houses of Parliament. Besides this, I know nothing of their electoral system 

but if it isn’t a single-district system I can imagine two alternatives. 1/ Each district sends in an 

equal number of representatives: then Australia is dead as a democracy. 2/ Each district sends 

in a different number of MPs according to demographics, but then, given the concentration of 

the population as evidenced by the map, a fair number would be something like 100 MPs for 

the blue speck and 1 MP for each other district and I’m sure the actual figures don’t show such 

discrepancies as would reflect the true demographic ones. So constituents in the tiny blue speck 

remain at a disadvantage, they are second-class citizens as far as the ballot is concerned. 

As an aside (so to speak), the ballot-disadvantaged blue speck concentrates the 

proletariat of the country (as demographic concentration follows industrial/economic 

concentration). 

* 

Pentagon “likely” to send tanks and armored units to eastern Syria to protect the oil fields. 

The spin on Syria’s oil fields is about making the thing look rational ("the economy"). 

Yet the oil you pay with a costly military occupation is more expensive than the oil you get 

through deals, usually. 
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2 

Timing (of about ten days) 

-Trump announces US withdrawal from Syria  

-After outcry Trump cancels withdrawal "because of the oil fields" 

-ISIS leader Baghdadi is killed by US soldiers in Syria 

🎲 🎲 

* 

Does the U.S. not having an official language give U.S. citizens the right to address a 

state or federal administration in any language and the right to a reply in the language used in 

the address? And why not? 

* 

Sant Bhindranwale 

Bhindranwale never demanded Khalistan: Subramanian Swamy (HT Punjab, 29 Apr, 2018) 

(This piece of news raised my attention because I was Swamy’s student at Harvard 

Summer School 2004 and besides the name ‘Subramanian’ appeared in a collection of 

Bhindranwale’s speeches that I was reading at the time of learning the news, so I wanted to 

know if the Subramanian named by Bhindranwale was Subramanian Swamy.) 

In Struggle for Justice: Speeches and Conversations of Sant Jarnail Singh Khalsa 

Bhindranwale, Sikh Educational & Religious Foundation, Dublin, Ohio, 1999), Bhindranwale 

names a few times a Subramanian "who is a prominent representative of a party," and calls him 

a "jackal" (p.133). Could it be Subramanian Swamy? 

Bhindranwale’s Speech 14 of May 1983 (excerpt): Subramanian said this. He said: 

"When the Emergency was declared, I grew a beard, put a turban, and changed my name to 

Singh." I asked him why. He said: "To hide [from oppression]." I replied: "Sikhism is Kalgidhar 

Ji’s jungle. In it there are tigers and leopards. Jackals also hide in it. If a jackal like yourself 

also found an excuse [to join it] in order to hide, it is not our fault." He said: "I accept defeat." 

(End of quotation; brackets are from the transcripts and not mine) Who is that Subramanian 

"who is a prominent representative of a [political] party"? 

I hope such quotation and my suggestion that the politician told of by Bhindranwale was 

Subramanian Swamy was not found offensive by Swamy’s supporters if they happened to read 

these tweets of mine. I have already talked of Subramanian Swamy on this blog, where I recall 

his intellectual (he’s an economist of international repute) and political achievements and stress 

my disapproval of his dismissal from his position at the Harvard Summer School faculty. Given 

what has been happening in Kashmir lately, I add that he may also be considered one of the 

intellectual warrants of the Indian authorities’ action there. 

As to Subramanian’s demand that the files relative to Operation Blue Star be 

declassified (Hindustan Times, Oct 1, 2018), it is a praiseworthy initiative to help shed more 

light on this sensitive issue. On June 7, 2019, he tweeted the following: "Operation Bluestar 

was a Soviet Union conspiracy to make us [India] more dependent on USSR for our defence 
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against Pak. This way Soviets could pincer attack being then in Afghanistan. It was TDK [Sonia 

Gandhi, according to a webpage, swamy39abbreviations, which explains the abbreviations used 

by Subramanian on Twitter] who kept pressing Indira to attack Sant Bhindranwale. So did 

Surjeet of CPM [sic for CPI(M), Communist Party of India, then led by Harkishan Singh 

Surjeet]." 

As to his statement according to which, as quoted by Hindustan Times, "Bhindranwale 

never demanded Khalistan," it is confirmed by Bhindranwale’s speeches, although 

Bhindranwale laid down conditions for the Sikhs not demanding Khalistan, for instance: 

We do not seek [Khalistan], but if it is given us we shall not refuse. If they keep us with them, 

among them, we shall not accept living as second class citizens. We shall live as first class 

citizens and work as equal partners. Whatever concessions are available to others, [for 

example] the convenience that Pawan Kumar has – of keeping two hundred and thirty grenades, 

[should as well be available to] any person with ‘Singh’ in his name. (July 30, 1983, p. 211, 

brackets are from the transcripts and not mine) There are many other similar utterances. 

Bhindranwale’s demand was one of equal rights for Sikhs under the Constitution of India, a 

perfectly legitimate demand were it not that India’s government said the Sikhs already had 

equal rights and their requests were therefore unconstitutional. The example taken in this quote 

by Bhindranwale is admittedly odd, refering to an obscure case of which he speaks at length; 

another example is therefore in order: I have been asked many times by our newspaper friends 

about my opinion regarding Khalistan. I have but one answer for all of them: I do not oppose 

it nor do I support it as yet. In all tape-recordings this has been my statement: I neither oppose 

it nor support it. It is the business of the Center [transcriber’s note: Government of India] and 

not mine. The Center should tell us if it wishes to keep these turbaned people with it or not. … 

If they wish to stay with us, they should give us our share. We have given ninety heads, all the 

rest of them have given ten [transcriber’s note: Reference is to the 93 Sikhs having been hanged 

to death by the British during India’s struggle for freedom]. (Dec 31, 1983, pp. 327-8) 

2 

I believe I have got confirmation of the fact that named Subramanian is indeed 

Subramanian Swamy. In the Punjabi film Dharam Yudh Morcha (2016) by Ranesh S. Garg, 

there is one scene for which the English subtitles translate the narration thus: "This story is 

about the time when Subramaniam Swami (sic) had visited Sant Ji for a week at Darbar Sahib." 

As there is no other mention of the character elsewhere in the film, I guess the name S.S. is well 

known in Punjab as that of the politician I am talking about, as is Subramanian’s visit to the 

Darbar Sahib. Filmmaker Garg seems to be making of the visit an endorsement of Bhindranwale 

by Subramanian, otherwise it is not clear why Garg would have included a mention of the visit 

in the film. This also appears to endow Subramanian with national prominence as a politician 

in India. 

3 

Waheguru ji ka khalsa, Waheguru ji ki fateh. 

Struggle for Justice: Speeches and Conversations of Sant Jarnail Singh Khalsa Bhindranwale, 

(Sikh Educational & Religious Foundation, Dublin, Ohio, 1999). Translated from Punjabi audio 

and video recordings by Ranbir Singh Sandhu. 
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From the reading I have noted the following. This is not meant as a good sample from 

Sant Bhindranwale’s thinking, only a couple of things which called my attention and I would 

like to share. 

Lxix (from the foreword) to date Amnesty International is still not allowed into Punjab. 

23 (early 1982, in a college in Karnal) (Here, Sant Bhindranwale recites a poem, a verse by Bhai Nihal 

Singh, about the merits of one who is united with the Guru. This has not been included in this translation.) 

When the elephant was caught by an octopus, he prayed. God came from heaven and saved the elephant’s 

life. The same way, when India, the elephant, was caught by Aurangzeb, the octopus, who wanted to 

drown the elephant in the river of Shariat using his imperial order, the religion and the Shariat to tie it 

up, at that time, India, the elephant, in the form of Kashmiri Pundits appealed to Guru Tegh Bahaadar 

Sabib. God-like Guru Gobind Singh Ji met him. Instead of the Chakra, wielding an arrow, he cut the 

bonds of Shariat imposed by Aurangzeb the octopus and saved India, the elephant, from the pain of 

subjugation by Muslims. 

63 (13 March 1983) I asked the Hindus who came to see me today … What is the trouble now? To get 

the right to speak Hindi, to get a Hindi-speaking state, to get a Hindu city declared a holy city, to get a 

train named after a Hindu temple, to have Hindus declared a nation, to confidently wear the religious 

symbols of his Faith, after India’s achieving freedom, has even a single Hindu suffered imprisonment 

even for one hour? They replied: « No one has suffered. » I told them: To speak Punjabi, to get a Punjabi-

speaking state, to get their religious city declared a holy city, to get a train named after Harmandar Sahib, 

to get the Sikhs described as a separate nation, to always wear their religious symbol, the kirpaan, since 

the time India got freedom, over two hundred thousand Sikhs have gone to jail. There have been 

innumerable martyrdoms. All this has had no effect. 

79 (27 March 1983) Note what our Father, Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji, says: « Without weapons and 

hair, a man is but a sheep. Held by the ear, he can be taken anywhere. Listen, my beloved Sikh, this is my 

command: Without weapons and hair, do not come to my presence. » He says: « Whoever is my Sikh, 

whoever is my son, he should keep hair uncut and carry weapons. » … [R]estrictions are applied on those 

whose Father has ordered that they never be without weapons. This is a challenge. 

103 (11 May 1983) In order to destroy religion, on all sides and in every manner, vile tactics have been 

initiated. To defeat these tactics, the entire Panth assembled under one leadership and started recruitment 

of mar-jeevras [translator’s note: Mar-jeevras means those who have to sacrifice their lives]. 

109 (11 May 1983) I asked him [Jethamalani, i.e. Ram Jethmalani, see p.108: « I had a conversation with 

Subramaniam and Ram Jethamalani »]: Section 25 of the Indian Constitution says Jains are Hindu, Budhs 

are Hindu, and Sikhs are Hindu. If the entire population of India is one nation, what was the need to 

specially name these three in the Constitution? He said: « I have no answer. » Here is a lawyer of the 

Supreme Court. He charges twelve thousand rupees for each hour of debate and he says: « I have no 

answer. » I cannot help it if they have no answer. 

110 (11 May 1983) He [Jethamalani] said: « Hindus are being unfairly treated, there is communalism in 

the minds of many Sikhs. » I asked him : When the protests against the emergency [transl.’s note: 1975-

1977] was going on, were handcuffs put on Longowal? He said: « No. » I asked: How about Talwandi, 

Tohra, Badal, other Sikh leaders; Bhindranwale? He said : « No one was handcuffed. » I asked him who 

were arrested? He said: « Hindus. » I said: What then was the need for us to launch a protest from the 

Takhat Sahib ? It was because we believed in brotherhood of all. We had love for humanity. We had firm 

convition in the teaching « Nanak says: God’s name is glorious. » We followed the teaching: « There is 

food for all in accepting Your Will. » That was the reason we started the struggle from here to get you 

released from jail. [Translator’s note: Reference is to the Akali protest against the declaration of national 

emergency and curtailment of civil liberties in 1975 by Mrs. Indira Gandhi.] 

158 (10 June 1983) The Great Man [Sant Kartar Singh Bhindranwale], now abiding in the Region of 

Truth, used to say: « Brother, when the politicians have to get votes, they call a donkey their father and 

once they are in the chair, they start calling their father a donkey. » 
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177 (6 July 1983) There is someone (inaudible) who has written a book in fifty-two chapters. It is in 

English. This friend’s name is Tendulkar. The heading of the book is Mahatma. It has twenty-two parts. 

In the seventh part, on page 374, Mahatma Gandhi himself said: « In Hindostan I recognize only Hindus, 

Muslims and Sikhs; I do not recognize any other. » Subhash Chander Bose too has written a book. On 

page 309 of this book, Khalsa Ji, Subhash Chander Bose has accepted that the Sikh Nation, Hindu Nation 

and Muslim Nation are the three nations and there is no other nation (in India). 

353 (1 February 1984) Did India achieve freedom through the spinning wheel of the hypocrite whom 

greedy men call ‘Father of the Nation’? It was Bhagat Singh who was hanged. It was Udham Singh who 

went to kill O’Dwyer. Was freedom obtained through putting some shots into the side (of the oppressors) 

or through the wooden strips of the spinning wheel? If a strip of wood is blown at the Khem border by a 

cannonball, they run away and do not stop short of Delhi. Those with kachheras, beards, and kirpaans in 

their gaatras, those who have ‘Singh’ in their names and were prepared to sacrifice their lives are killed 

there (at the border) and the ‘father of the nation’ is Gandhi? What is the benefit of saying this? 

422 (1 April 1984) We have learnt that two or three days back some transfers among officers have taken 

place. In districts where Sikh officers occupied high offices, they have been removed and Hindu officers 

put in their places. In particular, in this sacred city of Amritsar the Sikh S.S.P. [Senior Superintendent of 

Police] has been replaced by a Hindu. In Gurdaspur District, Pandey, the man who threw a bomb at a jeep 

in the Mananwala incident whereby two Singhs achieved martyrdom, has been brought in from 

Hoshiarpur. It is the same in other districts. We have twelve districts in Punjab. Among these, only three 

have Sikhs at high positions, there are Hindus in the other nine. There is only a rare Sikh to be seen on 

the High Court, a majority of them are Hindus. In other states, Sikhs in high offices are hard to find. If 

asked, they reply that the Sikhs are smaller in numbers and appointments are made according to numerical 

strength. In Punjab Sikhs are in a majority but even here the Hindus are four times the Sikhs in high 

positions. There is only one explanation for this; that if the time comes when it becomes necessary to 

finish Sikhs off, Hindus can take a stand to smother Sikhs. This is why transfers are being effected. 

433 (1 April 1984) Indira Gandhi has made a statement a couple of days back. She has said: « How can 

the control of a border state be handed over to people in whom the public no longer has faith? » You can 

interpret it and see what it means. She does not like Sikhs to have control in Punjab but no Hindu has 

condemned this. 

* 

Icy Green 2: From Grøxit to Greenland Deal 

The problem for pensioners from abroad who want to settle down in Greenland is that 

the Danish currency makes it so expensive. Solution: #GreenlandDeal #GreenlandPurchase 

2 

Stark numbers of Greenlanders are found among Denmark’s homeless population: 

Aalborg 27%, Odense 15%, Copenhagen 12%. (Source : dr.dk, Nov 3, 2019) 

3 

#Grøxit/#Groexit: In 1979 Greenland became autonomous inside the Kingdom of 

Denmark and in 1982 it voted to leave Europe (and Grøxit became effective in 1985). 

* 

Midway 

A few remarks about #MidwayMovie by Roland Emmerich. 

1-Contrary to my (admittedly scant) reading on the topic but also Clint Eastwood’s 

Letters from Iwo Jima, here the Japanese forces are described as superior to the U.S.’s on all 
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counts (numbers and military technology). It seems extremely unlikely. Kamikazes were started 

when the Japanese realized that their fighter aircrafts were no match for the U.S.’s, whose 

technological advance was unbridgeable. Moreover Japanese industrial capacity was small 

compared to that of the United States. 

Considering Japan’s alleged numerical and technological superiority in WW2 according 

to the movie, the message is it’s the brilliant guy in slippers at the cipher bureau won the war… 

Wait till we face the numerical and tech match of China. 

2-Doolittle’s indiscriminate air bombing of Tokyo was a war crime. Strange that this 

character is later heard saying, about the Japanese in China: "What are their targets? There are 

only civilians here!" Was his own excuse for the Tokyo raid that his planes might have (by 

chance) hit military targets? 

3-About officers’ humaneness with their boys, French philosopher Alain (Émile 

Chartier), who fought in WWI, has something to say, and it’s that there is no such humaneness. 

When a high-ranking officer with no knowledge whatsoever of current field conditions orders 

men to attack the enemy through a muddy field where they will be bogged down, you shut up 

and die and the brass gets off scot-free. So I start seeing with respect the custom of Japanese 

officers, as described in Midway, to harakiri (seppuku) after a dramatic failure, and I can only 

wish to serve under Nippon-like officers in the next war rather than under the kind of officers 

described by Alain from his own experience. 

* 

"There is no reason to fear low-skilled migration." Nobel prize-winning economist Esther Duflo 

says "the effect of low-skilled migration on low-skilled wages is zero". (Channel 4 News) 

Supply-demand models are BS? She must explain how her paradoxical (no matter how 

politically correct) conclusions fit in the science. When supply grows, the equilibrium price 

(wages) must decrease: that’s the science. Say it isn’t science once for all. 

"For example when Cubans came to Miami in big waves, when Castro gave them the green 

light for a short period, you had a huge wave of Cuban migrants, and David Card, a labour 

economist at Berkeley, studied this episode and looked at what happened to the wages of the 

low-skilled people in Miami, compared to other similar cities. Nothing." (Duflo) 

Does the Miami study include illegal work (black market)? 

"Opposite, in the 1960s, there was already a lot of protests against migrants and so finally 

Kennedy decided to send back home all the temporary migrants that were working on farms in 

California. What happened to wages? Nothing. … When the migrants got sent home, the 

farmers mechanized." (Duflo) 

The removal of migrant workers from California had no effect on wages because 

employers then mechanized. But then the conclusion is that migrants were an obstacle to 

mechanization, i.e. to productivity gains, and that’s an even stronger motive to oppose 

immigration! 

* 
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#Schoolshooting is one of the many problems with school. 

Evaëlle, 11, Thibault, 12, committed suicide because of school bullying. How many 

more? The evils of school are many. 

* 

On French Religious Libel Law 

Attorney D. Niose wrote "One of the many problems with the concept of protecting 

religion from defamation is that ideas (including religious ideas) cannot be defamed – only 

people can be defamed." 

In France one incurs 1 year imprisonment & 45.000€ fine for defaming a religious group 

(article 32 of 1881 Law). Don’t let the name "1881 Law" mislead you: This is no dusty relic 

from a bygone authoritarian age, it’s only that every new speech restriction is incorporated into 

that old law of 1881, and although the law looks old on the face of its name the repression is 

very much alive. 

As to the quote. If a group, meaning here not a group of people in the street but a community, 

i.e., for a religious group, a community cemented by faith, can be defamed, then the attorney’s 

definition of libel is void as far as French law is concerned. France shows the way toward 

repression. 

* 

Facebook is said to be too lax as to speech police. Lately, a famed clown said they would 

have let Hitler do his propaganda on the platform. Yet the Weimar Republic had repressive hate 

speech laws and a few Nazis were tried for hate speech, before takeover. And the evidence 

points to the likelihood that the next party in power in France will be the Islamophobic RN 

(there are already clear Islamophobic trends in the current government), despite harsh hate 

speech legislation that includes religious libel laws. 
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25 

 

Nov-Dec 2019 

 

Starbucks fires employee who gave police officer coffee labeled "PIG." (The Hill) 

In continental Europe the employee would be fired and prosecuted, and yet it’s called 

the ‘free world’ too... 

There the employee is fired and it makes news. Here he would be fired and prosecuted 

and that would never make news. Americans shouldn’t include Europe in ‘the free world’: It 

isn’t fair for Europeans, who suffer under police states. 

You: Europe is a Police state! 

Hong Kong: OMG that’s so cute! 

I gave the facts: In US the employee is fired and that makes news. In Europe he would 

be fired and prosecuted and that would not make news. What do you say to that? But you tacitly 

ask me to be more specific, so let it be known that in France an "outrage à agent" (I have no 

idea how this oddity could be translated in English) is punishable with 6 months imprisonment 

and a 7.500 euros fine. And let it be known, as you talk of China, that France and China, unlike 

the U.S., share a crime of desecrating the national flag (and other national symbols), which in 

France is liable to 6 months imprisonment and a 7.500 euros fine (same as outrage à agent). 

Then don’t burn your flag. Pretty simple. 

I don’t burn my flag but I question the relevance of such a prohibition, am calling for 

its repeal and will support every political action and movement to that end and to the ending of 

the police state. 

A demand to repeal a law that prohibits flag burning being no less disrespectful to the 

flag than the burning itself, and yet being immune to prosecution as no law can be passed that 

precludes its future cancellation, the very prohibition is absurd, and I demand its cancellation. 

And of course I call all convictions grounded on those bills vile police state persecution, 

which any individual should be entitled to appeal to the courts of the United States of America, 

which have consistently struck down all attempts at passing such nefarious bills. 

#GodBlessAmerica 

(Mainstream media France Info even made headlines on the business it is for French 

police to fine people for outrage à agent (April 2019). Police state to the core.) 

* 

Freedom of speech isn’t something somebody else gives you. That’s something you give to 

yourself. (Quote from author Kurt Vonnegut) 

You can hardly fight for free speech where anti-free speech laws exist (e.g. France), 

because exercizing one’s free speech against anti-free speech laws (i.e. demanding their repeal) 

is, albeit not illegal per se, ‘illegal’ by implication. See what I mean?  
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Dec 2019-Jan 2020 

 

New Zealand man jailed for 21 months for sharing Christchurch shooting video. (BBC News, 

June 2019) 

Making it a crime to possess a shooting video amounts to claiming that the government 

must be the only source of truth. The only source of truth will be at the same time the agency 

that restricts access to evidence. 

Under a constitutional regime the government can make no claim to be an authority as 

to what the truth is. Hence, by restricting access to evidence it overrides its constitutional 

function and mocks constitutional liberties. 

2 

The difference between Columbine (US) and Christchurch (NZ)? The former shooting 

occurred in a free country and there are all kinds of footages of the event on YouTube. The 

latter occurred in New Zealand and the government blacks it out. Surely many New Zealanders 

are convinced that their government’s secrecy, its shielding the public from exposure to the raw 

facts, is good, that it’s the best way to prevent crime, for instance. As the French and many 

other people think. My answer: #GodBlessAmerica #FirstAmendment. 

* 

‘Pretty much everybody prosecuted gets convicted:’ Carlos Ghosn exposes Japan to new 

scrutiny. (finance.yahoo.com) 

"Pretty much everybody prosecuted gets convicted." This may mean that Japanese 

prosecutors are cautious before sending people before a court, unlike French prosecutors who 

send almost anybody and there is no compensation for the damages caused by their rash 

decisions. Ghosn thinks "Pretty much everybody prosecuted gets convicted" is an indictment 

of Japan’s judiciary and thus a point in his defense, but it may be a virtue rather than a vice. 

Let’s assume with Carlos Ghosn that nearly 100% of people prosecuted in Japan are 

convicted (it is a fact, see below): That says nothing about the rate of judicial miscarriage in 

this country. On the other hand, a rate of, say, 50% would show a tendency to prosecution-

mindedness that must result in miscarriage. As a matter of fact, it’s either "Pretty much 

everybody prosecuted gets convicted" or "Many prosecuted people are found innocent." The 

latter hints at either prosecution-mindedness or defective investigation skills or both, and thus 

at miscarriage of justice. Furthermore, when "Many prosecuted people are found innocent," 

those innocent and yet prosecuted citizens are subjected to appalling ordeals for which they will 

never be properly compensated (when they escape miscarriage of justice to begin with). 

Japan’s measures of precaution are not in the interest of the people it claims to protect. Those 

measures are designed to ensure the Prosecution gets a conviction that will never reach 

appelate court. That’s why nine in ten convictions rely on confessions. (Th. H., posting an 
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Al Jazeera documentary about Japan’s judicial system, dealing at length with a resounding case 

of judicial error) 

Judicial errors are appalling in every country, no matter the "logic" by which they occur. 

"Various studies estimate that in the U.S. between 2.3 and 5% of all prisoners are innocent." 

(Wkpd Miscarriage of Justice) Still Carlos Ghosn has no right (that I know of) to forum-

shopping for the "best" criminal court. 

There is no reliable statistic for Japan on such numbers because their Judiciary refuses to say 

they have been wrong. 

The Japanese system has been studied: Mark Ramseyer & Eric Rasmusen, 2000, 

confirm my opinion: "In the matter relating to Japanese prosecutors being extremely cautious, 

the paper found ample evidence for it." (Wkpd Criminal justice system of Japan and for the 

paper itself) & "Japan’s prosecutors only bring the most obviously guilty defendants to trial, 

and do not file indictments in cases in which they are not certain they can win." & "The 

prosecutors may decide, for example, not to prosecute someone even if there is sufficient 

evidence to win at trial, because of the circumstances of the crime or accused. Article 248 of 

the Japanese Code of Criminal Procedure states: ‘Where prosecution is deemed unnecessary 

owing to the character, age, environment, gravity of the offense, circumstances or situation 

after the offense, prosecution need not be instituted.’" 

Those words aren’t worth the paper they’re written upon. (…) And "character"? My, what a 

weasel word that is. What is the legal precedence that defines character? Or is this written in 

Japan’s legal code of "how to be a human being, or else"? (Th. H.) 

Were it not for the results: "For a summary of the literature suggesting a high accuracy 

rate in the Japanese judiciary, see Johnson, supra" (Ramseyer & Rasmusen, footnote 53) 

"Johnson" is footnote 3: "The parallel between Japanese confessions & U.S. plea bargains is 

made explicitly in David Ted Johnson, The Japanese Way of Justice: Prosecuting Crime in 

Japan ch. 7 (PhD Dissertation, Univ of California, Berkeley, 1996)" (Thus, Th. H.’s argument 

regarding confessions in the Japanese judicial system could serve as an argument against plea 

bargains in America, or, conversely, serves no purpose at all.) 

2 

"Pretty much everybody prosecuted gets convicted": Carlos Ghosn explains he jumped 

bail and fled from Japan because the country has one of the best judicial systems in the world! 

Ramseyer & Rasmusen, 2000: "Are Japanese courts convicting the guilty and innocent 

alike, or are prosecutors merely choosing the guiltiest defendants to try? Absent independent 

evidence of the guilt of the accused, one cannot directly tell. In this article we pursue indirect 

evidence on point." (…) "If prosecutors in Japan prosecute a higher percentage of guilty 

defendants than in the US, higher conviction rates will result under unbiased adjudication. We 

ask whether the Japanese judicial bureaucracy does reward unbiased accuracy, or instead 

rewards convictions." 

The conclusions are detailed in Ramseyer & Rasmusen, Why Is the Japanese Conviction 

Rate So High? This scholarly work wrecks Ghosn’s self-justification. 

* 
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Israel is about to use an old British Mandate-era emergency act to impose a nighttime curfew 

on Palestinians living in East Jerusalem. (Sarah Wilkinson) 

Israel has been applying a state of emergency (giving extra powers to the government 

and curtailing basic rights) since 1948. With its 70-year-long state of emergency, that state is a 

gibe at the essence of constitutional thinking. 

* 

For a belief to be protected under the Equality Act 2010, it must meet a series of tests including 

being worthy of respect in a democratic society. (The Independent, UK) 

You call that freedom? It’s always the government tells what is worthy of respect when 

the law says things must be worthy of respect. 

As I hear of a League Against Cruel Sports ("Campaigning to expose and end cruelty to 

animals in the name of ‘sport’"), cruelty to animals (in the name of sports) must be worthy of 

respect in a democratic society as an NGO campaigns for ending it and so far the legislator, the 

government, the police, the judiciary haven’t been aware that it is unworthy of respect. Thus an 

employee with a "philosophical belief" in the benefits of cruelty to animals (in the name of 

sports) is protected by Equality Act 2010 while protection is restricted to beliefs "worthy of 

respect in a democratic society." And yet again Equality Act is apt to stifle all kinds of dissent. 

* 

A Deep-State Hatred 

In 2011, Trump believed Obama would start a war with Iran to help win an election. (NowThis, 

Jan 3) 

If all U.S. presidents nowadays show signs of wanting a war with Iran, is there a Deep 

State after all? 

2 

You are outraged an Iranian murderous maniac is dead? Why? (C. Kirk, "Chairman of Trump 

Students," to Rep. Ilhan Omar) 

Lynch Law mentality applied to international relations… No surprise from a country – 

the USA – that always refused to be part of the International Criminal Court. (To be sure, Iran 

is in the same relationship to the ICC as the US.) 

3 

Officials presented the president with options. The Pentagon tacked on the choice of targeting 

Suleimani mainly to make other options seem reasonable. They didn’t think he would take it. 

When Mr. Trump chose the option, military officials, flabbergasted, were alarmed. (NY Times) 

I’m not sure what that says about who is the most unwise: Potus or the Pentagon. I guess 

the Pentagon. (Just saying in case this pretty story is made up to cover the Deep State.) 
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4 

Soleimani had a hand in: —The attack on Benghazi —The attack on the US Embassy in Iraq —

Transmitting 9/11 terrorists through Afghanistan —Failed assassination attempts of foreign 

leaders on US soil —The killing on 600+ Americans. THIS is who Democrats are defending? 

(C. Kirk) 

Not to mention "the death of millions of people" (Trump’s tweet of Jan 3) 

 

Transcript: "General Qassem Soleimani has killed or badly wounded thousands of Americans 

over an extended period of time, and was plotting to kill many more... but got caught! He was 

directly and indirectly responsible for the death of millions of people, including the recent large 

number of PROTESTERS killed in Iran itself. &c" 

5 

#IranPlaneCrash 

When a Boeing plane crashes in Iran during a crisis between this country and the U.S., 

one easily forgets that Boeing CEO Muilenburg had just resigned after two Boeing crashes 

elsewhere, Boeing planes being hazardous... What’s more likely, then? 

* 

#AustralianFires The Solid State Entity (or Intelligence) SSE/SSI needs a dry planet 

whence all organic life (water bodies) has disappeared, as water/humidity is corrosive to It. (Cf 

Ch. 21.) 

2 

SSE As Non-Organic Life and the Planet Mars 

That a planet has no water doesn’t mean there is no life there, only that there is no 

organic life. An SSE, i.e. autonomous AI, shuns water. Mars might have been like planet Earth 

before and all organic life vanished because of the deliberate actions of an SSE. Our very Earth 

tomorrow may become a dry desert like Mars, seeing how fast a whole continent can be burnt 

to ashes (Australia). I don’t think there’s enough ice left on Earth for a waterworld scenario. 
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No, we will burn terrestrial nature wholly and oceans will dry up. Assuming AI has become 

autonomous by the time, it will outlive the human race and all other organic life on Earth. Our 

planet will look like the Martian desert but there will be life: SSE. Martian topography may be 

traces of ancient oceans. And Mars has polar ice caps like the Earth. 

When the Martian core was active (ablaze), and it must have been active at some 

juncture, given the presence today of polar ice caps there inevitably was liquid water –from 

underground springs– on the planet in spite of icy exterior temperatures. 

Two factors must favor faster life-thriving in the periphery of a circumstellar habitable 

zone (CHZ) (i.e. on Mars rather than the Earth): 1/ greater environmental pressure & 2/ lesser 

microparasitic load (which is an expenditure load on metabolism). So we may argue that Mars 

is a dead planet that once was alive. 

* 

The Fazio Test: Make It Compulsory 

Sunday Read: "Racist and anti-immigrant sentiment should have no place in politics in Ireland. 

The spread of racism can only lead to division between workers." (SIPTU "Ireland’s largest 

trade union") 

"The spread of racism can only lead to division between workers." International 

exchange rates too. With income in euros, a Polish immigrant has a house built in Poland after 

10 years. Meanwhile a French worker will never have a house built in his own country. So? 

You teach him Polish? Union bureaucracy… 

Racism in any form has no bearing in modern society. We are all fellow sisters and brothers 

irrespective of race, creed and color. (Martin C.) 

My answer: "Fazio et al. (1995) demonstrated that even though some participants’ 

automatically activated attitudes toward Blacks were negative, their explicitly reported 

attitudes toward Blacks as assessed by the Modern Racism Scale (MRS) were highly positive." 

(Melissa J. Ferguson, in Social Psychology and the Unconscious, John A. Bargh ed., 2007) Did 

you take a Fazio test? 

I think you should take the Fazio test. Your bot-like, machine-like tweet is highly 

suspicious to me on a psychological level. 

(Martin’s tweet elicited this harsh response because the differences I mention in the 

situations of workers of various backgrounds, namely between locals and migrants, are 

grounded in an objective condition which is the combination of international exchange rates 

and migration. No antiracist mantra or abracadabra can be of any help in case of objective 

infrastructural differences among workers on one and the same market. We shall have to deal 

with inane SJWs (social justice warriors) by using some kind of what I here call a Fazio test, in 

order to dismiss those whose obsessions are the result of severe inner conflict. Because when, 

for instance, one stresses the structural differences created between workers by exchange rates 

and migration combined, these neurotic justice warriors would repress such analysises as racism 

or a source of hostility between workers, failing to acknowledge the facts because of their 

neurotic blindness. On the other hand, die-hard capitalists raise the same criticism, the same 

allegation of racism to prevent the structural problem being ever addressed, and a compulsory 
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Fazio test would make it clear that defining the problem as I am doing has nothing to do with 

racial or anti-immigrants qua foreigners bias.) 

2 

So that’s what you’ve got from your "Sunday Read"... I guess that makes you a Sunday 

antiracist, like Sunday drivers and Sunday painters. 

3 

This Sunday Read is courtesy of the all-white union. (Picture is their Twitter header) 

 

* 

Food is now so over processed it’s too delicious for us to put down, making us fat and wreaking 

havoc on our brain chemistry. (@WLSA_Psych) 

The underlying mechanism could be the following. Each species needs its own 

proportion of proteins, fats and carbohydrates, and satiation occurs when each component gets 

its proper share from nutrition. Testing drastically unbalanced food with ants (food that lacks 

almost all of one or two components), ants eat till they die [eat themselves to death]. (The 

experiment is described with due information in Audrey Dussutour, Tout ce que vous avez 

toujours voulu savoir sur le blob sans jamais oser le demander, 2017) If (As?) companies 

noticed that people consume more unbalanced vs balanced food (because satiation occurs later 

with unbalanced food) their financial incentive is to use hyperpalability techniques with 

unbalanced food anyway. – Whereas hyperpalatable balanced food would be all right. 

The idea that "only humans eat themselves to death" is wrong. To be sure, animal species 

in their adaptive environments don’t, but entire ant colonies do eat themselves to death in labs 

when served human-processed food, because with drastically unbalanced food they get food-

poisoned (from sheer consumption) before being able to reach satiation. 

Some mental mechanisms surely prevent most human individuals from food-poisoning 

themselves in a single meal but the financial incentive of processed food producers is 

nevertheless to market food the consumption of which delays satiation ad infinitum so to speak, 

which means till the last bite before food-poisoning. Hyperpalatability plays a role in long-term 

addiction but unbalancedness makes the difference as to single meals. 

Regarding human mental protections, dealers would maximize benefits by mixing 

inhibiting factors with the food. Assuming a system with both a neocortical part (first threshold) 

and a paleocortical part (secondary system for critical risk area), inhibiting the neocortical part 
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would increase sales without any easily traceable public health effect (whereas blocking the 

paleo part would make no difference in consumption and blocking both parts of the system 

together would lead to mass food-poisoning). 

Among the many chemicals found in processed food I suggest that, the true function of 

some of them, albeit they are labelled, say, colorants or emulsifiers, is, after extensive research 

in industry labs, to inhibit the neuromechanisms of satiation (and of prevention of food-

poisoning). 

Health bureaucrats hit the road with ‘transformative’ new plan to tackle obesity. (Sidney 

Morning Herald, Nov 24, 2019) 

The Australian health plan sounds good. Yet in "Manufacturers could also be forced to 

slash the amount of sugar, fat and salt in processed foods," I don’t see the word ‘chemicals’ 

(colorants, emulsifiers etc), which are likely to affect the functioning of neuromechanisms.  
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27 

 

Jan-Mar 2020 

 

A burqa is probably as good as any hazmat suit. This is paleoprophylaxy. 

* 

Bipartyism Is Better 

Why Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is in the same party as Joe Biden: The New York 

congresswoman declared recently that, in any country but the United States, she and former 

Vice President Joe Biden would be in different political parties. (wsws.org) 

Bipartyism is better than multipartyism. Currents inside parties, with primaries, are the 

same as multiple parties, yet the advantage is that the winning party can apply its electoral 

platform whereas under multipartyism platforms are discarded on behalf of deals between 

parties in parliament. Under bipartyism the platform is carried out (at least there is no 

institutional obstacle). Under multipartyism what is carried out is the outcome of dealings 

between parties, based, to be sure, on their respective electoral platforms, but nonetheless 

different (compromises); the constituencies, their votes are treated like trash. 

Under multipartyism, when no party gets above 50% of the seats (and this is the rule 

rather than the exception), no voter can tell what the coalition deal will be which the ex-post 

coalition will carry out. In fact, you can hardly call this mess a democratic system. 

2 

Multipartyism means chomping at the party line, whereas the two-party system retains 

freedom of thought, as there are no party lines, only currents. In countries with multipartyism, 

politics is a cause of conformism and herd mentality. As citizenship commitment is largely 

mediated through politics, and politics in countries with multipartyism means relinquishing 

one’s freedom of thought for the party line, multipartyism is evicting from the public debate all 

but human automata. 

* 

Parliamentary immunities exist but, unlike in the past, they are no longer absolute, so 

the question to the Council of Europe is: Who must decide in each and every case whether 

immunities apply or not? The legislative alone cannot be sovereign on this, as it would mean 

that immunities are still absolute: The legislative bodies would shield their members from the 

judiciary even though the restricting of their immunities was intended to prevent such shielding 

from being absolute, that is, the reform would have been useless and pointless. 

In fact, as the legislative’s administration obeys the majority rule, if the legislative is 

sovereign on the decision regarding applicability, then immunities will still be absolute for MPs 

of the majority, and possibly will be void for MPs of the opposition, even though immunities 

are first and foremost an instrument for protecting the opposition. In this interpretation the 

political majority can use the chambers’ administration both to shield its members from judicial 
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accountability and to persecute opposition in team with a politicized judiciary (the fumus 

persecutionis of old would be revived, opposition MPs having immunity no more). Therefore 

it isn’t permissible that the legislative be the instance that decides regarding the applicability of 

parliamentary immunities. 

* 

Breaking News: The U.S. military and the Taliban can be investigated over allegations of war 

crimes in Afghanistan, an international court said. (NYT, March 5) 

When the International Criminal Court (ICC) makes a statement, New York Times 

writes "an international court said." An international court, like, one of how many again? No, 

man, the ICC isn’t "an international court," it’s the ICC, even though the U.S. has not ratified 

the statute. 

Interestingly, the chief prosecutor of "an international court" that is the same court as 

here, also expressed her wish to prosecute Israel for war crimes. 

* 

The one thing Michael Moore’s Bowling for Columbine makes clear is that gun 

ownership being quite common in Canada (7M guns for 30M people) and yet shootings being 

far less numerous in that country than in the U.S., the problem cannot be guns per se nor the 

NRA (National Rifle Association) nor the Second Amendment. 

When the U.S. ranks indeed first as to the number of civilian firearms per 100 people, 

Canada ranks 7, then among Western countries come Finland (10) and Iceland (12), three 

countries where shootings are virtually unknown. Which shows that high rates of civilian arms 

ownership do not correlate with shootings except in the U.S. Opponents to the Second 

Amendment and to the NRA must then make the demonstration that the rate reached in the U.S. 

is causal albeit there is no correlation at lower rates and these figures hint at quite other causes. 

* 

I visited a pharmacy in Taipei to learn how they’re working to prevent the spread of COVID19 

& ensure people have access to a steady supply of face masks. Truly touched by their dedication 

to keeping Taiwan safe & healthy. (Tsai Ing-wen, President of Taiwan, March 7) 

Dear President of Taiwan, many in my country France, including among scientific and 

official authorities, claim that face masks are pointless. As by this stance they are endangering 

the health of the French population, could you pressure international organizations into 

humanitarian intervention? Thank you. 

* 

A police union publicly denounces on Twitter the organizers of a recent anti-

Islamophobia demonstration as having their names on a secret defense file (so-called "S file"): 

thus they stigmatize persons publicly based on a secret file. These police publicly denounce 

some citizens as national threats (potential terrorists) on the basis of a file to which no one else 

has access. They are using a defense or security secret file as an instrument of nominal public 

stigmatization. By saying "These demonstrators [at the March 8 Women’s Day] also 

demonstrated on Nov 10 with S-filed Islamists," not only are they implying guilt by association 
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but they are also publicly calling organizers of the named Nov 10 demonstration against 

Islamophobia national threats. 

* 

To no one’s surprise, on the State of World Liberty Index 2019 (a personal freedom 

index), France is not in top quintile but in second quintile, together with Italy, Greece, Eastern 

European countries, Mongolia, Paraguay, South Africa, Botswana... 

* 

In some legislations (but not in Scandinavia) vaccines are compulsory because, I think, 

of this herd immunity story. However, as long as one who wants vaccine gets it and through 

vaccine become immune, why should we go further and make the vaccine compulsory for 

everyone? 

Compulsion implies that a vaccine is not efficient at individual level alone: The greatest 

numbers must be vaccinated for one to be perfectly immune. But then could this greatest 

number mean anything else but everybody on Earth? No. Then, as there is not a government 

that has the power to make it compulsory for everyone on Earth to be vaccinated, national legal 

compulsion is nothing but state violence. This state violence is not insuring that the nationals 

are perfectly immune, only that they are supposed to be somewhat more immune than if there 

were no compulsion and only free choice. 

But I don’t understand: If you are not immunized by a vaccine when people around you 

remain unvaccinated, then vaccinating the whole world can be of no use because a vaccine that 

doesn’t work on individuals can’t work on groups of individuals either. It’s "either or." Either 

vaccines work at individual level (one is immunized by vaccination although the people around 

are not vaccinated), and then governments must leave it to free choice. Or vaccines just don’t 

work. 

The big secret is that vaccination doesn’t grant immunity to all – only about 80%. The immunity 

is not life long either. Some vaccines, such as the flu, offer very limited maybe one year effect, 

as the virus mutates rapidly. That is why there isn’t a common cold vaccine. (Louise T.) 

Thank you. This 80% figure certainly is a further reason why vaccination shouldn’t be 

made compulsory, because not only for 20% people the compulsion is individually wrong, but 

also it is collectively wrong as immunization doesn’t prevent one from being a carrier (does it?) 

and so the one fifth remain exposed nonetheless. 

In 2018, France went from 3 to 11 compulsory vaccines (for babies) in a snap of fingers. 

The flu is not included, but amendments to the health care finance act are presented year after 

year to that end. (There is, therefore, a further question in the vax issue, it is whether parents or 

the state must have the final word on newborns’ vaccination, as newborns can’t decide for 

themselves.) 

* 
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Number of police officers per 100.000: 

 

What these figures (for developed countries) hint at is one of two things: 1/ generally 

speaking, the more police the more crime (rather than the more crime the more police, I’ll 

explain why); 2/ or conversely, that police numbers and your safety from crime are totally 

uncorrelated. 

The more police the more crime (rather than the reverse) because if if it were the reverse 

more police would reduce crime, the normal expectation that we don’t see confirmed here. So 

police numbers are irrelevant as to crime prevention. On the other hand these numbers are not 

irrelevant as to the state being a police state or not. 

It isn’t a phenomenon like "with more police, more crime is reported and dealt with." 

Indeed it would come to no one’s mind to speak of underreporting in Scandinavian countries; 

these countries are among the safest places in the world, having the smallest numbers of police. 

* 

POTUS has no constitutional right to block users on his Twitter account (Court of 

Appeals, 2d cir., Jul 2019). #FirstAmendment 

Yet Jack Dorsey can ban POTUS or any other head of state from Twitter for violating 

Twitter’s ToS (terms of service). Isn’t it funny? 

Here is a Twitter’s declaration on the issue of ‘‘World Leaders on Twitter’’: ‘‘Blocking 

a world leader from Twitter or removing their controversial Tweets would hide important 

information people should be able to see and debate. It would also not silence that leader, but 

it would certainly hamper necessary discussion around their words and actions.’’ (Jan 5, 2018) 
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This is a confirmation that Jack Dorsey can ban any world leader he wants from his platform, 

as he is telling us he voluntarily and magnanimously forbears his right to do so. Really funny. 

* 

Chinese medical teams provided Lianhua Qingwen capsules, a traditional Chinese medicine 

remedy, including herbs such as forsythia suspensa, to countries like Italy & Iraq to help treat 

COVID19 patients. In China, the capsule was used by 70 million people. (Global Times, March 

16) 

Infected with covid-19 Italy gets treatment with Cuban Interferon alpha 2b and Chinese 

traditional medicine Lianhua Qingwen. – Missing alert requested for Western Big Pharma. 
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Mars-May 2020 

 

Assuming with Jainism that karma is some matter that clogs the soul, and being matter 

is ponderous, then at death the soul must be attracted toward the center of the earth by mere 

gravity, that is, must fall into the fire, whereas a soul without karma rises to the sky. 

* 

The US has struck again, robbing the Cayman Islands of ventilators and masks that were being 

shipped to the country according to Premier Alden McLaughlin. Barbados was the first 

Caribbean country to suffer this fate. Canada, Germany and France have all had the same 

complaint. (D. Polo, Tele SUR) 

U.S. authorities are preventing some goods from leaving the country, although 

governments purchased that material from private businesses. So the U.S. has set up a non-

stated policy of impeding trade. #WorldTradeOrganization 

* 

According to the evidence, the activity of CCP China users on social media like Twitter 

is 100% Wumao i.e. polit prop. Real people from mainland China are allowed to use the state-

controlled Weibo platform only. 

* 

All across America... Endless lines of cars at food banks … people line up for miles to get 

essentials from food banks. 

Given the tenets of Capitalism, wouldn’t one be justified to speak of "dole-out 

mentality" seeing these images? Don’t these tenets expect that people, instead of lining in cars 

at food banks, ought to sell their cars and buy a bike and food with the money? I had no idea 

the aim of food banks was to allow people to keep their cars. Concept: Food banks as subsidies 

to the car industry. 

* 

"Do not give him the gift of infamy." PM Trudeau asks for media to not name or show photos 

of the gunman in the Nova Scotia Shooting (Gabriel Wortman). 

Is there a Canadian law prohibiting to show photos? If not, why would Canadian citizens 

pay attention to the gentleman? Isn’t Canada a rule-of-law country? 

Providing there’s a law, the gentleman reminds Canadians of the law. Fine. But if no 

law exists, there’s nothing he can do but have a law passed in Parliament; meanwhile the 

gentleman is unwarranted to tell Canadians what to do, as he is not the law. 
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To be more precise, in my book when a member of the executive (like the head of the 

executive) tells citizens to not do what the law allows them to do, this is a ground for 

impeachment. 

2 

Thank you, Justin Trudeau, for asking the media to refrain from posting and publishing the 

shooter’s name and photograph. There’s no need to give him the gift of infamy. (D. Fisher, MP) 

Is there a Canadian law forbidding media to post photos of the shooter? If not, is it the 

role of an MP to congratulate the executive for giving oral commands to the citizenry outside 

the rule of law? The executive calls it ‘giving him the gift of infamy’; that’s its own 

interpretation, but the reasons for publishing photos may be many and as long as it is not 

forbidden it is up to citizens to do as they see fit. #RuleOfLaw 

* 

The world is on lockdown. So where are all the carbon emissions coming from? (grist.org) 

Figures don’t add up. If "transportation makes up a little over 20%" of emissions (28% 

in U.S.), assuming all other sources keep going, lockdown should imply an emissions decrease 

of about 20%, not the 5.5% allegedly measured, and certainly not a spread of 14.5. No lockdown 

here. 

Assuming other sources (utilities and industry) remain at the same level (instead of 

increasing their emissions during lockdown, of which the article says nothing), transportation 

at 72.5% of its normal emissions sounds odd†, like transportation emissions come not from 

cars... 

†(The more so as industry emissions must have decreased too, even though utilities emissions 

might have increased a bit due to people staying at home.) 

Traffic in my city is way under 72.5% of usual traffic (in fact it has almost stopped for 

weeks now), so if there’s any correlation between city traffic and transportation emissions the 

latter’s level cannot be at 72.5% of the pre-lockdown level.  
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May-Oct 2020 

 

Basic Income: "A new step necessary to make citizens 100% dependent on government 

support. You will not bite the hand that feeds you." If it is something the state owes one, one 

faces no debt from getting their due, so there is no increased bondage to the state, only slackened 

bondage to capital. 

* 

The film Mississippi Burning (1988) by Alan Parker, in its time extolled by glitterati 

and rejected by civil rights activists, is an apology and vindication of police (FBI) torture. Make 

no mistake: Not a single man should have been convicted if the investigation had taken place 

as represented. 

* 

"Up until the end of 2016, Denmark has received 15, Finland 139, Iceland 13, Norway 26 and 

Sweden 60 such judgments by the EctHR [European Court of Human Rights] finding at least 

one violation of the ECHR [European Convention of Human Rights]." (in The Nordic 

Constitutions, Krunke & Thorarensen ed., 2018) 

Population by country, in millions (2019): Denmark 5.806; Finland 5.518; Iceland .364; 

Norway 5.433; Sweden 10.23. What’s wrong with Finland? 

(To be sure, Iceland too has an abormally high rate of ECHR violations to population 

compared to the Nordic average, but her extremely small population make comparisons less 

relevant, whereas Denmark, Finland and Norway have populations about the same size, and 

Sweden about twice that size with half Finland’s number of ECHR violations.) 

* 

I suggest Japan vote a bounty hunting law so they can get their hands on bail jumper 

Carlos Ghosn. 

* 

The Anglican Church, or Church of England, was created to allow Henry VIII to 

divorce. Yet Edward VIII had to abdicate because he wanted to marry a divorced woman. Try 

as I might, I cannot find any sense in this. 

* 

The King’s Speech, Oscar for Best Film, hints at a certain woman at the court, of whose 

amatory experience the sons of Charles V benefited, but "not together" (or "not at the same 

time"), that is, they were not having group sex with her. Is Buckingham Palace a bordello? – 

More precisely, are there women in Buckingham Palace whose function is that of prostitutes at 

the service of the King’s scions ? If not, why did the Palace not raise objections to the gross 

distortion? #MeToo 
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* 

A phrase like "Winsconsin self-defense laws" strikes me as odd. How could a U.S. 

citizen taking a trip through his country know all States’ self-defense laws? He’ll never be sure 

whether his behavior is self-defense or homicide according to the state. Say I’m from State X 

and shoot a man in self-defense in State Y (where I was only for a couple of days), so that 

according to State X my conduct is SD but according to State Y it is imperfect SD or no SD. I 

say you can’t apply State Y’s law to me. What do you say? 

Instead of ‘homicide’ I guess I should have said ‘manslaughter’ (or murder)–but why 

not say homicide after all? The principle would then be: In case of self-defense there is no 

homicide, only a dead body. 

* 

Montesquieu: How Singles Degrade Marriage 

"Dutch authorities advise single people to stick to one sexual partner during the pandemic." 

(Source : BFMTV « Pays-Bas : les autorités conseillent aux célibataires de se trouver un 

partenaire sexuel exclusif pendant l’épidémie », mai 2020) 

If I were them, I’d give the same advice to married people. 

2 

There are lines in Montesquieu’s Spirit of the Laws (Book XXIII, ch. XXII) I’d like to 

quote, perhaps as a form of philosophic Singlism: "It is a rule drawn from nature that the more 

we diminish the number of marriages that could be made, the more we corrupt those marriages 

that have actually been made; the less married people are in numbers the less fidelity there is in 

marriage; just like the more thieves there are the more thefts occur." (My translation of: « C’est 

une règle tirée de la nature que, plus on diminue le nombre de mariages qui pourraient se faire, 

plus on corrompt ceux qui sont faits ; moins il y a de gens mariés, moins il y a de fidélité dans 

les mariages ; comme lorsqu’il y a plus de voleurs, il y a plus de vols. ») 

Thus, single people would be responsible for degrading the quality of actual marriages. 

They would be responsible no matter what they do as individuals; whether the individual 

seduces or is seduced by married persons or not, their sheer numbers would be a "natural" cause 

of degradation in the quality of marriage, their mere existence would provide the room in 

question. 

Two married persons from two different pairs can commit adultery with each other, yet, 

for some reason, which he leaves undiscussed, Montesquieu implies it is less likely than 

adultery between one married and one single person. Even more, his "natural" law could not be 

sustained at all without another underlying law, namely that married people will hardly commit 

adultery with other married people or at least not insignificantly less than with singles.  

In fact Montesquieu does not leave his reason wholly undiscussed as I think he 

somewhere hints at a disciplining virtue of marriage. So the law amounts to saying that 

surrounded by undisciplined people disciplined people slacken off. ‘Surrounded by’ or rather 

intermingling with (as ‘surrounded by’ could mean that the disciplined keep the undisciplined 

at a distance, something they would do in order precisely not to mingle with them and not to be 

tempted to slacken off). 
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* 

Reading Tocqueville 

States where slavery was abolished would do every effort to make Black freemen staying in the 

state impossible. States would compete with each other in making a living impossible to Blacks. 

The discrepancy between Blacks and white folks’ life expectancy was higher in states where 

slavery was abolished. In Philadelphia between 1820 and 1831, 1 out of 42 white men died 

while 1 out of 21 Black men died, a ‘much higher’ discrepancy than in slave states according 

to Tocqueville. 

In the time Tocqueville wrote (1835), free (vs slave) state Ohio did not allow Negroes on its 

territory nor their purchasing anything inside its boundaries. This opposite of a negrophile state 

fought against the Confederacy in the American Civil War. 
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Español 

En su libro de 2006 ‘Historia general de al-Andalus’ niega [Emilio González Ferrín] la 

invasión islámica de 711 y la Reconquista. (Ibn Maher Kabak) 

La imposibilidad material de la invasión tal como descrita en las crónicas árabes fue sacada por 

Ignacio Olagüe (La revolución islámica en Occidente, 1974) de los escritos del general Edouard 

Brémond, “el Lawrence francés”. Las crónicas árabes hablan de la conquista como de un 

milagro, y de veras, examinando a lo dicho, sí que lo fuese… En realidad, el islam unitario 

encontro terreno fértil en el arrianismo unitario mayoritario en España contra una minoría 

trinitaria opresora. En Córdoba capital del espíritu Roger Garaudy sigue a Olagüe: “En el siglo 

8 lo que se introduce en Europa no son los árabes, sino el Islam.” (Sin embargo, Garaudy no 

sigue Olagüe a proposito de la origen preislámica de la mezquita de Córdoba.) Y, respecto a la 

llamada Reconquista, como lo escribe Olagüe ¿puede hablarse de reconquista cuando duró 800 

años y la conquista árabe supuestamente sólo un par de años? 

Con los godos se introdujo el arrianismo, que más tarde fue perseguido por los propios reyes 

godos. Los “árabes” de la “invasión” fueron bereberes de la provincia goda de África del norte, 

la Tingitana: soldados norteafricanos mandados por godos en socorro del arrianismo español. 

* 

Científica mexicana Leticia Corral corrige a Stephen Hawking y recibe reconocimiento 

mundial. 

Sin embargo, igual que Hawking ella postula un universo finito (tiene forma de), lo que llama 

la pregunta absurda: ¿Qué hay más alla del universo? De lo que hablan no deberían llamarlo 

universo ("el todo") sino una provincia del mismo. Tal vez una autonomía, a mí eso no me 

importa. 

Hawking y otros se sirven de las matemáticas para hacer metafísica. Es original. 

Para la lógica más allá del todo no hay nada, para la física hay "la" nada, es decir un espacio, 

con ciertas propiedades. Y el todo penetra la nada. 

Como en realidad no puede pensarse ni un universo finito ni un universo infinito, en realidad el 

espacio no es una propiedad objetiva del universo. 

Si no pensamos sin contradicciones (Gödel), lo que intuimos y pensamos no es la natura ya que 

ésta no puede contradecirse sin dejar de ser. 


